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This case study of the Bulgarian foreign poky in the Balkans during the 

1990s is a thesis which emerged h m  the author's interest in Southeast 

European regicnai connicts after 1989. The speciai focus of the thesis is the 

response of Bulgarian policy-malcers to that conflictuai environment. a reaction 

which changed fundamentally the direction. orientation and nature of 

Bulgaria's relations wlth its neighbours when compared to the communist 

period. 

The main objective of the anaiysis is to examine the inîiuence of diiTerent 

kinds of factors on forelgn policy outcomes. Within this broad h e w o r k  of 

interest. the anaiysis focuses on two main types of factors that are conceived to 

shape the goals, character and dynamics of foreign policy: intemal (donestic) 

and extemai. In addition. the study singles out regional factors - a third 

dimension - which are pertinent to the examination of regional foreign policy 

outcomes. Together with investigating the impact of these three issue-areas. 

the thesis examines the interplay of such problems in shaping the regional 

policy of a nationai actor, in this case Buigarla. 

The study is guided by the theoretical perspective that foreign poiicy 

outcomes depend on the worldngs of both extemal and intemai factors, and 

that since the period under survey is simultaneously a period of democratic 

transition in Bulgaria, the weight of domestic actors, agendas and the internai 

context is of central importance. In addition to the focus on the internai 

institutionai. poiiücal and societai factors, the thesis examines systemic factors 

iinked to the demise of bipolarity in Europe and the related security 

configuration, and regionai factors and developments such as the character of 

the regional en~.rironment. regional actom, the impact of r e w e  disinteption 



processes in Yugoslavia and Albania, and regional security and development 

concems. 

in order to trace such changes the analysis is ftamed within a general 

sub-periodization of regional poiicy, the main watershed period being regime 

change and the initiation of democratic transformations in Buigaria in late 

1989. W o  main sub-periods are identified: a) 1990-1996, characterized by a 

pragrnatic and essentiaiîy bdanced approach to regional issues and actors, and 

aiso by the predominance of bflateral relations, but dected by inconsistencies 

in regionai poiicy irnplementation; b) 1997-2000, characterized by a much more 

assertive regional policy, a stronger involvement in regional conaict 

management. and a drive towards expanding regional cooperation on a 

multiiateral basis. This second period conünued into 2001 when the 

Macedonian security crisis again transformed Bulgarian foreign poiicy 

(although the most recent period which is currently ongoing is outside the 

scope of this study). 

in essence, the thesis explores the case of a fundamental reorientation 

in Buigarian regional pohcy h m  bloc alignrnent to enhanced regional 

cooperation, as well as the trend in Sofia's policy fiom disengagement and a 

predominantly bilateral approach to a more active engagement and gradua1 

multilateralism in Southeastern Europe. 
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1. Introduction 

mHour's the urwfher. Jeeves7' 
TxceptionalS( ciement sir. ' 
'Anythfng in the papers?" 
Some slight friction threatening the Buikans. sir. Othenvise. nothing." - P.G Wodehouse. nie Inhitable Jeeves (19351 

Would the unsurpassed Jeeves exist today in a politicai capacity. it is 

disturbingly easy to imagine him relaying similar moming news to the likes of the 

British Prime Minlster, the Secretary General of NATO, or the Resident of the 

European Commission. Since the end of the Cold War division in 1989 the 

unification project in Western Europe designed to, among other things. eliminate 

violent interstate conflict within its realrn, has faced a fresh peripheral "friction' in 

the same old form of ethnic anirnosities and fiaring nationalisms in the murky 

Balkans. This region yet again made headhes as Europe's 'powder keg', prompting 

politicians, the media and the public to leaf through historical and modem 

renditions of the "ancient hatreds", "irrational Balkan peoples". and 'loathsome 

leaders" themes (Cohen 2001:380). However, the wars of the Yugoslav succession in 

the 1990s cannot be explained by century-otd ethnic factors. We need also 

approach the region, as some academics argue, 

with the same rational criteria that the West resewes for itself: issues 
of self-determination versus inviolable status quo, citizenship and 
minority rights, problems of ethnic and reiigious autonomy, the 
prospects and W t s  of secession, the balance between big and small 
nations and States, the mie of international institutions. 

(Todorova 1997: 186) 

Where has Bulgaria as a regional actor fitted in the modem 'Balkan 

imbrogiioW (Nelson 1991)? How has its foreign poiicy gone ail the way from the 

aileged wish of its communist d e r  Zhivkov to transform it into the 16th Soviet 

liepubbc in the 1960s to its aiTlclal application ta join NATO and proposal tû host a 



multinational Ballcan peacekeeping force in the late 1990s. and what were the 

impulses for this evolution? These are some of the questions that have provoked the 

author's interest in Bulgarian regional poiicy during the period 1989-2000. The 

main objective of the anaiysis is to investigate the factors and their interplay in 

shaping the respective regionai poiicy outcomes. To that end, this thesis employs 

the anaiyticai case study method to explore two main groups of issues: 1) the 

nature, dynamics and saiience of intemal and externai factors and the& linkages. 

and 2) the character. orientation and dynamics of the emerging regionai policy of 

Bulgaria. 

This study is guided by the theoreticai perspective that Foreign pohcy 

outcomes depend on the workings of both internai and externai factors, and that 

since the period under survey is slmultaneously a period of democratic transition in 

Bulgaria, the weight of domestic acton, agendas and the internal context is of 

central importance. In addition to the focus on the internal institutional. political 

and societal factors. the thesis examines two types of extemai factors: a) systemic 

factors iinked to the demlse of blpolarity in Europe and the related security 

configuration, and b) regionai factors and developments such as the character of 

the regionai environment. regional actors. the impact of regime disintegration 

processes in Yugoslavia and Albania, and regionai security and development 

concerns. Chapter II provides a discussion of the theoreticai underpinnings of the 

analysis. 

The thesis discusses the case of a fundamental reorientation of Bulgarian 

regionai poiicy fiom bloc aiignment to reglonal cooperation. and the trend in Sofia's 

poiicy fiom disengagement and a predominantly bilaterai approach to a more active 

engagement and gradua1 muitilateraIisrn. In order to trace such changes the 

anaiysis is fiamed within a general sub-periodization of regional policy, the main 

watershed period being regime change and the initiation of democratic 



transformations in Bulgaria in late 1989. Chapter III provides contextual 

background by briefly examining the regional policy of the Bulgarian communist 

regime with an emphasis on important developments in the 1980s. Chapter IV 

focuses on the 1990-1996 period and emphasizes the relevance, impact and 

dynamics of the three types of factors mentioned above. Chapter V concentrates on 

the pst-1996 period (with late 1999 as a cutoff for expediency) and focuses on the 

dlfferences in the roles of various factors and also regional policy outcomes that 

aliow the analyst to regard recent developments as a separate ongoing sub-period. 

The conclusion brings together the main tenets of the anaiysis and carefully 

considers the future relevance of the factors examined. 

II. Theorizing the Detenninanta of Foreign Poiicy 

2. Theories of Foreign Policg 

Realism is a powerful and long-standing approach in international relations 

that has meanlngful impiications for foreign policy research. Tkaditionai studies of 

foreign policy predating World War II were based on the redpoiitik assumption of a 

unikuy state actor that focuses on national interest. power. and rational decision- 

making. Power in the realpolüik view is mainly detennined on the basis of d t a r y  

capabiüty, and therefore, other nationai characteristics are only relevant in terrns of 

how they contribute to the military might of the state. Foreign policy behaviour in 

this conception is determined by the national interest. itself deterrnined by the 

pursuit of m.iiitary and territorial security. 

The realîst tradition in foreign policy focuses primarlly upon the way in 

which international actors assert power vis-à-vis other extemai actors. Thus for 

Hans Morgenthau it is only when a state's behaviour is directed towards 

maintaining or expanding its power, that its actions become poliffcal in a foreign 



policy context (Nossal 1997:5). However, the parsimonious assumption that the 

state is a unified and persistently rational actor, focusing particularly on military- 

strategic security, limits that perspective from presenting an in-depth exploration of 

the domestic context. It is now widely argued. for instance, that the failure of 

reaiists to anticipate the end of the Cold War was rooted in a lack of adequate 

attention to intemal factors that may precipitate a change in foreign policy and 

influence the international sphere. 

Admittedly, the significance of issues such as nationalism and polftical 

identity was obvious to classical realists like Cam. However, as Ikenbeny 

[1996:293) argues, the Cold War and the emergence of an American brand of 

realism - the neorealism of Kenneth Waltz - have been instmmentai in preventing 

foreign pollcy analysis from considering important domestic variables. International 

and domestic politics were seen as two separate spheres of activity with 

fundamentalîy difkrent political processes, and with little interpenetration between 

the two spheres. These realist assumptions held great attraction and "made most 

analytical sense.. .in the high poiitics of superpower confrontation during the 

decades immediately after World War II" (Anderson 1996:307). The analy-ücal 

separation of domestic and international poiitics that was advocated was also 

rwted in academic analysis: the compartmentaiization of politicai science study by 

fields, and the understandable wish of international relations scholars to estabUsh 

a unique field of study for themselves (Ikenberry: ibid.). However, the weakening of 

the Cold War political mindset and the rise of global economic interdependence in 

the post-Vietnam period stimulated a surge of interest Ln the role of domestic 

factors in foreign policy. Thus, in his influenthi works in the mid-1960s James N. 

Rosenau proposed a research agenda for studyfng national-international Luikages 

in the analysis of foreign poiicy: 

To accept the explanation that a reversal [in foreign policy is] merely a 
response to a changing international scene is to overlwk the subtle 

4 



operation of latent W g e  processes invoMng interaction between 
transformations in the legitimacy attached to certain goals and forms 
of domestic political action on the one hand, and reaügnment in the 
structure and functioning of certain international systems on the 
other.. . 

(Rosemu 1969: 7) 

Rosenau's work represented a powerful appeal for bridging the anaiyticai 

guif between the fields of comparative politics and international relations, and 

focused on foreign policy as a test-site for the new approach. with particular 

emphasis on domestic-internationai political nexus in foreign relations. It 

discouraged the view of the state as a unified actor, having unflinching power and 

maxirnizing rationale, and criticized the purely systemic meaning imbued by 

neorealbts in the concept of the national interest. Also, Rosenau's studies 

anticipated at least two iines of future conceptuahtion regarding the importance 

of domestic factors in foreign policy. One was the idea that leaders were involved in 

what later Putnam (1988) termed "two-level games" - Le. that in explaining 

govenunent action in foreign affalrs, leaders are viewed as simultaneously tackhg 

the pressures and constraints of their own domestic political systems as well as 

those of the international environment (Rosenau: 13). The other was the bedrock of 

Rosenau's convergence research agenda - the proposed study of national- 

international Mages  in foreign poiicy. He argued that poiities were increasingly 

interdependent with each other, and that foreign poiicy outcomes could be the 

product of the activities of both governmental and non-governmental actors and 

settings (ibid.54). This line of research has k e n  manifested in the complex 

interdependence frarnework of Keohane and Nye (19771 and the transnational 

linkage framework of Risse-Kappen [1991), which explore the role of domestic and 

cross-national coaiitions, and institutional arrangements in a dynamic foreign 

policy process. Thus the nation-state as a forelgn policy actor "is disaggregated; 

poiiticai processes that cross the boundaries between the international and the 



domestic systems are identifleci: and the boundary separating international and 

domestic politics becomes more fluid." (Mingst 1995: 232). 

The field of comparative foreign policy research has also examined several 

aspects of Rosenau's 'pre-theory" project. Hagan (1995: 119) identifies several focal 

points in the anaiysis of domestic factors of foreign policy by researchers like 

Brecher, Steinberg and Stein, and Wilkenfeld: political system structure (mainly 

democratization). patterns of political opposition (regime constraints, linkage 

mechanisms), and shared attributes of the political leadership (shared images, elite 

profiles). The model of Michel Brecher (1972). for instance, isolates five main 

domestic factors: rnilitary capability. economic capability, political structure, 

interest groups, and competing elites. It concentrates on the political level rather 

than on the capabilities, and underscores the importance of attitudes and values of 

foreign policy actors in shaping the operational environment of foreign poiicy 

making. The 'bureaucratic politics' model (Allison 1971) focuses attention on the 

decision-making process and the influence of domestic institutional poiitics on the 

makings of foreign policy. Studies as those have confirmed Rosenau's proposition 

that the configurations and intemal contexts of national governments broadly 

influence or modify their foreign policy. For example, the implication that such 

studies suggest, contrary to neoreaiism, is that international politics is driven not 

solely by systemic structures but also by domestic political patterns (Hagan 

ibid.: 118). 

World events in the 1960s and early 1970s (e.g. the Vietnam war. the oil 

crisis, the voice of 'third-world' states in the UN) also motivated foreign poiicy 

scholars to rethink some traditional assumptions of the systemic strategic 

framework. "Third-world" problems Iike economic development, democracy, state 

and nation-building, ethnicity, underlay the growth of new structural perspectives 

such as  dependency theory. nie alternative explanations of international politics 



offered by such paradigms influenced foreign policy studies by their attention to 

issues such as core-peripheq relations, economic factors. elites, etc. The role of the 

state as a gatekeeper between the domestic and international realms was made 

somewhat problematic, opening up further avenues of research into complex 

domestic and transnational processes in foreign policy studies. 

Political economy research has been particularly instrumental in blurring 

the boundaries between the studies of domestic and international politics, and in 

challenging the assumptions of neorealist theory. The declining emphasis on 

strategic securiîy with the end of the Cold War and the growlng economic 

interdependence have placed greater anaiyticai weight on non-military sources of 

foreign policy, as well as on nonstate factors like multinationals and international 

trade regimes. With the latest interpenetrative trends -usually termed 

'globaiization" - actors and agendas, prevfously determined to be of domestic 

import. have assumed practical salience in foreign policy development that 

transcends their national borders. In addition, the welfare state mode1 has made 

governments and politicians more sensitive to domestic economic issues as a 

source of political legitimation, which Is reflected in foreign policy behaviour. 

Another sub-field of political science research - country and area studies - is 

particularly sensitive to the role of both domestic and regional factors in foreign 

policy. Case studies by country and regional speclalists offer detailed insights into 

the influence of ethnic and religious allegiances, pady ideologies and strategies, 

elite structure and agendas, personai traits and belief systems of leaders, as welî as 

dissect the internai mechanism of foreign policy decision-making in a highly 

contextuaiized way. A weU-known example is the field of "Kremiinology" - i.e. the 

study of the poiitics of the Soviet regime, as weU as the relationships among the so- 

caiied 'Eastern Bloc" countries. 



Based on these main developments in foreign policy studies, modem 

scholars increasingly eschew single-cause or single-level explanations of foreign 

policy behaviour and processes in favour of multi-causai contextual models. Even 

when research focuses on one particular level of factors (individiai, societal. 

systemic), they are more inclined than before to view it within a larger context of 

foreign policy factors. Much more weight is wielded by the consideration of domestic 

and regional contexts in addition to the systemic framework. Methodologically, the 

field has diversifled as well: in addition to the quantitative study of large data sets. 

methods such as game theory, rational choice, comparative studies, country/area 

studies, are utilized in search of explanations of foreign policy. 

This paper embraces the view that foreign policy investigation needs to 

recognize the multi-source nature of foreign policy in the contemporary 

environment. It also needs to take account of the complex and contingent 

interaction of foreign policy factors within and across levels. Within this broader 

framework this thesis, by using the anaiytfcal case study method, strives to 

illustrate, as far as it cm,  the role of systemic, regionai and domestic factors in the 

foreign policy behaviour of a specific state in a specific context and period of Ume. 

Hopefully, the thesis presents a convincing argument in favour of multi-causal and 

multi-level explanations in foreign policy case studies. 

2. The Thme ISlpcs oJFactors in the Case S M y  

Ail foreign policy decisions occur within a particular domestic context, and 

this study gives attention to what is sees as the main interna1 factors. Regime 

change in late 1989-early 1990 and the initiated process of democratic transition in 

Buigarla form the general framework for the emergence, transformation, and also 

saîience of such factors. As in most countries. foreign poiicy issues at the 

goverment level are the institutional prerogative of a relatively small cfrcle of 



ofRcials in the executive a m  of government. Access to information about foreign 

policy maklng is not easy, and the process tends to be relatively closed to public 

scruüny. However, the higher degree of flux and contestation in the life of a 

democratizing poiity such as past-1989 Bulgaria has opened up the foreign policy 

process, maktng it more penetrable by other government and non-government 

actors. Avenues to be explored in this respect concern the diversification of foreign 

policy actors at the governmental. pollticai and societal level. the process of 

institutionaiization of a new foreign policy decision-rnaldng structure and its 

practicai operation, the emergence of new eutes and their forelgn policy conceptions 

and agendas, the impact of politicai parties and voting constituencies. the relevance 

of societai factors such as ethnic groups, interest groups. and the public. On the 

individual level attention can be directed to key politicians and leaders with respect 

to their value systems. attitudes and personality traits. 

The transition process in Bulgaria since 1989 has involved not only politicai 

but also economic transformations. An aspect of the domestic environment, which 

has recently become more prominent, especiaiiy with the growing impact of 

marketbation on state policies and society, is the role of economic interests in 

foreign poiicy. The open and transforming economy of the country. its heavy 

rellance on trade. and energy dependence on outside suppliers have considerable 

weight in the Bulgarian case. For lack of space this factor wii i  not be exhaustlvely 

explored, but Lts relevance needs to be noted. 

Regime change has also chalienged the pre- 1989 world-vlew or value system 

underpinning Bulgarfan forelgn policy. New orientations In foreign policy are 

justified through Merent conceptions based on the preferences of changing 

domestic eiites. in this respect the discussion of the coherence and discontinuation 

in elite strategles wiii bring in the consideration of political culture. elite 

perceptions and foreign poiicy debates. 



In elucidating the character and orientation of foreign pohcy, specificaily the 

Baikan poiicy of Bulgaria during the 1990s. we can also note iinkages among the 

above-rnentioned domestic foref gn poiicy factors. For instance. we can characterize 

such retationships as hegemonic (the preponderance of the executive branch in a 

parllamentary system). cornpetitive [two or more cornpethg eUte groups with 

different forelgn policy preferences], confrontational (the two branches of the 

executive - the Presfdent and the cabinet - may pursue opposite foreign policy 

priorities). consensual (institutionai agreement on foreign policy priorities). Another 

type of ünkage that can be explored concerns the relationships between factors 

across levels such as conditionality (economic and institutional). or coalition- 

building (@th external factors). 

The 1990s were a decade of fundamental changes in the international 

system. aHécting the hitherto existing stmc tural rel ationship OC bipolarity and 

related security arrangements in Europe and the Balkans. The disintegration of the 

COMECON and the Warsaw Treaty Organization de-institutionaiized the East 

European space and created a security vacuum. In short, the institutions of the old 

regime in Eastern Europe disappeared in a very short period of tirne. The search for 

new instltutionaihed biiateral and collective security guarantees fs an important 

factor determining foreign policy changes in the post- 1989 period. However. the last 

decade indicated that not ail countrles. which were aikcted, responded in the same 

manner. Nor did those individual states implement similarly oriented or consistent 

forefgn policies. Altbough seeking membership in the EU would emerge as a 

common elite choice and forefgn pollcy objective for almost d l  of the former 

comunist-bloc countrfes. orientations in the security sptiere [mainiy regardhg 

NATO) were more varied. In Bulgaria this development spurred an intense politicai 

and institutional debate, *ch eventuaily huned into an issue of differentiation for 

political parties and elite subgroups. This debate acquired additional dimensions 



and urgency as NATO assumed an active role in the management of conflicts in 

former Yugoslavia after 1989, thereby forcing Bulgarian foreign policy decision- 

makers to view membership in this organization not only through domestic and 

international perspectives, but also through regional lenses. As a result, the main 

systemic factors discussed below wüi include the consequences of the demlse of 

bipolarity, the relevance of the security vacuum, the impact of the continued 

existence of NATO and the ongoing integration prolect of the EU. 

Regionai factors are examined separately from the systemic ones for several 

reasons. First. the Balkans as a region has witnessed the highest incidence of state- 

and nation-building projects in post-1989 Europe. The emergence of new state and 

non-state actors has dlsrupted the regional status quo and in itself demanded a 

sharpened focus on regional policy within the existing Balkan states, Bulgaria 

included. Second. as a small date Bulgaria has been in a dependent structural 

position vis-à-vis the major continental powers throughout the 2Ofi century. 

Whatever foreign poiicy objectives BuIgaria's governments have had, they were 

directed primariiy at its regional. rather than European. context. and its ambitions 

were primarily to be a significant actor on a regionai scale. Third, the Baikans with 

their complex history were aiso a focal point for great power rivalry and the ensuing 

bilaterai and multilateral alignments forged wlth (and between) Balkan regimes. In 

this interplay of international and regional actors. various foreign poiicy strategies 

and the actions of regional actors produced a legacy of confllcts and wars, territorid 

exchanges. irredentist agendas, ethnie insecurities, and nationaiist poiitics. Thus 

the Balkans are not yet a cohesive region; there is no poiitical and cultural 

coherence, economic integration, a positive sense of cornmon belonging (Gow 

1998:157). Fourth, the present disruptive processes of fragmentation and ethnic 

homogenizatfon run counter to the integrationist and cooperative agendas of the 

European context. Post-cold-war Europe (and the US and Russia for that matter) 



has mostly dehed the main accents of its Balkan policy in confonnity with its own 

(or its members') conceptions and priorities (CLS 1997:7) rather than with a clear 

understanding of the reglonal processes under way. Thus paternalistic attitudes 

and the imposition of outside solutions have persisted. and these factors have had 

the potential to be as counter-productive and conflict-generating as in the past. On 

the other hand, the renewed involvement of non-Balkan actors as key players in 

defusing the 'powder keg' is a clear indicatlon of the region's relevance to post-Cold 

war stabiiity and security in Europe. In this respect the question of the stance. 

vision and responsibillty of regional actors for designing the future system of 

relations in the Baikans becomes doubly important. 

The conundrum in the Balkans revolves around evolving histotical 

perceptions of the Balkans in the eyes of those residing outside of Southeastern 

Europe. The syrnbol of the powder-keg is a fked regional image. focusing alrnost 

entirely on confllct and regional explosions that does not take into account the role 

of 'civiiized Europe' in generaüng Balkan violence. Gow (ibid.: 156). for instance, has 

identified uses of this label referring to the region as a traditionally troubled one, 

populated by irrational peoples historically in conîlict with each other. or indicating 

that substantially different attitudes and politics operate in Southeastem Europe. 

which distingulsh the region from the rest of the continent and warrant either non- 

involvement or quarantine strategies. Tadomva (Ibid.: 188) argues that "the Balkans 

have served as a repository of negative characteristics against which a positive and 

self-congratulatory image of the 'European' and the West' has been constructed", 

that they have been culturally segregated as "the other within". Therefore. it is easy 

to understand the dissodative pronouncements and policies of some states in the 

region (Slovenia, Croatia) that refuse to be considered as part of the Balkans. as 

weii as the promotion of terms such as 'Southeastern Europe" aimed at bypassing 

the pejorative Balkan image. 



By being referred to as a 'Balkan [sic!] war" (186), the violent breakup of 

Yugoslavia in the 1990s has become a powerful rehforcer of this traditionai West 

European conception by some authors. This has had a tangible effect - partial 

geographic. economic and political isolation. cautious Western policies. anti- 

Western attitudes of certain eiites and publics (CLS, ibid.) - on non-involved 

countries üke Bulgaria which felt the need to reorient their foreign policy in order to 

develop tlghter links with the West. Another meaningful development was the 

reviving of ethnic and nationalist discourses and the propelling of minority issues to 

the top of the regional security agenda - factors having considerable persistence 

and which are highly resistant to the short-term ad-hoc solutions that are most 

oRen advocated. Activated nationalisms and the easy evocation of abundant 

historicai grievances as grounds for contemporaxy political mobilization supply 

elites and leaders in the region with an effective instrument for obtaining public 

support and legitimacy (A.Ivanov 1996: 12). especially in the insecure and relatively 

uninstitutionalized context of the Balkans. Domestic and foreign policies which 

grow out of these background factors tend to reinforce the traditionally high level of 

distnist among peoples and governments in the region, the lack of mutuai 

knowledge and understanding on a societal level due to historical and cold-war 

allenation, and various traumas from the past and conflicting national aspirations 

(Prevelakls 1996: 151). Such a context presents a problem for efforts to overcome 

domestic economic crises, develop civil societies and civic cultures, and build fully 

functional democratic systems in States undergoing a complex transition like 

Bulgaria. 

Therefore. the Balkan regfonal context looms large as a sphere and key field 

of foreign policy actfvity for post-communfst Bulgaria. The heterogeneity of the 

region and its contlictual development since 1989 partly determine the 

reorientation of Bulgarian foreign poky h m  concentration on predomînantly inter- 



bloc relations to predomlnantly Inter-state bilateral and regiond concerns in the 

1990s. The analysis will dlscuss reglond instabiiity as a generator of key challenges 

to successive Bulgarian governments in their efforts at  fonnulating an adequate 

and effective Baikan policy. The study also Cocuses on the changing relationships 

between Bulgarian and various Balkan actors. and parücularly on SoAa's approach 

in dealing with revived traumatic issues of Balkan history, such as the status of 

Macedonia', and the impact of violent conflict and disintegration on domestic 

visions for the region. The second stage in Bulgarian regiond policy (slnce 1996) 

has witnessed efforts at  regional CO-operation as part of a strategy for confllct 

mitigation and prevention. and aiso for promotion of democratic processes and 

economic development. 

III. Re-19Bû Backgmuad: The Ciient State 

During the second half of the 2O& century, in the field of regional policy, as 

in all others. Bulgaria was invariably seen as the classic Soviet cllent state (Michta 

1994:89; Korbonskl 1990:70). Certainly, under its principal leader during the 

communist period Todor ~ifvkov2, the country remained fuiiy dependent on the 

USSR in return for Soviet support for his and the Bulgarian Communist Party's 

prolonged hold on powe$. 

I For the pwpose of varlatlon. the study will use the designations "FYROM' and "Macedonia" 
interchangeably, noting that the olficîaüy recognlzed name of the country in question is the 
Former Yugoslav Repubiic of Macedonia FIROM]. 

Zhivkov was at the head of the Bulgarhn Communlst Party h m  March 1954 tiii November 
1989. 

We can hlghiight several factors that point to the high degree of Bulgaria's suùordination to the 
core regime in Moscaw in the field of for* pulicy. First, the enormous dependence of the 
Buigarfan economy on the Soviet Union whkh accounted for over 60 per cent of the Bulgarkm 
forelgn trade Mcintyre 1988: 79: Haramev-Dmv 1993:331. Bulgaria's enwa base was Ued 
Am- tn S m e t  cfl m d  gas iqmts  tn the impressfrT !ex! of 70 pcr c m t  fXclsorr !9!31:!31. As 
NeIson argues, 'the net effet of this pmfound economlc dependency was to h i t  drasticaiiy 
Bulgaria's G d o m  to make dedslons that do not take into account Soviet securlty tnterests" 
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In a regional context Bulgaria was regarded as a conduit for Soviet policy in 

the Balkans. Policies towards Yugosiavia. for example, were largely dependent on 

the ebbs and flows of Yugo-Soviet relations. Georgi Dimitrov's project for a post- 

World War II Balkan Federation with Yugodavia, which sought to provide a 

communist settlement to the sensitive Macedonian issue, was abandoned in the 

late 1940s due to the rift between Staiin and Tito. From Stalin's death unüi the late 

1970s tensions in Yugo-Soviet relations sparked by Soviet policies in Eastern 

~ u r o p e ~  were closely associated with eplsodes regarding the volaüie Macedonian 

issue in Bulgarian-Yugoslav relations me tkov  1992:4 1). 

The process of détente modiffed the bloc framework of regional policy in the 

1970s. For example. that process had a major impact upon the Bulgarian 

rapprochement with the two NATO members in the region. Greece and Turkey. in 

Iow-politics' issues like trade, culture and tourism, while strategic issues were still 

governed by influence of the Eastern bloc. On the other band, by relaxing 

superpower confrontation. détente cracked open the door to more nationaiistically 

oriented policies in the Balkans. An eariier indication that even the subservient 

regime in Bulgaria was moving in this direction was the unsponsored revival of the 

Macedonian dispute after the unofilcial meeting of Zhivkov and Tito at the Helsinki 

Conference in 1975 (Kofos 1992: 278). 

The major change in the USSR with the rise of Mikhaiî Gorbachev to power 

in 1985 led to meaningfd transformations in Moscow's foreign policies. With regard 

to communist states, the bottomiine of Gorbachev's reinterpretation was a 

substitution of a 'more complex vfew of the international system which poses 

interdependence between soclalism and capitalism" (Dawisha 1990:lS) for the 

(ibld.1. Second. Bulgarla's security arrangement was anchored ln its membershlp in the Warsaw 
Treaty Organization to the extent of m a h g  it a "totai Warsaw Pact member" (lbld.: 25). 

MaMy. the invasions of Hungary (1956) and Czechoslovakfa (1968). 
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Brezhnev doctrine of limited sovereignty. This legitimized the adstïng differences 

between the socialist regimes and widened the latitude for deviation from Moscow. 

In tems of regional importance Southeastem Europe was pushed down the Soviet 

list of foreign poiicy prerogatives: Nelson (ibid.:24) argues that the region lacked 

strategic importance for the USSR even before the advent of Gorbachev because of 

Yugoslavia and Albania's 'defection" and Romanis's 'intransigence". 

For the Bulgarian regtme the Soviet shift was important in at least two 

aspects. and it is via these that domestic and regional concems enter more 

prominently lnto the formulation of Sofia's regional policy in the period. First, there 

were speculations about a possible replay of the S p r u s  scenario on Bulgarian 

ground. in which the Turkish ethnic group could be used by the strong 

neighbouring Turkey as a 'fifth colurnn' (Clyatt 1993:78), and the growing Soviet 

reluctance to tackle its satellites' problems was hardly reassuring. Second, 

Gorbachev's glasnost and perestroüca campaigns for domestic reform implied that 

the most radical change in leader and policies in the USSR to date would make 

similar demands on the client regime in Sofia. The leadership succession/ 

replacement issue was evidently of major concem for 2hivkov5 who wanted to use 

the new Soviet policy of 'benign neglectw re satellite states to maintain the 

conservative status quo. He also needed to divert social attention from the faihg 

economy and the energy crisis, and was concerned about the rise of protest 

movements6 and challenges by the pro-Gorbachev wing within the Bulgarian 

Communist Party. Thus, the key aspect of regime adjustment in Bulgaria pertained 

to resuscttating the nationalist doctrine in domestic and regional policy as a 

method of re-legiümization. As mentioned above. nationalist overtones were evident 

in the late 1970s and claimed ground during the ostentatious celebrations of the 

Thls Is made acepaonally clear rn Us mesnoirs (Zhtvliov 19971. 
Gorbachev's poUcy of glasnost could not be dismlssed ouMght as Lt emanated from the core 

fegime; thus it fostered more pronounceci dissident opinions and actîvity in Bulgarla. 
16 



1300m anniversary of the formation of the Bulgarian state in 1981. However, such 

patriotic tendencies were powerfully asserted as a legitimation instrument in the 

context of the Gorbachev refoms. 

The key development in this respect was the regime's campaign for 

Bulgarizing the large7 Turkish minority in 1984-1989 (for brief account of events 

see Nelson: 14-16.57: Tzvetkov: 40). The assimilationist policy. complemented in 

May 1989 with open-border tactics as an attempt at 'ethnic cleansing", was mainly 

devlsed as a means of polarizing Society dong ethnic fault-lines in order to mobillze 

the Bulgarian majority in support of the incumbents in power. Speculations about 

a Cyprus scenario constituted a companion piece to the legitimation strategy: 

Turkey did not desire a military conflict with Bulgaria and requested Moscow's 

intervention to mitigate the nationalist policies of the Sofia regime (Nelson: 100). 

However, Bulgarian regional policy in the period acquired a not surprlsing anti- 

Turkish bias in support of the ethnic campaign, and was the obvious reason behind 

the rapid rapprochement with Greece evidenced in higher diplomatfc acüvity and 

culminating in the September 1986 Bulgarlan-Greek accord {Engelbrekt 1993: 28). 

That document was seen as establishing a Sofla-Athens axis tn the Balkans since 

both stdes agreed to help each other combat externally sponsored agitation or 

action that might imperil their stabüity (Nelson: 19) - a reference to fears of 

Macedonian and Turkish irredentism in both States8. 

The campaign had far-reaching impiications for the direction in which 

Bulgarian regional and domestic policies were to enfold in the future. On one hand. 

i l  activated the ethno-national identification of the Turkish minority - historically 

without powerful separatist inchations - and provided grounds for its political 

Amounthg to 12-15% of the Bulgarian population depending on the estimates used Nelson: 
141. A. Imov (ibid.: 1091 puts the sharc at 10%. 

Sign@cant!y. the acc~rd m a& upon aRer the PASQK goyunmient In Greete ha6 adopttd a 
new defuise doctrine in rCanuary 1985 which. in effect, identiBed nirkey as Greece's chlef threat 
(Engelbrekt 1993: 291. 
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mobihation. On the other, irorifcaiiy it dlvided the Bulgarian majority into 

supporters and opposersg, at  the same tirne provfding a mobillzing focus for 

dissident opinion (A. lvanov: 109-1 10). In this way an opposition to the regime was 

formed in the context of the ethnic issue, whfle Society and its future poiitical eiites 

became extremely sensitive to the purpose and rneaning of nationalistic appeais. 

Generaliy, during the period Bulgaria had an extremely cautious approach 

to multilaterai CO-operation and preferred the strategy of bilateral relations in order 

not to jeopardise its 'specîai relationship' with Moscow (Ashley 1989:143). The 

diversity of culturd tradftions, socio-economic systems and above all. political 

allgnments, in the region were not conducive to effective regional CO-operation, 

especially in the milftary-security sphere. Unsettled territorial or ethnic issues such 

as  the Macedonian question. coupled with the lack of comrnon regional identity and 

interests also prevented a genuine move towards region-building. 

In summary, the late Zhivkov period Is characterized by rneaningful 

deviatlons from the previous mode1 in Bulgarian politid development. Regtonai 

poiicy assurned distinct nationalist overtones os domestic and regionai factors 

gained prominence. Compareci to bloc opposition. mfnority and ethnic issues 

acquired greater vislbility in the regime's efforts at re-legitrmiîntion. and polfcies 

addressing them served as determinants of regional relations. 

IV. 19-1996: A Raâical Reorientation 

The domestic context in the period 1s dominated by regime change - the 

initiation of democratic reforms and markeüzation of the economy in Iate 1989- 

early 1990. This marks a ciramatic break wlth the previous period and has 

n i e  Bulgarian intelligentsia in its large part did not champion the regime's assimllationlst 
piides (khanov : I l l ) .  
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contributed to what Shentov and Fayon (1993:237) see as a radical change in 

foreign poücy orientation. 

1.1. The New Insütutlond filrunauork of Foreign Policy 

The new institutional fhmework of the Bulgarian forelgn (respectively 

regionai) poiicy was endorsed with the Constitution of July 1991. It estabiished a 

parliamentary repubiic with a working legislative body formed by regular multiparty 

elecUons (National Assembly], parliarnentarily elected executive body (Councfl of 

MMsters) and a nationaiiy elected head of state mesident). Under the Constitution 

(Art.84/5) in addition to delegaüng authority to elected bodies voters can direct the 

foreign poiicy process by referenda upon Parliament's decision. However. this is 

interpreted as a provision of last resoti. The only instance of highlighting the 

referendum option was during the prolonged political debate on the orientation to 

NATO membership (Georgi Dimitrov et.al. 1998a: 6). This was more a pressure 

strategy of the opposing party than a real intention for its activation since 

parliamentary parties and cabinets did not wIsh to rehquish their poiicy-mahg 

prerogatives and were not completeIy immobUkd by polltical deadlock. 

The National Assembly [NA) is vested wlth declsion-making authority on key 

foreign poIicy issues such as deciaration of war and peace, sending and receiving 

army units, ratification and denuncfation of international treaties (Art. 85/1). It 

also serves as a national fomm for foreign poiicy debate. As head of state, the 

President has a few high-profile constitutional prerogatives in foreign poky: to 

represent the nation (Art. 92/11, conclude treatles [Art.98/21, appoint and recall 

diplornatic representatfves on the advice of the cabinet (Art.98/6). act as 

commander-in-chief of the armed forces and appoint senior military ranks. head 

the Consultative National Security Cound (CNSCI (Art. 100/5) and appoint the 



head of the National Intelligence Senice [NIS]l0. The Constitution endorses the 

Councii of Ministers (CM) as the strongest forefgn poUcy centre, delegaüng to it wide 

poiicy-maklng and executive authority (Art. 105/1). Within CM. the implementation 

centre 1s the Mînistry of Foreign Affafrs (MFA], whlch also uüiizes relevant input 

and participation of other functionai ministries (of defense. economy, etc.]. 

This arrangement, reflecting the prhciple of relative separation of powers. 

provides for a more balanced and decenû-aiized system of authority in foreign policy 

maklng than during the communist period. The establishment of a democratic 

regirne of govemment partly conditioned the democmtfc nature of the foreign policy 

process and a respective change in foreign poiicy values. objectives and priorities [to 

be discussed in more detall further). The principle of puiitical pluraiism substituted 

for the Communist Party's constitutional monopoly on power aiiowed access of 

various sacial interests to foreign policy making through interest groups. political 

organizations and elected government bodies. The previous ideological and class 

bases of foreign policy - proletarian internatfonaiism and soclaiist patriotism - were 

renounced in favour of a soverefgn. nation-oriented, pragmatic and internationaiiy 

responsible foreign polkyl l. Regtonal policy was thus freed from the ideological 

constraints of Soviet bloc degiance and was now Influenced by the process of 

poiiticai consensus-building on the concepts of national security and national 

The functioning of the democratic constitutional framework of the Bulgarian 

foreign poky  was. however. afkted by institutional instabilftg. One major case in 

l0 This Is done under the vague proviston of Art. 98/7 [to appoint oîher civil semants as pcr 
respective lawsl. NiS is stili regulated by a prwldential decree h m  1990 which in tum refers to 
secret regulations h m  1974. and its subordination to the President was the subject of intense 
LnsUtutional strife. 

Art. 24 of the Constitution States: '(1) The RepubUc of Bulgaria shall conduct Lts foreign poiicy 
in accordance with the principles and n o m  of international law. (21 The foreign policy of the 
*public of s f d  ha= 3s lts uppennast objccMT the national sczurfty and 
independence of the country. the wcIi-bcing and the fundamentai rights and freedoms of the 
BuIgarIan dtizuis. and the promotion of a just international order.' National Assembly 199 Il. 
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point is the Ministry of Foreign Affalrs (MFA) and the performance of the diplomatic 

service. On one hand, the legislative regulation of diplomatic activity was still at an 

initial stage. Despite the tabiing of a few draft projects for a Diplornatic Service 

code12 by MFA during 1991-96. the respective cabinets and parliarnents were 

unable to reach consensus on their content or necessity. and retained the 

regulation of the service by the Labour Code and government decrees, According to 

G. Dimitrov (ibid.:5) the issue has been staIied quite intentionally so that the 

executive power can enjoy flexlbility in poiiticai and patronage appointrnents. This 

resulted in the second aspect of MFA instability - p ~ s a n s h i p  in cadre poiicy and 

structural reforms. The high degree ol political polarization in the transitional 

period in combination with a historical tradition of using the civil service for 

partisan purposes had a destabiilzing impact on diplomatic activity. Each 

consecutive cabinet and foreign minister in the perfod under survey13 initiated 

more or less extensive personnel purges and reshuffles resulüng from political and 

persond preferences and in order to secure administrative loyaity. For instance. 

some 320 MFA officiais were dismissed in 1991 (Alexandrov etal. 1997: 65). 

Initiaily, dismfssals were justified as a process of depoliticization and departization 

of the govemment administration after years of communist nomenklatura 

monopoly, and as divesting MFA of communist inteiligence omcers on its payroll. 

Subsequently. the Kapudaliev amendment to the Labour Code ailowed a blanket 

justification of dismissals 'in the hterest of service". This. coupled with budget 

cutbacks. led to high turnover, demotivation and parüal de-professionallzation of 

the diplomatic service, as weli as to its de facto re-partization despite 

pronouncements to the contrary. In combination with the generai instability of the 

executive due to frequent elections these features reduced the abüity of the Council 

l2 Requircd under Art. 116/2 of the Constitution. 

l3 fn 1990-1999 Bulgarla had 9 cabinets caretaiter. one coalltton, one 'expert' BSP- 
dominateci. three BSP-majorlty. and two UDF-rnajority) and 10 Foreign ministers (see Table 1). 
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of Ministers to project the strong policy implementation role prescribed to it by the 

Constitution. Thus the parade of post-1989 cabinets allowed for shifts in regional 

policy. However, the compensatory influence of the presidentiai institution on 

foreign policy and its relative stabiiity were a counter-balancing factor. Thus 

regional policy followed the dynarnic institutional compromise in the Bulgarian 

government with some disruptions but without drastic upheavals. 

The other operationai features of the ftamework contributing to disruptions 

were institutional imbaiance and cornpetition. The National Assembly (NA) as foreign 

policy agent under-utilized its potential and lacked in assertiveness. With the 

exception of some declarations on the crises in former Yugoslavia through 1998 

which were a consensus outcome, decisions on contentious issues such as 

relations with Russia and NATO were subject to fierce political confrontation, 

reflected too much concessions and compromises (ibid.:8), and as  a result did not 

chart clear foreign policy directions. For instance, former Prime Minister Filip 

Dimitrov (1995:32) cites a lack of decision-makhg expediency and efficacy in the 

recognition of the former Yugoslav republics in 1991-92, a decision in which policy 

leadership was exercised by the President and the cabinet. A generai reason for the 

underperformance of NA as  a foreign policy agent was its 'grouring pains' of 

transformation from a rubber-stamp body for the comrnunist party to a functional 

and effective democratic parllament in the turbulent context of early transition 

politics. Those 'pains' included political confrontation, fluctuating parliamentary 

groups due to political 'defection' of MPs. high degree of MP discontinuity14, weak 

cabinet rnajorities and fkequent elections. As a result. NA could not form efficient 

standing cornmittees on foreign policy and did not adequately coordinate the& 

actMties with those of the cabinet. Thus Parliament was generally unable to 

l4 Of the 240 total. in 1997 only 7 MPs catried over h m  1990. and or@ about 20 from the 
previous NA (Simon 1998:31. 
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exercise control on the foreign policy performance of the executive and was the least 

effective foreign poiicy centre of the three. 

The popular15 and active political figures elected as President so far (see 

Table 1) have been a strong factor fuelling competition with cabinets in the foreign 

policy area. Having no reai domestic policy prerogatives, the presidential institution 

has a vested interest in increasing its intemal political weight by actively exploiting 

its foreign policy functions to the maximum. As President. Zhelev was clearly 

dissatisfied with the imbalance between the representativeness of the post by virtue 

of the national vote and its overall weak powers. and spoke of the necessity for 

amendments to the Constitution in favour of a presidentiai republic. Lacking 

support for such a move, he 'stretched [hisl foreign policy functions to the limit. 

being forced to act as if in a presidentiai republic in order to neutraUze the effects of 

party bickerlng on foreign policy' [Zhelev 1998:221). Second, the delegated 

authority to the President as representative of the nation and commander-in-chief 

overlaps with prerogatives and interests of the cabinet and the ministries of foreign 

affairs and defense. Being one avenue for increased presidential Muence on 

foreign policy through patronage appointments. diplomatic and senior military 

personnel have been a bone of contention with the cabinet. Through diplomatic 

appointments the Resident and cabinet established separate foreign poiicy 

channels on a clientelistic basis; activities were not tightly coordinated, at times 

even boycotted or kept secret from each other. For example, Zhelev (ibid.:82) 

recounts his state visit to the U.S. in February 1995 when the accompanying 

Foreign Minister Pirinski aiiegedly bypassed the Bulgarian ambassador to the US, 

and used his own channels to mange private meetings with White House offfcials, 

whiie avoiding the President's dinner with George Soros. A third reason for the 

l5 The popuiartty of the Prestdent was Mgher than that of CM at any gtven Ume durlng the perlod 
(cf. Mitev 1998: 52-31. 



cornpetition is rooted in the cohabitation of presidents and cabinets of opposing 

party allegiance in the context of polarbation and flux in domestic politics. Thus 

Zhelev (ibid.) cites the preparation of his state visit to Portugal in Decernber 1995 

when MFA tried to sneak past his advisor staff the inclusion of a controversial 

reference to N A T O ~ ~  in the draft joint declaration. Even in cases of political 

synchronization Mctions appeared due to personal disüke, leader cornpetition and 

the factional nature of parties [e.g. UDF Prime Minister FUip Dimitrov sacking his 

minister of defense for close links with President Zhelev in 1992). Thus the 

relationship President-Cabinet generated the strongest institutional conflict in 

Bulgarian foreign policy. prompting analysts to speak of 'two policies' and of 'the 

cold war of institutions' Pantev 1997: 15). This relationship was supplernented by 

intra-cabinet cornpetition between the Prime Minister (PM) and the Foreign Minister 

(FM). as well as between CM and NA. G .  Dimitrov (ibid.:17) relates a notorlous 

instance of both where political confrontation in a fractioned but BSP-tilted NA 

(1994) re the transit corridor request for U.S. rnilitary equiprnent by UNPROFOR in 

Macedonia produced fierce accusations of 'overstepping' and 'national betrayai' 

against an MFA insisüng on a positive decision. This ultimately led to a cabinet 

split on the issue and even to the disavowal of FM by the acting PM at some point, 

before eventually appmal was granted. Relationships between PM and FM were 

also strained in majority govemments due to party factional and leadership 

struggles. The Macedonian recognition example below is one such illustration, 

while the choice of Pirinskl as FM in the Videnov cabinet in 1995 was interpreted as 

a gesture towards a powerful faction leader in the Bulgarian Socfaiist Party 

(Lukanov), and did not enjoy the full support of his Prime Minister (Alexandrov 

et.al.: 109). 

l6 nie text proposed by the BSP-dominateci MFA read: 'Both Presidents wüi engage their efforts 
to work for the transformaiion of NATO hto  a coiiective securlty system.' 
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Thus the imbaiance and institutional strife, as well as the foreign polfcy 

inexperience of new poiiticians and the 'on-the-job' learning by the administration. 

often resulted in low coordhutbn and consistency of regional policy decision- 

making. especiaily in crucial moments related to the conîlicts in former Yugoslavia. 

A case in point is the recognition of Macedonia as a sovereign state by Bulgarla on 

15 January 1992. Although in essence a politically sensible and expedient choice as 

wilf be discussed later. the manner in which it was accomplished betrayed certain 

irnpulsiveness and lack of policy-making experience. There are at least two 

competing eyewitness versions of the events: one, which credits the President with 

exercising leadership (Zhelev ibid.: 151-53) and another. which attributes that to the 

Prime Minister [F. Dimitrov, ibid.:32). Speculations also surround the position of 

Foreign Minister Ganev: whik PM Dimitrov insists Ganev disagreed and 

subsequently caused the downfali of the cabinet (ibid.:33). President Zhelev (ibid.) 

argues he was just astonished by the timing of the decision. There was obvlous 

tension between PM and FM: Alexandrov et.al. (ibid:68) argue that FM favoured the 

cautious European approach to recognition while PM was charnpioning an 

emotional pro-Arnerican orientation influenced by his secretive advisor Konstantin 

Mishev, a former Bulgarian emigree to the U.S., a s  weli as that PM was planning to 

oust Ganev and take over as FM. It is indisputable, however, that the recognition 

was announced without consultation with Ganev and in the absence of both him 

and NA Chairman Savov from the country. Later, Ganev cornmented that the 

manner in which the step was taken reflected intra-party struggks rather than 

radical policy düferences (ibid.:78). Also, the opportunity to be the Rrst country to 

extend recognition17 possibly prevented prellminary notification or reassurance of 

l7 In his recount of events UDF MP and chairman of the NA National Security Cornmittee Nikolai 
Slaünski (as quoted in Alexandrov et.a1.:72) says that while NA was debating whether to extend a 
'px!mge' reccgnitton to Macedo&. Slave* a d  Cmaüz. the ?!Lf m o u n c c d  thc cabtact dcc'str;n 
to MPs with the rationale that Turkey was ready to recognIze Macedonia in an hour and BulgarIa 
would be compromhed if It failed to be the fù'st to offér recognition. 
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Greece, which was strongly oppùsed to the recognition, so that the Mitsotakis 

government was taken by surprise (Zhelev:i68). Another example of &vergent 

institutional preferences in regional policy is provided by the idea for an 

international miiitary intervention at the LncepUon of the Yugoslav confiicts. Zhelev 

supported it from the start as a means to stop the conflict as soon as possible or at 

least prevent its spillover - a position shared by UDF PM Dimitrov. This position 

was not supported by the subsequent Berov cabinet which, [nfluenced by the 

socialists in Parliament and business lobbies with interests in the embargo-busting 

trade across the border with Serbia and Macedonia, preferred to rernain passive 

rather than jeopardbe relations with Russia-backed Serbia (Engelbrekt ibid.: 12). 

Tlius. institutional strife shaped foreign and regional policy into an arenafor 

partg cornpetition, which under the immature democratic arrangements in the 

country could prevent a stable consensus on natlonal securtty and foreign policy or 

on key aspects of those. A case in point la the saga-like debate on the orientation 

to NATO (1990-1997) - here referred to in its institutional aspect. G.Dimitrov 

(ibid.:14) recounts the process of the adoption of the NA Dedaration of December 

1993, which did not announce any radical change in the direction. or intensity of 

dialogue with the Alliance. lnitiated by MFA. it was 'plugged' to parliamentary 

groups by career diplomats who pushed to have a Bulgarian position ready for the 

January 1994 session of the NATO Councii, and who de facto organhd 

negotiations un the vague consensus document in NA so that MFA could have some 

basis for poiicy planning. Without this push NA may not have produceci any 

document at  aü due to political divisions on the issue. Party preferences re NATO 

also resulted in the intentionai non-coordination of policies pursued by Zhelev on 

one hand. and the cabinets of Berov and Videnov on the other. Alexandrov etal. 

(ibid.: 117) also mention instances such as Zhelev signing a joint declaration on the 



East-West transport corridor with the Presidents of Albanfa, Macedonia and Turkey 

in 1995 without consultation with the govemment. 

I .2. Nattonal Secwüy Concept and Decision-MaMng Apparatus 

The efforts to estabiish a Consultative National Security Council (CNSC) a s  a 

forum for inter-institutional poiicy debate and coordination on national security 

were d so  characterized by the institutional features discussed above. The 

Constitution of 1991 provideci for the creation of the consultative body but until the 

legislature finally adopted the required Iaw three years later, policy coordination in 

CNSC was an ad hoc process. Due to the sketchy constitutional provision its 

membership was established durlng Zhelev's ffrst term in olfice to comprise of 

representatives of the main government and mllitaq bodies on a functional 

principle18. The Council had no decision-making powers on its own and served 

only as an informational 'round table on national security" (Derleth & Chuleva 

1994:7791. As its head, President Zhelev favoured the quick passing of CNSC 

legislation whiie cabinets delayed the issue fearing 'it would give the presidency too 

much leverage over the Ministry of the Interior" (Daskalov1998:22]. Also. in the 

early post-comrnunist period the nation was in the swirl of domestic poiitics and 

p u b k  opinion did not hold national security as  a hfgh priority until the Yugoslav 

conflict spread wider. MaMy due to the latter, in 1992-1994 new actors were 

introâuced into the pohcy process such as the President's military and national 

security advisers - a vehicie through which the President tried to tilt CNSC balance 

in his favour, influence the MLnistry of Defence (MoD) and milltaxy reform, and 

expand his poiitical powers in the process. Derleth and Chuleva {ibid.:782) 

conclude that such a legal vacuum resulted in an 'irreguiar circurnstantial 

l8 R.ese kdudec! the Presfdent. PrfI=c ?hfçtcr. ?a Ch;r!rzxm, Ckükimm of XA Comiittccs on 
National Securlty and on Foreign Poiicy. Mlnlster of the Interior, Minister of Ddénse. Foreign 
Mlnlster, Chief of General S M ,  Director of NIS, Secretary. 
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character and slowness [of decision-making: there were no] standard procedures of 

action" and CNSC membership was at the President's discretion. creating a 

potential for the fwther politickation of national security issues. 

The CNSC law adopted in January 1994 stAi provided for ad-hoc variation of 

membership apart from statutory representatives. The legislation empowered the 

Council to consider a broad range of national security issues but denied it authority 

to make decisions, as well as responsibüity on strtctly miiitary matters such as 

army composition, miiitary service and defence readiness in order to quel1 the 

President's ambitions. On the other hand, the dispersal of responsibiiities 

prevented a concentration of strong powers in the hands of the miUtary. 

contributing to their civilian control. Thus regional poiicy-making in the period 

could not consistently rely on a stable representative forum for policy coordination 

on national security, which infùsed its implementation with a certain degree of 

inoperativeness and controversy. 

Historicaliy, Bulgaria's mncept of national secwi@ was nationalkt and 

irredentist in character and also regional in scope. It was tied to the 'San Stefano 

syndrome", Le. the efforts to reclaim the so-calied ethnic Bulgarian territories 

denied to the country under the Berlin Treaty of 1878 and thus realize the ideal of a 

Greater Bulgaria. The communist perIod saw its expansion: national security was 

now idenüfied with the systemic security of the communist bloc based on a 

cornmon ideology (Waters:S]. The denilse of bipolarity and the regime change in 

1989 forced the nation to revisit the concept yet again. and re-interpret its meaning 

in the iight of the political transformations under way both domesticaliy, regionaily 

and intemationaiiy. 

In the flrst years of debate views on national security were generaiiy 

stnictured around emerging party identities and were reflected in the parties' 

platforms. Thus. electoral cornpetition had a visible impact on the process of 



coordinating a consensus agreement on the institutional and political level. Interest 

groups and the academic communiiy also took part in the national debate. Thus. 

the proMeration of views aiiowed for the expression of a variety of social interests, 

aii the while stretching the timeframe of the debate. Until 1997 13 documents 

produced by politicai parties. academic institutions and NGOs were titled 

'Bulgarian national security concept", at Ieast 2 of which were drafted on the 

request of the President (Pantev ibid.:16). Although the new national security 

doctrine was yet to be worked out as a consensus document. Derleth & Chuleva 

note a basic agreement arising from the functioning of CNSC and strengthened by 

the adoption of CNSC law. viz. that "natfonal security should include more than 

strlctly military threats" (ibid.:784). However, the intense debate on the orientation 

to security structures (NAM) in search for security guarantees was still preventing 

the adoption of a clear-cut policy on national security. In this context the crises of 

authority and violent ethno-national confiicts in the region were a key factor for 

reinforcing the understanding that national security should be concemed with both 

traditional (military-strategic) and non-traditional issues (civil peace. ethnic 

relations. individual and group rights, economic prosperity). 

Thus several consensus principles of national security emerged. which were 

shared by politicai parties: preservation of territorial integrity: cultivaüng reliable 

relations with regional partners. denunciation of territorial claims on other 

countries. defensive military doctrine, cMUan control on the military, pursuit of 

confidence and security building in the Balkans. These democratic principles were 

obviously contingent on a proactive foreign pohcy which was to ensure security 

guarantees and cooperation incentives in the under-institutionaiized Balkans. A 

regional focus of national security was re-emerging in the acknowledgement of a 

peaceful and cooperative regional environment as a chief prerequisite for stabiiity 

and achievement of the goals of domestic democratic reforms. Regional poiicy was 



thus seen as a key instrument for the promotion of such a favourable extemai 

environment throughout Southeastern Europe. 

1.3. Politicai Piuties, Constituencies and Amtudes 

The multiplication of power centres and the segmentatlon of interests 

followlng the dernocratization of politics in 1990 were accompanied by the 

formation of a multi- party system in the country. The Nationai Round Table of 

early 1990 - a mechanism for negotiating regime transition - legitimized the 

poiitical claims and relationships of participants. effectively establishing a resilient 

bipolar model of Bulgarian party politics and marginalizing non-participants 

(Krastev 1997:94). As a result. two main organizations came to dominate Bulgarian 

politics and govemment - the Bulgarian Sociallst Party (BSP) and the Union of 

Democratic Forces (UDF) - while the specific balancing role of the Movement for 

Rights and Reedoms (MRF) has prompted analysts to speak of a 'two-and-a-half 

party system" (ibid.). 

The egailtarian bent of Society, the lack of clear-cut socio-economic groups 

at the onset of transition19. and the absence of strong and long-standing dissident 

organizations provided for an elite-driven process of political transformation since 

late 1989. Parties emerged or were reincarnated dong differences constmcted at 

the elite level: this turned the parties into moulders of polltical cleavages and 

shapers of the public agenda around elite preferences (ibid.). Iniüaiiy, the Iwo priles 

of the model (BSP and UDF) positioned themselves dong the ideologlcal axis of 

reformed communism vs. anticommunisrn. reflecting the parties' respective 

attitudes towards the anden regm. Seeking to fashion a political profile that could 

facilitate a renewed claim on power, the former Communist Party renamed itself 

Sociaiist (BSP) under a reformist leadership and nominaily embraced the goal of a 

l9 In the sense of Upset and Rokkan's (1967) classic cleavage structure. 
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'social market'. The UDF otiented itself in opposition to the BSP and claimed to 

represent the ideals of liberal democracy and market economy. On the level of 

discourse the parties and their supporters identified themselves as separate 

'cultures' (ibid.93): sodologists even characterized the party-electorate tandems as 

"quasi-ethnie groups" (Mitev ibid.:#), internaily consolidated and divided h m  the 

'other' by shared memories. myths and demonization of the enemy: the 'reds" of the 

BSP sharlng a remembrame of fascism and common appreciation for past stability. 

and the "blues" of the UDF sharing a common memory of communism and 

repression Waskalov ibid.:Sl). In the process of politicai and social dflerentiation 

during the transition both organizations underwent a certain wolution (see Table 

2). StiLI, the intense poiiücal struggles behveen the UDF and the BSP with the help 

of gravltating parties in 1990-1996 not only slowed down the reform process in 

general, but kept issues related to regional policy and national security in a 

situation of dynanilc instabiiity. 

Despite their mutual opposition the two main (and for that matter. dl] 

parties were characterized byfacttonalfsrn and leadership divisions. This was more 

immediateiy obvious in the UDF, originally a loose coalition of 16 parties and 

organlzations of various orientations. within which three major groups could be 

discerned: historical non-communist parties revived after bans and persecutions: 

former dissident organizations; and newly-created parties (Karasimeonov 

1998:340). The Muence of the old parties, mainly social-democratic and agrarian, 

waned after their split with the UDF on the adoption of the Constitution in 1991 

but the cohesion of the leftover coalition was stiiî probletnatic - most rexnaining 

organizations were "ciienteiist circles with heterogeneous supporters" (ibid.:335) 

and were subfect to intense leadership struggles which conditioned the 



phenomenon of 'nuclear divlsion'20. The BSP, too. was prone to elite partltlon and 

ailowed ofilcial factions of different orientations: consewative 'old-guard' 

communists, moderates and radical 'social democratsg2 l. Except by formal groups, 

the party's ranks were spUt by the sharp conîïict between two powerful leaders, 

Alexandur Lilov and Andrey Lukanov. This situation severely weakened BSP 

cabinets. Due to the inherited strict party discipiine, organizationai-bureaucratie 

gravlty and a strong politicai opponent in the face of the UDF, those factions largely 

resisted centrifugai tendencies; however. leadership ambitions precipitated 

defections of small social-democraticaily inclined groups (1990, 1993). In generai, 

factionalism contributed to the instability of cabinets and parliarnents, and thus 

boosted the institutional strlfe noted above. 

Supporters of the UDF could be subdivided into two major groups: 

'conservatives' (representatives of former privileged classes suppressed by the 

communist regime, seeking restitution of their property and social influence). and 

'modernists' (the newer generation seeidng advancement through control of the 

date bureaucracy). There was also a tacticai differentiation between radicals 

supporting sweeping de-communization. and moderates inched towards 

evolutionary change. In terms of generational and social profile of constituencies 

younger. urban. educated voters typically preferred the UDF. In contrast, BSP 

appealed more to consewative, rurai, smaii-town and older supporters favouring 

sociaiist egalitarianism. On one hand, the BSP reiied on a conservative social base 

demanding the preservation of the status quo; on the other its eiite was linked to 

the new business class originating Gom the Russian-oriented former nornenklatwn 

(Kassasyle 1998: 1 19). This contributed to the pro-Russian bent of the foreign poiicy 

20 After the f a  of the first UDF cabinet in 1992. PM DMtrov compared himself Co 'a 
Renaissance prince presiding over an assembly of gcnerals in command of their own private 
annies" Nil 1997:378). 

21 For more on BSP factions set Kassafie (1998). 
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supported by the BSP, while UDF voters favoured better contacts with the U.S. and 

largely disregarded Russia. On relations with Europe both the red and the blue 

'cultures' were positively inciined, the latter to a greater degree. This was an 

important factor for the overaii strong and consistent pro-European orientation of 

Bulgarian foreign poiicy during the period. 

As analysts have cornmented (ibid:116) BSP' s foreign poiicy orientation 

depended on four main considerations: 1) threats from regional conflicts: 2) desire 

for European integration modifieci by scepticism about its short-tenn prospect; 3) 

preserving close links to Russia; 4) a desire to exploit geographical advantages and 

position the country as a trade. energy, and communications hub. As such, the 

BSP favoured active initiatives towards Balkan and especially Black Sea 

cooperation22, and remalned opposed to integration with NATO unless the latter 

transformed into a universai system for all-European security, including Russia 

(ibid.). The UDF shared the "road to Europe" goai (as the current catch-phrase 

went) as the only reasonable option for fostering economic and politicai reforms in 

the country and for breaking free from Russian inauence in both domestic and 

foreign policy. Partially for the latter reason it dso toed a consistent pro-NATO line. 

announcing it as a foreign policy objective as early as 1990 [Zhelev:75). 

Regarding Balkan poiicy. most party 'cultures' approved of better relations 

with aii neighbours in general. However, due to its anti-Turkish poiicy legacy. the 

BSP was cautious in relations with Turkey and typically favoured closer links with 

Creece and serbia23 (Nikova 1998:284). It maintained good relations with PASOK 

in Creece and the Serbian Socialist Party (ibid.:296), sympathizing with their 

nationaiist bent. The 'blues', in t u . ,  supported a drive for better relations with 

22 This accounts for BSP's memberstiip in the Black Sea Asçembly of LeR-CenMst Parties. 

23 %e 9SP gavemrntzzt !nvtt& Slyana Mark01-k to Sofh to mark the publlcattan of hcr book 
nie Choice, and the former party pubîishing house evui Lsued Radovan Karadzfc's coiiection of 
paetry (Nikova:296). 
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NATO's strongest member in the Balkans. b k e y .  and developed ties to New 

Democracy in Greece. Links were also forged with Serbian opposition parties. but 

they never acquired rnuch importance partly due to perceptions about the latter's 

nati onalist orientation. 

Ethntc cleauages are an important factor to conslder in gauging the potential 

for nationalism and Its influence on regional poiicy. To some extent. these cleavages 

are based on the demographic characteristics of the Bulgarian population (see 

Table 6). The fact that the Turks are the largest ethnic minority (9.7Oh compared to 

15% minoritles total) coupled with their political mobilization as a result of the 

forceful assirnilation/cleanslng process in the late 1980s. have produced a 

signifîcant political cleavage of ethnic (and r e ~ g i o u s ~ ~ )  dimensions between them 

and the ethnic Bulgarian majority. The formal expression of that development was 

two-sided: the formation of the MRF [January 19901 as a classic minorlty party. 

and the establishment of nationalistic organizations of the ethnic majority. 

In the wake of regime change the MRF emerged as a party clahning to 

safeguard the process of the social rehabiiitation of ethnic ~urks25.  MRF's 

registration as a politicai organlzation was facilitated by the former communists 

still in power at  the tirne. The immediate rationale for that move on BSP's part was 

to appease international opinion and sptit the non-communist vote, although the 

longer-tenu goal may have been to produce a 'scarecrow' organization26 in order to 

m o b W  a nationalistic vote when necessary. Headed by a powerful and 

authoritarlan leader, the MRF successfully tapped the electoral weight of the 

24 As Table 7 indicates. the Buigarlan majority alrnost excIusively reports Christian orthodox 
alflllatlon. whiie the ethnic Turîdsh minorïty is largely Sçunni Musiim. 

25 A law on the mtoraUon olMuslim names to e b i c  Turks in Bulgarla was passed in Mar& 
1990, whiic cabinet and parliament passcd subsequent acts for property restoration to retuming 
reîügee Turks in 199 1 and 1992. 

26 AUegations were made in 1997 that M W  teaders hcluding Its chairman Ahmed Dogan, might 
have been agents of the former communist secret services. 
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Turkish minority and since 1990 bas consistently been represented in parliament, 

later even in coaiition with parties of the ethnic majority. The MRF has typicaily 

acted as a swing-vote party and even received a cabinet mandate at the end of 

1992. The inclusion of political representatives of the ethnic Turks at the highest 

institutionai level ailowed the group effective access to nationai decision-making for 

the Arst tirne in modem Bulgarian history. and avoided a radicaiization of the 

minority political agenda. This arrangement formed the so-called Bulgarian ethnic 

model of political accommodation, based on a mutual understanding among groups 

conceming their respective poiiticai rationales: 

Its core comprises first. recognition of the inevitable invisible limits to 
minority rights and. second. the primacy of the multi-ethnic 
community's integratfon ...[ under the assumptionl that in evev 
[democratlc] multiethnic communlty there are some collective, not 
individual, minority rights whfch are inevitably limited by definition 
due to the fact that they are mtnoriües. The basic limitation in this 
respect concerns the right to secede. which is, in fact, part of an 
agreement between the minority and the state. 

(AIvanov: 128-9) 

This model underlay the cautious attitude of Bulgarian foreign policy 

towards ethnic confUcts abroad, as well as the no-axis/equidistance principle in 

regionai policy. Its overd strategfc importance for the country was also obvious 

from the fact that the MRF was not banned under the new Constitution. despite the 

constitutional prohibition regarding parties based on ethnic and religious criteria 

(Art. 1 l/4). The conünued presence and significance of the movement in Bulgarian 

politics was also a major factor for an unprecedented improvement in Bulgarlan- 

Turkish relations. 

Apart from rational calculations, the accommodationist strategy towards the 

largest minority group in Bulgarla was driven by liberal views on ethnic issues as 

weii as by a general tolerance and a guilt complex related to Zhivkov's ethnic policy 

during the late communist period. As such the strategy was most effective on the 

level of politicai eiites. N l i c  perceptbons, however. stiii reveaied a certain degree of 



interethnic distnist, especially with regard to Slavlc Bulgarian views of the Turks 

(Figure 4). This was most evident among populaüons In niixed ethnic regions such 

as South-East and North-Ehst Bulgaria, and also inîïuenced popular attitudes to 

the MRF (Figure 51, ethnic relations in general [cf. Figure 6) and iorelgn poiicy 

respectively. The M W ,  in particular, was seen in conservative and pan-Slavic 

quarters as a vehicle for Turkey's iniluence on Bulgarian politics, and even as a 

channel for Isiamic fundâmentallst aspirations [despite the predominance of Sunni 

Muslims among the members of Bulgaria's Turkish community). These feelings and 

attitudes were a basis for the creaffon of a few radical nationallst organizations of 

the majority, the most vocal of which were the Bulgarian National Radical Party 

[BNRP] and the Fatherland Party of Labour (FPL). the latter maintaining close ünks 

to the BSP. Such organizations. however. had a vecy low support. even in ethnlcally 

mixed regions, and did not perform weU in eIections. In part, thls was due to the 

fact that the BSP also used nationaiist appeals as a political strategy. Thus the die- 

hard nationaüstic vote for BNRP and FPL remahed marginal, while the mainstream 

nationaiist and conservative electorate comfortably sltuated themselves under the 

BSP banner. UDF supporters. on the other hand. exhibited a lower degree of 

nationalistic orientation. approximating the overaii level of nationalism in the 

country (Figure 7) .  

Another thorny issue of ethnic relations was the so-called Macedonian 

question. A Macedonian minority has never been ofFicMy recognimd by a 

Bulgarian govemment except during the short-lived campaign for a Balkan 

federation after World War II, that is, at a Ume when inhabitants of Pirin Macedonia 

were oalcidy obliged to declare themselves as being of Macedonian nationaiity. The 

post-1989 perlod saw the revivai of organizations claiming IMRO mage  both in 

Bulgaria BMRO) and in Macedonia IIMRO-DPMNU]. the former being accepted in 

mainstream Bulgarian polltlcs due to its pro-Bulgarian orientation and repudiation 



of a separate Macedonian nationaiity. The formation of OMO-Ilinden in 1990 as a 

separatfst Macedonian organfiation27 in Bulgaria was. however. subject to a 

constitutional ban on activity under Art. 11/4. Although OMO'S influence was 

never signiflcant. several factors have heightened its profile: a strong sense of 

regionai identity in PLrin Macedonia. reflecüng feelings of neglect by the central 

govemment rather than pro-Yugoslav attitudes; the drastically worsening economic 

situation; and the repressive campaigns of the authorities against OMO which 

generated an image of local martyrdom (Bell 1998a:197). Anaiysts' 

recommendations to ease the policy of suppression and seek accommodation were 

not met with approval because of traditionai fear of separatism, concessions to the 

'rivai' Macedonist organization IMRO by the U D F ~ ~ ,  as well a s  the emergence of a 

neighbouring independent Macedonian state with lingering Serbian connections. 

The treatment of OMO was reflected in regional policy when Bulgma recognized 

Macedonta as an independent state but not as a nation - a fact which would impede 

Bulgarian-Macedonian (FYROM) bilateral relations. 

As Figure 6 indicates, perceptions of ethnic/nationalist confrontation are 

somewhat lower than those of economic/politicai dimensions. This confirms the 

suggestion that politico-ideological, and not ethnic and nationallst confrontation. 

constituted the strongest divisive factor in Bulgarian domestic poiitics during the 

1990s. This, together with the discrediting of the nationalist strategy due to 

Zhivkov's assimilation carnpaign and the affiliation of ethnic peace with the 

democratic political agenda of the transition period, have resulted in an absence of 

the agressive nationalism witnessed elsewhere in the Baikans. The prevaiiing pro- 

Western (pro-European) attitudes prided on overcoming communist isolationism 

27 in pubiic statements it has calleci for the separation of PLrln Macedonia from Bulgaria (Bell 
l998a: 195). 

28 The electlon of Ivan Tatarchev. vehement IMRO member and grandson of one of its histork 
founders. as Chief hosecutor in 1992. 
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and saw the political legitimation of minorities both as a liberal value and as a 

necessary practicai step towards the consensus foreign policy goal of European 

integration. 

1.4 Elites, Publics and Interest Croups 

The post-1989 period in Bulgaria has witnessed three waves of realignment 

among political elites in Bulgaria. An analysis by UNDP & CLS (1997:9) 

differentiates between the foiiowing: 

1) a reorganization stage (1990- 199 1) characterized by the dissident's entry 

into political Me and the removal of Zhivkov's circle; 

2) an 'fdeological' stage (1990-1996) marked by differentiation between 

reformers and conservatives among the old elite concentrated around the BSP. and 

between radicals and moderates among the anti-communist elite around the UDF; 

3) a 'pragmatic' stage (since 1997) of diminishing leverage of the older and 

more radical elites, and ascendancy of the newer generation who commenced their 

political careers during the transition years. 

In the Rrst period the ranks of the non-communist political elite undenvent 

an en masse infusion, which included members of the inteiiectuai and cultural 

elites such as writers, academics and clerlcs - politically inexperienced, idealistic or 

radical, etc. Sometimes members of thls group were dogmatic and arrogant in their 

relations with opponents or with the general public (Markowski 1997:243), At this 

time the 'class' of experienced career politicians was represented by the 

appartlrchücs who pursued the 'reformed communism' option through the BSP. 

Experts on both sides of the ideologicd divfde consisted mainly of economists and 

lawyers. and were largely recmited into the pragmatic circles of both party-eiite 

'cultures'. Thus elite composition exhibited both continuity and discontinuity. 

Moreover, the competence and sociaiization of the poiitical elite was not a constant 



but rathrr a dynarnic feature, which partly accounts for the institutional instability 

and the variation in foreign and regional poücy in the period. 

The ideological differences between and within the broadly segmented 'blue" 

and 'redw elite subcultures undemined elite mherence, and also weakened any 

consensus on foreign poiicy doctrine. The 'blue' culture. in particular. was 

disunited from its very inception: originaiiy it encompassed centrist/left-of-centre 

(social-democratic and ecological), centre-right (liberal) and right (conservative, 

Christian democrat) leaning groups. In the course of transition the first two were 

marginaiized and the 'blue' elite concentrated around conservative-pragmatic 

values. The 'red' eiite subculture. was also ideologically disunited but to a lesser 

degree. The conscious social-democratic segments were marginalized as well, 

prirnarily because there were too radical for the BSP mainstrearn. On the other 

hand. the BSP tried to appropriate a social-democratic image for West-European 

consumption while developing a reformed communlst-cum-populist domestic focus 

- a typical syndrome of incomplete communist reformation. This feature partiy 

accounts for the two more or less complementary foreign poiicy directions 

sponsored by the 'red' elite: the pro-European and the pan-Slauic, a dualism 

rnanifested in seeking closer relations with Russia, Greece and Serbia in foreign 

and regional policy, as well as in countering the NATO membership campaign with 

a 'neutrality' option as a basis for national security. 

Regardless of their ideologicai orientation. transition period elites of both 

subcultures were exponents of s W a r  pdfticd culture traits. The egalitarian society 

tradition in Bulgaria, reinforceci during the communist period. did not provide an 

adequate basis for elite formation on the strength of clearly segmented social 

interests. Thus rising or transforming political elites sought power bases in 

clientelistic networks, a development ilïustrated in the process of foreign policy 

impIementation. Clientellsm as a mechanism for social advancement was also 



based on a legacy in Bulgarian politics of the modem period of perceiving politicai 

power as priviiege rather than responsibjlity (Kyuranov 1995). 

The lack of a signiflcant private sector and the slow economic reform 

combined with the above feature to produce economic elites and lobbies aiigned with 

patrons from within the competing politicai 'sub-cultures'. Commercial and 

financiai groupings formed the most influenüal segment of these elites, mostly due 

to the ability of the former nomen-a and state secret police to channel their 

huictional characteristics. privileged information and connections into private 

enterprise interests. Such political-economic dyads were nicknarned 'circles of 

friends' and played a visible role in the governments of Berov (linked to 

"Multigroup") and Videnov (ünked to "Orion"). Individual poiiticians also provided a 

channel for business interests mainiy through their weight in the respective 

'subculture' - for instance, the economlc ties of powerful BSP faction leader 

Lukanov to Russian energy oiigarchs. 

Ctvii soctety exhibKed a relatively weak development due to a tradition of 

etafisrn which continued under the eîite-driven mode1 of transition. Elites of al1 

persuasions were more interested in gainîng access to the bureaucratic state with 

its powers as resource extractor and distributor, than in fostering independent 

centres of influence and authority. A number of NGOs were thus formed in alliance 

with party elites as well as wlth their foreign poiitical affiliates29 and sponsors. 

They formed, to use Krastev's (1999a:39) terminology, 'government-oriente& policy 

NCOs, and were differentiated fkom the 'media-oriented" ones that sought to 

infiuence opinion through extensive exposure and topical research (e.g. Centre for 

Liberal Strategies (CLS). Those independent think-tanks had a relatively low impact 

29 For example. G m a n  party roundatfons such as mtedrich Ebert (social-democraticl, Ftiedrich 
Naumruui (Uberall and Konmd Adenauer [Christian dmocraticl have sponsorcd the respective 
part!= within and araund the r_rDF and the NGûs wch as the D e ~ m j  F o ~ ~ ~ ~ f n r ,  of the 
üûF (sponsored by the Konmd Adenauer F o w d d f o n .  the Wesbnhter Fowulntlon close to the 
Britlsh Consuvattves. and the U.S. Nat[onat RepPlWcan Instüritefor International Aflfairs). 
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on regional policy-making. As Krastev argues. influence on govenunent depended 

primarily on the analysts' personal access to cabinet rninisters or the Rime 

Minister. 'the result being that while there were influential policy analysts, there 

were no Wuential think-tanks" (ibid.). In terms of lobby groups. the Atlantic Club 

of Bulgaria was probably the most high-proflle case. Set up in Aprii 1991 as a 

formal lobby for Bulgaria's entry hto NATO, it was a bipartisan group of MPs. 

public figures and jownalists who took credit for placing the NATO option on the 

national security and foreign pollcy agendas. The state-budgeted electronic media 

functioned under direct or indirect polltical and govemment control. While printed 

media were ostensibly free. they were stiil influenced by political and economic 

interests, especially those related to the 'circles of friends'. 

The influence of pubk opinion on political elites and thus on regional policy 

is difficult to gauge due to the functioning of the 'cultures' mode1 and fact that 

Bulgaria has very little tradition of pubiic opinion influence on government policy. 

In general, the democratic electoral factor has made politicians sensitive to 

popularly held views on foreign relations. This especially holds tme with respect to 

citizen attitudes regarding the M W ,  the Turkish e h i c  factor. and Russia. On the 

other hand. public opinion still has no strongly established role or weight in the 

very elitist policy process of the 1990s. Public opinion is mostly seen as a 

dependent variable. as somethfng to rnobltize in order to pursue one's own policy or 

defeat your opponent's. 

Due to the above-mentioned characteristics of eutes and civil society it has 

been difficult for liberai values to become deeply rwted in Bulgaria. Liberalism has 

been primarily advanced through influential political personalities such as 

President Zhelev, as well as hi&-profile domestic political analysts (e.g Ivan 

Krastev) and poütical think-tanks (CLS), rather than in political culture and 

electoral politics. The public remained rather coilectivist and egalitarian-minded 



throughout the 1990s. Due to the discrediting of radical nationalism. however. 

conservative attitudes of elites and publics of both 'cultures' were translated into 

cautiousness rather than forceful assertiveness or aggresslveness in regionai policy. 

Thus the regional policy debate of elites and publics in 1990-1996 

concentrated around several main themes: 

- the European orientation and a pursuit of a democratic model of foreign 

poiicy, issues on which a practicai consensus was formed. With regard to regional 

policy this option was transiated as a call for international pressure and 

involvement in the Yugoslav conflfcts. and was propagated by President Zhelev. The 

public at large aiso exhibited strong pro-European attitudes. supporting the parties' 

consensus on the EU option (see Table 4). The EU became a model for economic 

prosperity, politicai baiance and social security. as its 'success story' was 

symbolically appropriated by the party 'cultures' for voter motivation purposes. On 

the other hand. a European orientauon provided a rational choice for sections of 

society that approved of neither pro-Russian, nor pro-American orientations. Data 

show certain fluctuations due to the indicators used. the phrasing of poUing 

questions (cf. Table 5). as well as the lack of systematic and repeat surveying. 

However, closer relations with EU has consistently been the number-one choice for 

the pubiic compared to other alternatives (Figures la-ld). n i e  party as well as 

public (cf. Figure 2) consensus on the European orientation has thus constituted 

the most consistent aspect of the Bulgarlan foreign policy in the period: integration 

with the EU as a strategic priority. 

- unidfrectionuitsm, based on the assumption of unipolarity in the 

international system after the demise of the USSR This option was favoured by the 

conservative 'blue' circles and called for much closer Mes to the U.S. whiïe 

disregardhg Russfa. In terms of security orientation it underlay a broader coaütion 

in favour of NATO membership. 



- the pan-Slauic orientation favouring closer ties to Russia and the "Slavic 

axis" in the Baikans - sponsored by conservative 'red' circles, economic elites with 

Russian ties, and buoyed by historically formed public 'emotional attachments' to 

Russia. 

- the equidfstance option in Bakan policy. based on cautious attitudes and 

advocating a policy of non-involvement re efforts to mitlgate confiicts in the region. 

Regionai policy in terms of bilateral relations or a general improvement of relations 

with neighbours was viewed favourably by the public throughout the period, but 

never reached the high approval rates of the European orientation [see Figure 31, 

since the Balkans did not have EU'S success aura, nor a strong traditional appeai. 

Public opinion stili displayed the historically recurrent 'big brother' syndrome (a 

wish for a strong benefactor and protector) in combination with a certain nihilism 

(distrust in the abiiities of national govemments) and wariness about the regional 

security context. 

- the prejerential option in Balkan policy whereby closer relations should be 

pursued with democratic and democratizing States in the tnterest of furtherlng 

membership goals. This option did not negate the equidistance one. and was 

interpreted in a dHerent direction by the different cabinets. mainly in pro- 

Greek/Serbian vs pro-Turldsh terms. The former preference was championed 

mainly by the BSP and nationahsts and was supported by some acadernic 

cfrc1es3~. and the latter - by üDF supported by proponents of NATO, rniiitary 

experts and offlcials, and lobbies. 

Thus there was not yet a clear and integrated vision for the Balkans as a 

region on the level of political elites. Public opinion was. meanwhile. positively 

inciined towards foreign and regional policy steps that were of a peaceful and 

cooperative nature (see Table 8). 

30 For instance. hfstorians and pubiic figures of pahlotic persuasion such as Prof Andrei Pantev, 
Prof Nikoiai Genchev. architect Hrlsto Genchev, writer Nikoiai Haitov. 
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2. International Factors 

As regards the international context, two main concerns conditioned the 

reassessment of Bulgarian regfonal poky in 1990-1996. The flrst was the 

perception for a security loss created by the disbandment of the Warsaw Pact (WTO) 

in 1991. and the subsequent search for institutionalized bilateral and collective 

security guarantees. The second was the demise of COMECON and Russian 

subsidies, coupled with the demand of economic and political reforms for a 

reorientation to the EU area. 

2.1. Security Considerations 

Through a regional lens, Bulgaria's concern with the post-communist 

security vacuum is obvious when we account for the pre-1990 alignment in the 

Balkans. It rnirrored the structure of security blocs at the tirne, h ing  up WTO 

members (Bulgaria, Romanial, NATO members (Greece, Turkey). non-aligned 

(Yugoslavia) and autarkic (Albania) states. In contrast to other East European 

countries, WTO's collapse was not M e d  to regaining sovereignty on Bulgarian 

temtoy through withdrawal of forelgn troops and dismantling of military bases; 

thus the initial reaction contained a perception for a security imbalance in the 

Balkans (CLS ibid.: 9). On the other hand, post-1989 Bulgarian governments 

sought to assert the newly-gained independence in regionai policy-making. The new 

political elites. in parücular. saw this as a step in the democratization of Eastern 

Europe and its continental integration31, and at the same time as a syrnbol of their 

politicai identity, while the reformist part of the old elites used it to reposition itself 

vis-à-vis the ancien regUne and stand their ground in the transition process. 

The unsuccessfiil Soviet coup in August 1991 followed by the breakup of 

USSR put a greater stress on the issue of Bulgaria's new security orientation. which 

Zhelw. for instance, said that the event 'open[cdl the door to a new era of a united. 
democratic Europe' [Ciyatt: 14). 
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hitherto had been overshadowed by domestic regime change. NATO's decision in 

November 1991 to replace its 1967 "flexible response" strategy and adopt a new 

Strategic Concept also reflected on the regional alternatives explored by domestic 

actors. However. it was the violent onset of Yugoslavia's disintegration in 1991, 

which lent greater urgency to the issue of regional policy (Zhelev: 223). In this 

context. domestic elites structured the security debate around several options. not 

ail of which mutuaiiy exclusive: 1) keephg a considerable m i l i t  potential and 

maintaining neutrality: 2) seeking guarantees from and access to viable systems for 

collective security (NATO); 3) establishing a pan-Slavic axis under Russian 

guidance: 4) integration into European economlc structures (EU); 5) basing regional 

security on bilateral treaties with neighbours. 

The Soviet/Russian orientation in national security was weakened due to 

the Western agenda of the Bulgarian non-communist elite, the destabilization in 

USSR/CIS. and concems about the authoritarian trends in Russian politics. Thus 

the political debate on the proposed 'security clause' in the renegotiated Bulgarian- 

Russian Mendship and cooperation treaty (1992) eventuaiiy rejected the option of 

exclusive security ties to Russia under the pressure of the pro-Westem domestic 

factors. The pan-Slavic axis was problematic in view of its anachronistic isolationist 

tinge, limited s ~ o p e ~ ~ .  the danger of Unking the country to one side (Serbia) in the 

region's violent conîlicts. and the hindrances it might create for integration in 

Europe. The self-defence capabiiity was also declîning in proportion to cuts under 

the Conventional Forces in Europe Treaty (1990133, the econornic difficulties 

experienced in transition. cutbacks in the miiitary budget, and staff decüne due to 

depoliticization of the anny and voluntary separation. In addition, the new elites in 

Sofia sought to establish cidian control over the milltary. a process wrought with 

32 Lacldng support from Centrai European Slav counûies. 
33 'Ric tnatj- m s  aegatfated under the condsuone d bloc allgmiieiii: &er Uir: Jciiiisr dRT0 
Bulgaria was left wtth a disproportionately d e r  mliitary capabiiity relatlve to Turkey and 
Greece (Behar 1996:62). 
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poiitical disputes and power stniggles between key institutions and actors34. The 

bilateral relations option proved to be an issue generating consensus. However, this 

option was still only a supplement rather than an alternative to security guarantees 

related to non-Balkan actors due tu the residual perceptions in Bulgalan society of 

a Turkish threat, the heterogeneous and under-institutionalized regional context 

and, again. the conîlict in Yugoslavla. In this way, neutrality was contrasted to the 

NATO option, framing the most heated foreign poiicy controversy in the country 

during the perlod. It was augmented by the understanding (emerging in the process 

of CNSC institutionallzationI of security as a complex of milltary, economic, 

political. ethnic, social. etc. factors. and thus difflcult to relate to a single strategic 

option. 

The NATO option was seen by its proponents €rom the 'blue' cultwe and 

some elitist and professionai3s groups of the 'red' culture. a s  the chief substitute 

for the Iost security guarantees in the region. and as assurance for peaceful 

relations with Turkey. The option was placed on the domestic agenda as early as 

1990 by four MPs from across the UDF, BSP and M W ,  who subsequently set up 

the Atlantic Club of Bulgaria. Even back then it was obvlous that the option was 

being incorporated into the 'road to Europe' discourse: membership in NATO was 

advocated as one gateway for economic integrauon of Bulgaria into the EC/EU~~. 

This interpretation of the utillty and value of NATO membership was also motivated 

by the fact that Bulgaria did not face any m e d i a t e  müitary threats to its territory. 

34 Between the Minlstcr of Defense and the Chlef of Generai S M  over conbol of the mihtary 
police and counterlntelligence (e.g. Minister Stalllski and Cen. Petrov): betweai the Presldent 
(Zhelevl and the Prime MInister (F. Mmitrov) over the subordination of the Chief of the G e n d  
S M *  

35 8SP politicians h m  the 'pragmaticC etlte wiîh diplornatic expertence or extensive foreign 
relations exposure (e.g. Nikolaî Kamw. Füip Bokov. Alexandur Tomav). 
36 In his agenda-setmg spetch fb.rli;imerit L !  XP Solomon kçsi shtcd #a: a BUigarian 
accession to NATO would -encourage. even predpitate, the country's economic and 
communications integration with united Europepe Ehelev: 641. 
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The BSP saw the NATO debate as a question of Bdgarian relations with 

Russia so that its consenrative circles advanced the Slav-axis option as a guarantee 

of regional security. The Russian linkage was warranted by some practlcal 

considerations such as the country's dependence on Russian energy supplies and 

upkeep of military equipment, as well as the traditional Russophilia of sectors of 

the population. On the other hand. there were speculations about the influence of 

Bulgarian business lobbies with Russian connections and interesl in regional 

Infrastructure projects. The other popular stand among the members of the 'red' 

ranks - neutrality - was based on the equidistance principle in foreign poîicy and 

was argued as the best choice under conditions of low military capability (Dimitrov 

et.al. 199813: 17). Although mirroring the de facto position of Bulgaria, the neutrality 

option acquired a pro-Russian thge and reminiscences of the cold-war bloc 

alignment modorov 1997: 17). However. as already noted, the 'red' circles were not 

entirely unanimous regarding NATO. hence the variety of options short of 

membership considered. 

These various conceptions. triggered by a draft proposal by Bulgarian MPs 

on expression of interest in N A M  membership in 1990, clearly indicated that 

political afRUation was tuming into a strong predictor of attitudes towards NATO, 

and therefore, of regional security visions. Thus a foreign poky issue influenced by 

systemic factors was transformed lnto a domestlc political matter and a problem of 

party identification (CLS: 10). Indeed, as analysts suggest, "the 'pro' and 'contra' 

stands were in fact expressions of politicai identity. rather than simply attitudes to 

a nationai securlty formula" (see Figure 8). Thus the UDF frarned the issue as a 

'choice for or against democracy'" and was not concerned with an internal debate 

about the practical parameters of membership Worov:15). In turn, despite the 

ditrerences the BSP leadership tried to avoid an internal debate, on the issue 

fearing a party rift, so it refraIned fiom categoricaliy negative pronouncements in its 



1994 programme37. This contributed to the ideologization of the debate and the 

absence of a pragmatic national discussion on the technical and economic aspects 

of accession. Thus expert opinion (diplornatic and m i l i t  became more active on 

the level of government ehtes, and far less on the level of the public. 

Thus public opinion was largely non-conclusive on the question of security 

orientations. Initially the ciüzenry exhibited very low enthusiasm3*. then began 

wavering under the influence of the competing 'cultures' controversy, concern about 

deterioration of relations with Russia. lingering cold-war 'enemy' stereotypes. as 

well as a lack of adequate information and knowledge about NATO's structure and 

development in general, and the demands which a possible membership would 

place on the country. As Table 8 shows, NATO registered the lowest approval and 

the highest 'no opinion' ratings of al1 foreign policy aspects listed - attitudes. which 

were confirmed by a subsequent poll (see Figure 9). The Rndings of the Vitosha 

Research Agency (as quoted in CSD 1999) suggest in addition that the NATO option 

and good relations with Russia were largely perceived as mutually exclusive in 

1990-1993. Apart fom the domestic politicization of the issue, this situation can 

also be attributed to historic attitudes (pro-Russla, anti-Turkey) and the dynamics 

of relations between Russia and NATO themselves during the period. In the next 

two years the agency registered siightly prevailing negative/no opinion attitudes, 

interpreted as acceptance of neither closer relations with Russia, nor Wth NATO. 

The change in positions is related to the escalation of the war in Bosnia, which 

fostered stronger scepticism in the exîstence of a viable security option sponsored 

by international factors. 

37 It stated that 'the most favourable outcome would be if the relattonshlp and a possible 
accession of Bulgarla to NATO be accornpanled by the AUiance's tramformatton into a universal 
European and global security system open to aii European states. Rus& included' (ïadorov: 
ibfd.) 

38 Solonan Passi rec&: ?hfs v.m the mmt *unpop* suggestion r:m made bj- a 
representative of the then democratic opposition - we had 15% support M e  85% were against 
us." (nie Washington Tlmes: 1999) 
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In this context, the already noted institutionai strife, political antagonism 

and elite controversies prevented a national consensus on available regional 

security options. This was in part infiuenced by the systemic factors themselves - 
NATO was revising its identity and eastward policy. Russia was clearly frowning on 

the idea of a Bulgarian membership while Moscow's offer of financiai aid against 

neutrality in 1996 came reluctantly and too late (Alexandrov et.al. 1997: 167). There 

was simply no NATO-Russian agreement on the expansion parameters. Even after 

NATO developed a policy of expansion since December 1994 it was clear that 

Bulgaria would not be a priority interest. On the other hand. the internai debate 

reactivated existing regional stereotypes in the public space. Some media outlets, 

professional and academic c i r c ~ e s ~ ~  reinforced historical perceptions of the region. 

trlggering arudety about an increasing weight of the ethnic Turkish factor in 

domestic politics and the army, a possible entanglement in the Creek-Turkish 

controversy. a spread of Islamic fundamentaiism. and the need for full military 

transparency should the countxy become a mîlitary ally of Turkey. In this way the 

characteristics of the regionai context were not conducive to a consensus pubüc 

opinion either. Thus the lack of consistent external. regional and domestic stimuli 

prevented NA from resolving the dilemma even durlng majority cabinets. Its 

Declaration of 21 December 1993 came as a lowest-cornmon-denomator 

document, expressing interest in accession to 'European and Euro-Atlantic 

structures" but remaining vague on the necessity and timeframe of this step. 

This made Zhelev the most steadfast pro-NATO government spokesman 

during the period. The presidency became the institutional focus of a coalition of 

elites actively in favour of membership in the Alliance. Even durlng cohabitation, 

the coaiition pushed the NATO option dong government channels through 'aliies' 

39 For instance, the high-circulation 24 Hours daily. the Zorn weekty, organizations of remd and 
rzserve m y  o3lcers. naüonallsüc organlzatlons fiCDh7. as well às Uie gmup Luri1 Oie aulgarian 
Academy of Science that proposed a 'BuIgarlan National Doctrine" reminiscent of a 19* century 
nationallstic ideology. 
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arnong career diplomats. mllihy experts, army staff, MPs, advisers and poiicy 

analysts. Zhelev himself kept busy contacts with the Alliance, visiting the Brussels 

HQ in 1991 and signing the Partnership for Peace Programme in Febmary 1994, He 

asserted that this step would be regarded as an intermediate stage on the way to 

fdi membership in the Miance m e v  1996: 183). Zhelev dm openly criticized the 

Berov cabinet for Lrresoluteness, and especially the Videnov cabinet for isolating the 

country from the accession process energetically pursued by the Central European 

states, equating its position to treason (Reuters 1995). In turn. the majorlty cabinet 

of Videnov advanced the formula "security through EU", emphatically speaking first 

of 'European' and then of 'Euroatlantic' integration. and of a stronger role for the 

"European pfflar" of Euroatlantic security - W U  (Aiexandmv et.ai. 1996:74). I t  also 

attempted to boost Bulgarlan-Russian economic relations but failed, due in part to 

business-interests cornpetition Unked to BSP factions (ibid.1997:166). Thus a 

reorientation to Russia was attempted but not actually achieved: the government 

acquiesced to an "intensifîed dialogue wlth NATO" under the Partnership for Peace 

W) initiative as  an opportunity to delay an unequivocal decision re the Alliance. 

Finaiiy, after three rounds of discussions with NATO. in iate 1996 the government 

concluded it did not wish to pursue membership [Yanakiev & Domozetov 20001. 

Despite that. the country's inclusion in PfP. together with the change in the regional 

context with due to the active invohrement of NATO in Bosnia. was among the 

prerequisites for the signiflcant switch in the country's officiai position from 

indecision to active pursuit of membership in the subsequent period. 

Following the onset of transition. the periud also witnessed institutional, 

ehte and pubiic convergence on the other strategic goal of Bulgarian foreign poiicy 

since the onset of 'msltion - full membership In the European Union. The issue 



has been weU documented and dtscussed (e.g. Pantev et .al. 1996: Alexandrov et.al. 

1997: Bell 1998b: Todorov 19991, so that it wiU not be extensively tackled here. 

Zhelev (60). for instance, provldes a gooà summary of foreign poiicy efforts and 

outcornes in pursuit of that objective, culminating in the Bulgarian Europe 

Agreement for association to the EU signed in March 1993 and in effect since 

February 1st- 1995. 

Some authors [e.g. Clyatt 1993; Lefebvre 1995) trace the mots of this foreign 

policy objective back to the late Zhivkov period when his regirne pursued better 

contacts with the West. primariiy West Cermany, for economic and fiscal reasons. 

The economic and political demands associated with post-communist tran~ition*~ 

have made the EU membership a rationai foreign poiicy priority to such a degree 

that party afflIiaîion or short-term di~advantages~~ had no major effect on the EU 

direction of poltcy by successive governments (1,Ganev et.ai. 1995:3 1; Lefebvre:453). 

On the other hand, integration was incorporated in the persistent *back to Europe" 

discourse in Bulgarian domestic poiitics. In this respect critics of the eiites' 

appropriation of the European slogan have argued that 'Bulgarfan leaders since the 

transition have been far more effective at discussing the b e n e h  to be gained from 

integrallon with Europe than they have been at achieving concrete reforms that 

rnight make such integration a reasonable project" (BeU:312). Thus the EU 

integration objective also partwk of the political identity rationale evident with 

respect to NATO, so that "different governments approached the problem of 

concrete domestic reforms geared to integmtion with a varyIng d e p e  of 

consistency and efflcacy" [CLS 1997). 

40 nie s e d  for finandai and technid assistance for estabushg a market monomy, support 
for the new dernacratic instituüons of the gwernment and civil sectors. and securîty guarantees 
[Clyatt: 51). 

41 For instance, Bttlgarlak rnïmmmt of the hternatkmd smctions agalnst Iraq durlng L!c 
Guif War of 1990-9 1 despite the substanttat hqi debt [est. USS1.2 büüonl to Bulgarla [Zhong 
1994:242, Troxel 1993:203). 
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hiblic opinion was also nearly unanimous about the European chdce of 

Bulgarla (cf. Figures 1-3. Fig. 10, Tables 4.5). However. the process of EU accession 

calls far specüic decisions by a country in various areas. In this respect pubiic 

awareness bas been quite hadequate (cf. Figure 11). The grasp of several basic 

issues Is especiaily low: 1) wactly how Bulgaria can contribute to the common 

policies of the EU; 2) in what respects Bulgaria falls short of EU critenia: 3) the 

optimal mmelation between Bulgaria's adherence to the ever more complex EU 

membership criteria and the implernentation of an independent national 

developrnent strategy (Todorov ibid.), Thus there was a noticeable downward trend 

in approval for EU integration around 1994-95 (cf. Table 4) which may be 

attributed to increased Euro-scepticism due to unredistic initial perceptions about 

the speed of the integration process. perceived lack of material aid from the West in 

the context of rapidly detertoratfng economic conditions in Bulgaria. perceived 

failure of Europe to adequately tackie the Yugoslav crlsis, and the general lack of 

adequate knowledge about EU mechanfsms and policies. in addition. although 

being an associateci member, "Bulgaria was excluded from the provisions of the 

Schengen Agreement on visa-free travel [within the EU] which for most Bulgarians 

was proof that the EU ... regarded them simply as drug dealers and a source of 

unwanted immigration" (Bell, Ibid). 

In many respects. the choice of European integration as  the number-one 

foreign policy objective has produced a strong conditionaiity-type iinkage with the 

EU as an external factor. In view of regional poUcy outcornes the impact of this 

objective has been unfolding dong two main h e s .  The first was the need for strong 

tïes to Greece as the ody Balkan EU member-state and a possible whicle for 

advancement of the Bulgarlan membership cause. The second related to conformfty 

to the Copenhagen criteria for association and membership. whfch required. arnong 

otkers, development of friendy relations with ail neighbours (in the Bdgarlan case 



some of those neighbours were CO-contenders for EU membership). and dso the 

resolution of inter-state and mlnority confiicts and controversies by aspiring 

countries. Thus, for instance. apart form the generai politicai provisions in its 

Europe Agreement Bulgaria had to accept an additional reference to CSCE 

documents with regard to minority rights (Ezkenazi & Nikolov 1996: 192). no doubt 

due to the anti-Turkish policies of the previous regime. This has been another 

external impetus for improving relations with Turkey since 1990. 

On the other hand, the inemcient EU mechanism for resolving regional 

conflicts in its periphery (Le. in former Yugoslavia) gave additionai strength to 

arguments in favour of both NATO membership and seeking security guarantees on 

the basis of bilateral regional ties. As  discussed below, the latter emerged as the 

major strategy in Bulgaria's regional policy in 1990-1996. 

As suggested above. the development of bilateral relations with regional 

actors emerged as a logical objective of Bulgarian regional policy due to the 

Wuence of major domestic and international factors and their linkages. In 

addition, it was also shaped by the signiiicant impact of dynarnic regional factors. 

The key factors were the collapse of communist regimes and the disintegration of 

federal Yugoslavia. resulting in destabüization and fragmentation in the Balkans. 

One major feature of the post-1989 Balkan context was the proIiJeration of 

conjlicts and potentidly o o i d e  ethnic ~ault-lines~~. The historic and 

symbolic/discursive underpinnings of regionai instabiiity in the 1990s were 

discussed in Chapter II, Section 2. Rom a systernic perspective, "regionai stabiUty 

42 Pantw [1995:23) has 1dentiner.i some 30 active or potcntial fault-llnes lnvolvlng Balkan 
nations. Among others. he &@es out the nw ln Busnfa. the Serbo-CmW confllct. îhc Qprus 
confllct. the Kosovo conflict. the prtcarious ethnic balance in Macedonla. and the irredentist 
potentiai of Turkfsh mInorltics outside nirkey as the most saiient ones. 
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in bipolarlty had been a residual value of global and European security and any 

attempt to put the problem into regional dimensions had b e n  doomed to failure" 

[A. Ivanov: Il), as evidenced by the modest riooperation Initiatives prior to the 

1990s. Thus the under-institutionalized regional context. the absence of a common 

regional vision and the negative sense of regional identity within nations and 

peoples in the area reinforced poiitical uncertainty after the end of the cold-war 

division. The social, politicai and economic disruptions associated with regime 

change in several Balkan states also contributed to a certain sense of imbalance 

and insecurity among sectors of the populations, whik imbuing others with 

awareness for fresh poiltical opportunities. Among the latter, the most important 

development was the activation of the minority and natfonalbt agendas in regional 

politics and the pursuit of new stale-and nation-building pmjects. The major 

example of this trend was, clearly, the violent disintegration of former Yugoslavia. 

which fundamentally affected the poiitical. social, economic. ethnic and mILitary 

aspects of the regional situation. 

The Yugoslav wars of succession [1991-19951~~ had an additionai 

implication for the conceptuaiization of post-communist reglonal security. The 

adverse developments witnessed in the Balkans surfaced as inter-group/nation 

confîicts rather than episodes of inter-state violence. Thus the perception among 

the rest of the region of the traditionai military threat of an outside attack on a 

sovereign state was on the deche. increasing the relative significance of non- 

traditional [viz. economic, demographic. rninority, migratlonal) aspects of regionai 

security (ibid.). Of these, ethnie disputes were seen as the stmngest disruptive 

factor 'because of the& nationahtic poiiticd component - usually presented and 

perceived as such" (ibid.). Due to the high level of ethnic dfversity within most 

Balkan states. nationally motivated political mobihation in some of them is h i w  

43 During the period under survey în Chapter N: 1990-1996. 
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likely to raise arudeties in others, even oniy on the basis of reactivated cross-border 

historic grievances and negative experiences. The issues of political/social 

integration and autonomy of minorities thus emerged as key problems for the 

region, and their complexity and multi-deterrninacy made them extremely difficult 

to be resolved despite the best efforts of regional and international actors alike. 

Despite the perception of a dechhg extemai military threat, Bulgaria was 

concemed with the relative imbalance of military capabiiities vis-à-vis its 

neighbours due to the impact of the Conventional Forces in Europe Treaty of 1990. 

Since the provisions of the treaty were negotiated between the two defence blocs, 

after the demise of the Warsaw Pact, Bulgaria was leR with the following negative 

correlations of armaments (by combats equivalent) with regard to neighbouring 

states: Bu1garia:Turkey 1:7: Bu1garia:Greece 1:3; Bu1garia:Yugoslavia 1:4. 

Bu1garia:Romania 1:3 (Georgiev et.al. 1998:16). This also limited the range of 

options available to the country's regional policy in the absence of an 

institutionalized security regime in the B a h s .  

Another adverse feature of the modem regionai context was its 

Jragmentation, mainly in the form of proMeration of political actors, both state (e.g. 

FYR of Macedonia, Slovenia. Croatia. etc.] and non-state (e.g. KLA, JNA. ethnic 

diasporas). On the one hand, this challenged Bulgarian regional policy with the 

need to quickly adapt and formulate effective approaches to their policies whiie 

fending off possible adverse effects on domestic reforms and national security. This 

necessity exerted great pressure and demands on the capacity for regional policy- 

making of domestic eltes. leaders and institutions. On the other hand, new 

sovereign states (e.g. FYR of Macedonfa) were usualiy characterized as weak due to 

political fermentation, economic troubles and ethnic/mlnority problems. b e n  

established states such as Bdgaria were weakened by the effects of transition, viz. 

political flux. economic slump, welfare crfsis, high unemployment. growlng 
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corruption and human insecurity [CLS 1999:51. The issue of stable govemment 

authority thus became topical due to the high incidence of regime change in the 

region, while the strength of civil society throughout the Balkans was low due to the 

authoritarian legacies of the pre-communist and communist periods and the 

ciientelistic mode1 of domestic poiitics. Thus the post-communist crises of 

governance and legitimacy in some states and provinces (e.g. Kosovo) had the 

potential for producing a paraliel or even warlord type of authority, as  well as for 

externalizing interna1 confiicts. In addition. weak or disintegrating government 

authority (e.g. Albanla) facilitated the corruption of the economy and transnational 

phenornena such as  migration. organized crime and tra!-ficking. 

These features were conceptuaiized as new regional securiîy threats in 

themselves (e.g. Zhelev 1998; UNDP&CLS 1997). However, they also facilitated the 

grasp of nationalist ideologies on poiiticaüy active populations, especially in the 

former Yugoslav repubiics. Thus in part of the Balkans the agenda of national self- 

determination had ovenidden the agenda of democratfiation (CLS ibid.). This 

factor. together with the highly uneven political and economic development of the 

countries in the region, was not particularly conducive to regional integration as  a 

strategy for stability and regional development adopted by early post-communist 

Bulgarian govements. 

In addition, the engagement of international factors in the Yugoslav conllicts 

was welcomed by Bulgaria (Zhelev:225) but the hesitant. inconsistent and ad-hoc 

manner of European policy was sending mixed signais to Sofia. This was 

particularly evident with regard to the recognition of the breakaway Yugoslav 

repubUcs and especiaiiy of Macedonia as a case of speciai interest to Bulgaria. Thus 

on the one hand there was professed support for democratic changes in the region, 

while on the other hand the countries and nations in the m a  were still regardeci 

through the lens of the Baikan Image. that ls, as a troublesome periphery which 
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might better be contained instead of integrated. Hence "the economic and social 

aspects of contlict settlement were not sufficiently taken into account and a long- 

term investment strategy in the region was not elaborated" (CLS: 7). Moreover, the 

problem of economic stabilization and recovery of transition states was not 

promptly tackled on a reglonai or a wider continental level. 

As a result, BuIgarian economy was harshly affected by its relative isolation 

from European markets due to the United Nations economic sanctions imposed on 

rump Yugoslavia in 1992-1995. The decision to enforce the embargo was 

conditioned by the integration agenda re EU and (partly) NATO. However, as an 

open economy seeking export-led growth, this extemal shock resulted in huge 

losses from the closure of transport access routes to European markets at a crucial 

time for the success of the Bulgarian transition. Apart from the direct economic 

impact4*, the embargo weakened the economic poiicy stance and resources of 

Western-oriented BuIgarian elites and governments, and raised questions about the 

expediency of rneekly endorsing extemaily formulated policies. Also. it contributed 

to the crimhalizatfon of economic a ~ t i v i t ~ ~ ~  and the accompanying massive tax 

evasion and rise in govemment corruption. 

Based on the above considerations. the violent disintegration of former 

Yugoslavia came to be perceived by Bulgarian poilcy-makers as the main regionai 

threat to Bulgarian security in the 1990s (Tzanev ibid.:183) for severai reasons. 

which shaped the dilemmas of Bulgarian regionai policy in the period: 

1) the activation of ethnic stereotypes in the region as a whole. This was the 

historic diiemma of Bulgarian regional policy: whether to succumb to the 'return to 

history' approach in deaiing with domestic minorities and Bulgarian diasporas in 

44 Nikova (ibld.:2961 cites an estimate ofS8.492 biiiion in economlc tosses. 
45 The s o - d e d  tmbxgo-busür~g b d e  ( q e c f d y  wlth petml m d  oa acmss the Eulgarim 
border wlth Macedonia and Serbia. Nikova (ibld.1 quotes unofficlal estimates for Bulgarian oli re- 
exports rising h m  $300 mililon in 1992 to $700 mtulon in 1993 and to $550 million in 1994. 
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neighbouring states, or to 'end history' by recognizing present-day realities and 

shape both nation-- and regionally-responsible policies. 

2) the resurgence of nationaiistic pollcies in the reglon. This was the 

nommiive diiemma of Bulgarian regional poiicy: whether to allow to be influenced 

by nationalistic images and hence use the weakening of neighbouring states to its 

expiicit advantage, or to subscribe to democratic values and foiiow a peaceful 

foreign policy of accommodation and cooperation with neighbours. 

3) the divergence of Balkan states (e.g Greece, Turkey, Aibania) in their 

attitude towards the sides in the Yugoslav conflict and the method for its 

settlement. This was the orientation dilemma of Bulgarian regional policy, Le. 

whether to participate in regional alliances or to maintain equidistance. 

4) the crawiing eastward expansion of the confiict zone in former Yugoslavia. 

creating tangible risks for destabilization in Macedonia which, in turn. would rnake 

BuIgaria a conflict borderiine state. This was the operational dilemma of Bulgarian 

regional policy: whether to distance itself from the wan?ng parties or to become an 

active participant and take sldes in the confïîcts. 

5) the security vacuum in the region, as weii as the UN embargo on 

Yugoslavia which through its direct economic and social impact on Bulgaria 

intemaiized the effects of regional conflicts and faced Bulgarian regionaï policy with 

a diiemma ofdirection and scope. Le. whether to base its regional poiicy on bilaterai 

relations or to pursue multiiateral regional initiatives. 

The post-1989 period has witnessed distinct changes in BulgarIan regionai 

policy conditioned by the three groups of factors as dlscussed above. In general. 

forrign pdicy in îhe wake d lie regime change uderwenl a Iundarilenlal 



reorientation from bloc aiiegiance and dependency on the regime in Moscow to a 

pursuit of European integration in support of the democratic reforms. 

Simultaneously, the normative foundation of foreign policy was overtumed. The 

principles of proletarlan intemattonakm, socialist patriotism. and the party-class 

character of the national interest were discredited with the faU of the communist 

regime in late 1989. As the country was recovering its autonomy in foreign policy 

making, regime change and democratic reforms conditioned a new normative 

orientation based on the principles of national sovereignty and territorial integrity. 

defence of the national interests in cornpliance with international noms  and law, 

and pursuit of good-neighbourhess and cooperation. 

The European 'civilizationai' vision was the strongest and most consistent 

principle endorsed by successive governments and supported by the public, 

propping up the number one strategic objective of Bulgarian foreign policy: full 

membership in the EU. The lack of a reglonal anchor of EU stature coupled with the 

adverse developments in the Balkans provided the regional irnpetus for such a 

coherent policy goal. Bulgaria clearly wished to escape the powder-keg image and 

assume a European, not so much Balkan post-communist, identity. Consequently. 

regional poIfcy was dewloped in nagior part as a projecion and extension of the 

policy for integrdion Uito the EU (Dimitrov et.al. 1998b:23), as  an instrument for the 

achievement of the strategic goal. As Nlkova (ibid.:284) argues. Bulgarian policy 

makers decided that moderauon and caution in shaping a predictable and 

transparent regional policy would best contribute to this priority goal. However, 

reglonal modalities imposed thefr own demands on policy makers. This double- 

sided conditioning afïected the consistency of the country's regional and even 

European policy and partfy accuunteci for the fluctuations in bilateral relations with 

Greece and Turkey. 



The specific regional context Muenced the solution to the normative 

dilemma - the endorsement of the prEnciple for rejection of nationalCs& and 

irredentist impulses and territorial d e m d s .  The revival of some historic parties in 

Bulgaria - especially the Internai Macedonian Revolutionary Organlzation [IMRO) - 

might suggest the opposite. However, as already discussed, nationalistic values did 

not have a powerful hold on the Bulgarian elites. public, and domestic politics. in 

addition, opinion polls consistently confirmed an absence of national chauvinism. 

Nikova argues the point citing 

'the Gallup index of March 1993 [showingj that more than two-thirds 
of the population (the highest arnong the Balkan countries) dld not 
feel threatened by any neighbouring country: in 1996, a year of deep 
pessimism. polls reveaied decidedly tolerant and peaceful attitudes 
towards the other Balkan countries: 77% accepted the present 
borders of the country: 70% declared that Bulgaria should have no 
territorial claims against its neighbours; 80% wanted to see aii the 
Balkan states join a unifled Europe. Thus national leaders were not 
under public pressure to mount an aggressive Balkan policy". 

(Nikova :283) 

Kyuranov (19951. in turn, relates these social attitudes to a key issue of 

regime change in the country, Le. the social consensus on a non-violent transition. 

This, he argues. underlay the twin foreign policy consensus 'that Bulgaria should 

engage in a war in the Balkans only in case it was directly invaded by a foreign 

power". Another relevant factor was the above-mentioned relative military capability 

on a regional scale46. 

The implementation of thls pxlnciple can be seen in the emphatic recognition 

of the sovereignty and integrity of Macedonia as an independent republic in early 

1992. The hasty and competitfve rnanner in which the decision was taken came. 

however. in response to a genuine political rationale. The disintegration of 

Yugoslavia and the state-buflding projects in its former repubiics put the 

historîcaiiy thorny issue of MacedonSan nationality and sovereignty back on the 

46 tater. Prime Minister Ivan Kostovjoked that Bulgaria contributcd to peace and stabfflty fn the 
Balkans by not being able to threaten any of its neighbours (Waters: 17). 
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regional poiitlcal and security agenda. Bulgaria was interested in the emergence of 

an independent Macedonian state outsiae Serbian control for several reasons: 1) to 

prevent its incorporation into a leftover Serbianized conglomerate dominated by 

Belgrade (Clyatt:82); 2) to avert the formation of a direct bence stronger) territorial 

axis between Serbia and Greece in the context of the conflicts in the former 

Yugoslavia: 3) to become a regional patron of the newly fomed state on the basis of 

"ethnic ünks"; 41 by renouncing territorial claims on the new republic to assert itself 

as an "anchor of stabiuty" in the Balkans in the efforts to endorse its bid for 

European integration. 

The European address of the decision did not, however, quite correspond to 

the disunited pohcy of EC states vis-à-vis the recognition issue. The Bulgarian 

recognition was an autonomous act, done without gaining the prior approval of 

either international, or regional (Greece) factors47. So, in this case the European 

objective was relatively overshadowed by regional concerns. On the other hand. the 

decision was justiiied with the European criteria for recognition of the Badentaire 

commission so that Bulgaria had the leverage to argue its international 

acceptability. An explanation for the unilateral move can also be found in the 

opportunity seen by the non-cornmunist cabinet and President to reahe a 

historical national aim in its non-irredentist form - an independent Macedonla 

detached from Serbian infîuence and open to closer relations with Bulgaria. Thus 

Zhelev (1511 recaiis his insistence that PM Popov deched an invitation by Greece to 

attend a pmjected Wateral Greek-Serbian-Bulgarian meeting in mid- 199 1 for 

discussing the fate of Macedonia: '1 argued that lit) would remind of the notorious 

legacy in Balban diplomacy when the neighbours of a state convened to decide its 

fate without 'delgning' to invite its representativesw. 

47 Ntliova (2911 açserts lhat d u h g  N s  vIslt ta Gtmnany at Ule Ume a l  the recogiiiüon decision, 
FM Ganw was urged by hls Gcrman counterpart Hans-Dletrfch Censchu that Bulgarla refrain 
fkom any steps regarding the issue pending an EC declsion. 
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Some analysts have interpreted the recognition as a hidden attempt at a 

future annexation: 

The Bulgarian strategy seems to rely on an imminent interna1 
Macedonian crisis to cause some of the Macedonians to turn to 
Bulgaria for help. Bulgaria would then be legitimized to intewene in 
Macedonia (and eventuaily to annex the non-Albanian part of 
FYROM), using as a pretext the protection of a population that 
returned at last to its "real" (Bulgarlan) identity. 

(Prevelakis ibid.: 
148) 

This "back to history" understanding is largely informed by the past record of 

Bulgarian millhry involvement in the region over the fate of Macedonia. One fact 

seems to corroborate it: the emphatic recognition of sovereignty and denial of 

territorial claims was accompanied by a slmiiarly vigorous non-recognition of the 

existence of a separate Macedonian nation and language. Despite the non- 

recognition vie@% is stiil dimcult to make a totally convincing case in favour of 

Prevelakis's thesis for a few reasons: 1) as suggested above. Bulgaria was not in a 

position to wage a successful war; 2) even if it were. ft would be facing the aliiance 

of Greece and Serbta. possibly leading to an dl-Balkan war which was hardly the 

Bulgarian intention: 3) the hlstoric trauma of the disastrous Buigarian war losses 

over Macedonia had produced a cautious rather than revanchist attitude, bolstered 

by the comparatively subdued nationdistic streak in domestic poiitics and society 

(Nikova: 293): 4) the non-communist government had pressing democrathing tasks 

at hand: in addition. it could not risk king ostracized by Europe while seeking and 

needing its suppo* 5) the international context was hardly the same as in early 

20* century. Consequently, a seemingly "careless remark by Richard Holbrooke 

that Buigaria may decide to grab a piece of Macedonia caused outrage in Sofia" 

48 This view was par* based on emoîional and anachronistic attitudes. and was also 
uninlormed of the curent reahty in Macedonla. [n this relation it is worth stressing that the key 
Bulgarian government institutions a l  the time were headed by reform-minded but Lnexperienced 
statesmcn who were former dissidents and menibus of &e htelllgeztsia !the philosopher U&p 
Zhelev, the iawyem Fiiip Dimitrov and Stoyan Ganev. the iawyer by education and translater by 
occupation Stefan Savovl. 
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while a similar pronouncement by Macedonian President Gligorov was "held to be a 

case of playing the 'Bulgarlan card' in the old Titoist manner as a diversion" 

(Waters:22). Thus it can be said that Bulgaria was trying to assert a historical 

reason for an ethnic claim. at the same tirne relinquishing the claim itself for a few 

other reasons as well: the anxiety that Macedonia itself would have irredenüst 

ambitions against Bulgaria over the Pirin region. and the prospect of having 'to 

swallow the anti-Bulgarian core of Macedonian identity that had been fostered 

during the years of Serbian influence" (Nikova:ibid.). Thus the recognition aiso had 

a containment objective vis-à-vis Macedonian nationaiism. needed because of the 

lack of regionai security guarantees. 

However. the ethnic identity issue was blocking the pragmatic necessity of 

weli-developed relations between Bulgaria and FYROM. The matter was complicated 

by its historlcal and emotional grounding, so that the equivocal Bulgarlan 

recognition produced unintended polithl consequences by obstructing the cause 

of the non-comrnunist and moderateiy nationalist opposition in Macedonia (IMRO- 

DPMNU) - a politicai grouping which was more open to good relations with Bulgaria 

than the mling Social Democratic Miance of Macedonia. Such outcomes have 

prompted the liberal-leaning Buigarian analyst Ivan Krastev (1999b) to qualify the 

'yes to this-no to that' strategy as the Achllies' heel of Bulgarian regional policy. 

which stirred stronger nationahst feeiings in Macedonia and stalled bilateral 

economic and political relations while leaving the economic field open to 

criminalized embargo trade. 

In this respect it can be said that Bulgaria had its own regional ethnic 

problem to solve in the years to corne. Meanwhile PresMent Zhelev was lobbying 

Russia. Turkey and Itaiy among others to foliow suit with recognition. in order to 

bolster the Macedonian position before EC. Hls success in the first two cases. based 



on personal good relations with Yeltzin and ~emire l*~.  produced one of the 

highlights in Bulgarian regional policy of the period. 

The iack of economic and securlty regimes and institutions on a regional 

scaie was a key factor for the bilateml approach implemented in Bulgarian regional 

policy and manifested through negotiating bilateral miiitary, economic and other 

functionai treaties (see Appendix). Throughout the 1990-1999 period the country 

signed military and confidence-building agreements with most Balkan neighbours 

(Greece. Turkey. Albania. Romanis), thus underlinhg the importance of confidence- 

and security-building measures for the regionai context and projecting them as a 

basis for future regional cooperation initiatives. Virtually nonexistent prior to 199 1. 

miUtary exchanges proliferated: some authors (e.g. Engelbrekt 1994) interpreted 

this as a trend for "milltary diplomacy" in Bulgarlan regional policy whereby the 

country tried to defuse mutuai suspicion by advocating military contacts and 

transparency. 

A major aspect of the approach was the effort to balance relations with its 

former adversaries from NATO in the region, Greece and Turkey, without alienating 

either. With regard to Turkey, the main agenda item was reconcüiation: Bulgaria 

denounced the disastrous ethnic pohcy of Its previous regime and allowed effective 

politicai representation of the Turkish minority. This was a strong precondition for 

the rapid improvement in interstate relations, which was also pursued due to 

security considerations, viz. Turkey's rnilltary hegemony in the Baikans, its possible 

support for the Bulgarian membership in NATO, and its vested interest in the 

Balkan Muslim minorities. Troops on both sides of the cornmon border were 

relocated inland, reducing the danger of incidents. Active bilateral contacts were 

also forged under NATO's Partnership for Peace Initiative (Dimitrov et.ai. 1998b: 

49 Turkey recognhed Macedonla 5 days after Demirel discussed thfs matter with Zhelev at the 
Dasus smm!t M J m u q  1992; Y t l t t n  sijped a psidu-.th! d c m c  for Lit recognition af 
Macedonia by Russia durlng his ûight back bom his date vislt to Sofia In early August 1992 
(Zhelev: 159: 166). 
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24). However, the dynamics of post-communist Bulgarian-Turkish relations was 

affected by the ideological and party divide in Bulgarian poiitics. Despite the general 

upward trend in bilateral rehtions. claims about a Turkish threat and MRF 

separatist intentions were a staple of nationaiist appeais iinked to the BSP. With 

the aggravation of the Bosnian war a new motif was added to the discourse - that of 

the 'clash of civilizations" between Orthodox CMstianity and Islam in the Balkans 

- boosted by the sending of Turkish troops to the UN peacekeeping contingent in 

Bosnia. Thus the weight of developing bilaterai relations was born by the UDF 

cabinet and especiaiiy President Zhelev, while the Berov and Videnov govemments 

pursued stronger llnks to Greece. According to Alexandrov et.al. (1997:llO) the 

latter cabinets made active relations with Greece and Yugoslavia one of their main 

goals, evident for instance in the fact that Videnov's FM Pirinski visited Greece 

three times in 1995-6. On the other hand, the fluctuating policy preferences re 

Greece and Tiirkey pertained more to the intensity than to the substance of 

bilateral relations, resulting, according to Nikova (284), in 'a rather balanced 

Baikan policy ... achieved not through ... a consistent approach, but through the 

clash of confiicting poiitical forces". 

The rapprochement with Greece under Zhivkov was sustained. although the 

Greek side was uneasy about the role of the MRF in Bulgarian postcommunist 

politics. However. it was the Bulgarian recognition of Macedonia that had the 

strongest potential for disruption of bilateral relations. Interestingly enough. this 

did not translate into any signlflcant estrangement over time as the countrîes 

'prudently agreed to disagreen Kefebvre: 46û). This was maldy due to the equivocal 

manner of recognition. which related to Greek fears of Macedonian irredentism. 

Also, inter-party linkages were quite strong, especiaiïy between the BSP and PASOK 

after the latter's return to power in Greece in late 1993. Thus the Berov cabinet 

adopted a more cautious attitude towards Macedonia (Larrabee1993:47) as 



Bulgaria was hcreasingly relying on Greece for support of its EU membership bid. 

More vigorous Bulgarian-Greek contacts in the 1993-1996 period were aJso 

attributed to BSP's attempts through its iinks to PASOK to acqulre membershlp in 

the Socialist International and thus polish its European profile. In addition. press 

reports speculated about the Greek business connections of the Orion 'circle of 

friends' which influenced the Videnov cabinet (Nikova:289). In this way, according 

to Engelbrekt (32) both countries settied on a policy of pragrnatism in bilateral 

relations as the least costiy in view of the region's proclivity to conflicts. 

Another principle. which characterized Bulgarian regional poiicy during the 

period, was non-involvernent in regional conflicts and equidisîmce uis-&vis 

conflicting sides. Thus in Aprii 1993 the NaUond Assembly adopted a consensus 

declaration on Bulgaria's non-involvement in the confllct in former Yugoslavia. not 

even under UN authority. while the already menuoned NA debate on the draft 

declaration on opening a transit corridor for UNPROFOR equipment in 1994 almost 

brought the government down. Moreover, NA rejected both the request in Febmary 

1994 for an air corridor for Turkish peacekeepers headed for Bosnia. and the 

September 1995 Russian request for a humanitarian ald corridor to Serbia 

Wikova:Z95). Under Berov. Bulgaria also decllned to use force to stop the Serbian 

oil convoys dong the Danube (ibid.). 

The lower predictability of the Balkan security situation due to the regionai 

turmoil was a key impetus behind this approach. The Bulgarian side chose 

disengagement rather than active engagement in the confllcts also due to 

insutRcient intemal and extemal r e s o ~ r c e s ~ ~  for pursuhg a proactive Balkan 

pollcy, as weii as due to the absence of a vigorous nationallsm in domestic politics. 

The insufadency of internai resources arose fiom domestic party struggles, policy debates. 
diplornatic turnover. the inexperleme of new eiites, and the domestic consensus on a peaceful 
transition. The insufEciency of extemal resources was rciated to the iack of reglonai security 
regmes and the weak rcïative miïitary capability of Bulgaria. 



Strong concerns were also felt regarding the possible spfflover of violence into 

Macedonia. as weU as regarding the eflect. which a TurMsh involvement in Bosnia 

might have on the Turkish minority in Bulgaria. Bulgaria was initially reluctant to 

send units or armaments to the UN peacekeeping forces in former Yugoslavia. 

appeaied to the other Balkan states to adopt the same policy of disengagement. and 

relied on international efforts to quelI the conflict (1.Ganev et.ai.:36). The latter was 

a matter of some dispute due to the diverging opinions on how exactly it should be 

implemented. Indeed. in 1992 President Zhelev raised a rather controversial appeal 

that NATO should bomb the positions of the Serbs as a means to bring the war to 

an end (Dimitrov et.al. 1998b:21). Zhelev's initiative occurred after the collapse of 

the trilateral Bulgarian-Romanian-Greek effort to cal1 a Baikan-wide conference on 

the crisis, dubbed "mini-Helsinki". 

This emphatic dissociation from the confiict (Zhelev's view was exceptional) 

was also due to public attitudes towards Serbs and Serbia. For example. aithough 

bilaterai relations were not historlcally friendly. according to BBSS Gallup's 1995 

Balkan Monitor pou 'only 7% of the Bulgarians considered the Serbs aggressors. 

while 20% believed they were fighthg for the unity of their nation" (Nikova:296). 

Another reason for Sofia's reluctance to become involved in the Yugoslav conflict 

was the diverging policy preferences of domestic actors vis-à-vis rump Yugoslavia. 

The quick recognition of the breakaway Yugoslav republics within their existing 

boundaries by the UDF cabinet led to an enduring chi11 in relations with Serbia. 

The governments formed or influenced by the BSP Med to compensate for their 

relative isolation from the West by closer iinks to Belgrade and Athens; on the other 

hand, President aielev never visited either of those capitais during his tenn in 

office but went to Croatia and Bosnia (ibfd.). In addition, Bulgaria ciid not recognlze 

rump Yugoslavia, nor appoint an ambassador to it unul 1996. Thus regime 



differences between the two states also conditioned the relauve mginalization of 

Belgrade within the scope of Bulgarian regional policy during this period. 

The third basic prlnciple of Bulgarian regional policy was nomparticipation in 

regional alliances of states. Simiiar to the balancing between Greece and Turkey, 

this emerged as a tradeoff between diverging elite/institutional preferences and 

splits in public opinion, rather than as a consistent national policy. It was also 

conditioned by the still unresolved dilemma about the country's security orientation 

and relationship with Russia and NATO, by the already-mentioned EU 

conditionality, as weii as by the need to sustain good relations with both Greece 

and Turkey as regional channels for advancing the Bulgarhn integration agenda 

vis-à-vis EU and NATO. Through the policy of avoiding regional alliance 

commitments Bulgaria aimed at projecting itself as an 'island of stability in the 

region', attempting another avenue for dissociation from the traditional Balkan 

image. 

The above discussion has clearly indicated certain incoherence and shifting 

preferences in Bulgarfan regional policy throughout the period. Aithough the blases 

of the key domestic actors could be predicted reasonably well due to the elitelparty 

divergences. the overall result was a Juctuating mther thrui a consistent national 

policy in the Balkans. Thus the conduct of regionai poUcy reflected the lack of both 

a domesuc consensus and a regional stabüity. 

However, towards the end of the period the country attempted to approach 

the second problem through regional coopemiion inühtiws. Although the strong 

elements of interdependency in the region (such as ethnic intenninghg, common 

history. overlapping economic and security concernsl were perceived as problem- 

inducing rathcr than problem-sohring, there was an increasing awareness that they 

impiied common solutions. One reason for this was due to the fact that European 

integration was a foreign poiicy goal shared by most regional states whüe they were 



being de facto excluded from the enlargement process. So, 'the regfonal approach 

was assessed as an accommodation to enlargement, a possibillty to ffU the poiiticai 

and security vacuum in the region, avoid further marginalization, and provide 

channels for closer cooperation and interaction wlth Western organizations" 

(Clément 2000:79). 

Regional cooperation initiatives that developed in the Balkans towards the 

end of the period (rnainly after the Dayton Accord) were of two kinds: externally- 

formulated (or top-down). and internally-devised (bottom-up). The former relate to 

programmes initiated by the extemal factors such as the  EU^^, the u . s . ~ ~ ,  and 

NATO (PfP), and were accepted as part of the extemal conditionality linked to 

integration. For brevity those programmes will not be detailed; extensive analyses 

can be found in Cottey et.al (1999), CLS (1997). Bailes (1999), Clément (2000). We 

will only note that the initiatives addressed 'sort' security areas (economic 

development, management of environmental and border problems, transfrontier 

cooperation), but were impUcltly competitive. Also, the delay in devlsing those 

programmes and their apparent rationale as substitution for European integration 

reflected the lack of a coherent regional vision and the difficulty in overcoming the 

negative Balkan image existing in some international quarters. 

The bottom-up process is related to the re-initiating by Bulgaria of the so- 

cailed Balkan dialogue - an interstate government-led mechanism for discussion 

and coordination of regional issues and policies between Balkan states - suspended 

since the onset of hostilities in the former Yugoslavia. In February 1996 the country 

proposed and subsequently (in July 1996) hosted the aii-Baikan Conference of 

51 nie Process for Stabiiity and Good-netghbouriiness in South Eastern Europe [the Royaumont 
process), launched in Febmary 1996. aiming at the strengthening of civil Society. good- 
neIghbouriiness and respect for human rlghts in the region. 

52 nie Southem ûaikans Development Initiative of 1995. and the Southeast Europe Cooperative 
Initiative [the Schifter Plan) launched in December 1996. aiming at economfc development 
through prhrate-funded projects. 
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foreign ministers on stability, security and cooperation. The adopted Declaration 

launched the so-called Sofia process of regularlzed multilateral govemment 

interaction at the regional level. Riming at security- and confidence-building. maSnly 

dong low-security channels (economic, transport. customs, ecological. anti-crime 

and ant i -hg ,  etc. cooperation). A "minimal degree of institutionaiization was 

planned. with ministeriai meetings and coordinating bodies dealing with the 

respective fields" (Cottey, lbid.:221). The conference was complemented by the Rrst 

meeting of SEE Defense Ministers in Tirana in 1996. 

Generally, the Sofia process pursued two main objectives: to respond to 

regional challenges to security and economic progress by pulling regional efforts, 

and to encourage stronger extemal comrnitrnent to regional development. The 

initiative also came as an answer to the perceived threat of growing economic 

isolation. and the need to develop closer economic, poiitical, cultural and social 

links among the Balkan nations so that the negative perception of regional 

belonging could be rninimized. Despite some Umitations (non-participation of FRY, 

simmering regional trouble-spots. lingering strains in bilateral relations. stress on 

non-miiitary security, dependence on extemal assistance, preference of external to 

regional integration). the Sofia process indicated a willingness to engage in the 

discussion and solution of regionai problems and an awareness of the need for a 

stronger regionai voice. In this sense. the Bulgarian exercise of leadership was 

signalhg a reorientation of the country's regional policy to a more active regional 

involvement and efforts to transform the negative image of the Balkans. 

In surnmary, as a result of the factors discussed above. Bulgaria assumed a 

pragmatic and essentiaiiy balanced approach to Baikan issues, aimSng at providing 

a reasonable degree of security and cooperation on a sub-regional level. Regional 

poiicy was noticeably improving dong bilateral lines, but was characterized by 

inconsistencies in its focus. As long as foreign poiicy problems were an issue among 



domestic poiitical parties and institutions, regional poiicy could fluctuate because 

of its hability to rely on a stable domestic consensus about the country's long- 

standing national interests. Thus the lack of regional security and economic 

regimes was also making Bulgarian foreign policy more open to the influence of 

domestic divisions. 

V. After 1996: Proactîve Regional Poîicy and Budding 

MuitilaiterOlism 

The period after 1996 has been characterized by the increasing 

destabiiization of the Balkan Penhsula. This trend has been paralleled by more 

active Bulgarian involvement in the area of regional affairs. It is therefore natural to 

ask whether the noticeable shift in Bulgarfan regional policy constitutes more than 

simply a temporary expediency. In order to examine whether or not one can 

tentatively characterize the post-1996 period as an entirely new stage. it is useful to 

reexamine domestic factors In Bulgaria, as well as the regional situation and the 

priorities of Sofia's regional pollcy. 

1. Domestic Factors 

1.1. InstiWonui and Poutical Factors 

In late 1996 Bulgaria plunged into the worst domestic crisis of its post- 

communist development. Under the weight of citizen protests53 sparked by its 

dismal economic performance54 and commercial bank bankruptcies in mid-1996 

the BSP cabinet of Zhan Videnov resigned, The early elections (Aprii 1997) were a 

Although provoked by interna1 facton. the rallies in Bulgaria coincided with anti-governrnent 
pubiic outcries in Serbh and Albanfa and in a curlous instance of regional ctvlc exchange even 
used the protest techniques of Bdjyade student demonstratlons. 

54 A monthly idkitton rate toppfng 2400/5 and a budget defidt of 16.7% (19961. 
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sweeping win for the U ~ D F ~ ~  wfth 52% of the vote. This was the hlghest general 

elections result that the UDF had been able to muster since 1990, securing the 

alliance an absolute majority in NA and the opportunity to form a strong cabinet 

headed by UDF chalrman Ivan Kostov. Several months earlier (2 November 1996). 

the UnDF had already won the presfdentlal elections, placing former deputy Justice 

nilnister Petar Stoyanov at the helm of the state with nearly 60% of the popular 

vote. Thus, slnce 1997 the govemment insututions have been characterized by a 

degree of party homogeneity absent from Bulgarian political iife since 1992. This 

has created conditions for a greater institutional balance. coherence and 

synchronizaüon of policy-making at the central level. The politlcal harmonization of 

the two executive Institutions, in particular. resulted in a better coordination of 

foreign policy activity, as well as in reducing institutional competition between the 

presidency and the cabinet regarding poiicy priorilies and dipIomatic and mfIitary 

appointments. For instance. the Council of Ministers successfuliy lobbied for the 

replacement of the Chief of General Staff Col.-Gen. Totomirov. who subsequentty 

became the President's miiitary adviser. However, the period under survey [1997- 

20001 may be too short to determine whether or not a general trend was realiy 

occurring. There have been instances of sUght friction be tween the Prime Minister 

or the National Assembly, and the President. mosüy on domestic poiicy issues and 

the endorsement of new legislation. None of those problems have resulted in major 

divergences on foreign policy. Dimitrov et. aL(1998a:ll) note a trend for 

complementarity in this sphere, especiaüy regarding relations with Russia where 

the President and the Mayor of Sofia Roth elected on the UnDF ticket) have 

balanced the more restrained approach on the part of PM Ivan Kostov. 

The stabiiity of the institutional framework has been considerably higher 

than in the prevlous perfod. The balance of parkmentary parties was generally 

55 Unii3cd Dernocratic Forces. an elccüon alliance dominated by the WDF. 
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sustained, MP defection was reduced aithough not eliminated, and the 38th NA 

stood a real chance at being the first post-communist parliament in Bulgaria to 

carry out its five-year mandate in The cabinet underwent a reshuîlle in 

December 1999, which did not substantially affect foreign policy. The replacement 

of Georgi Ananiev as Minister of Defense by the Bulgarian ambassador to Brussels 

and former caretaker Defence Minister Boyko Noev was clearly required by the 

armed forces reform in view of NATO interoperability. and also by the need for 

streamlLning MoD staff and structure. Civil control of the miiitaq was affirmed in 

the resolute dismissai by the President of missile corps commander Maj-Gen. 

Anguel Marin for publicly questioning the gearing of militaxy reform to NATO 

membership (BTA: 1998). 

Alongside those positive developments analysts (Dimitrov et. al. : ibid.) have 

noted that institutional stability süil required a sturdy legal foundation to ensure 

continuity and reduce disruptions due to inter- and intra- elite and party 

competition. In the foreign policy sphere this primarily concerned the legal 

regulation of the diplomatic service in order to lirnit the pressure of partisanship 

and clientelism. In this respect some progress was made at last with the 

promulgation of a Civil Senrice Code (July 1999). which outlined the perimeters for 

poiitical and career appointments in the public administration. However, a 

Diplornatic Service Code was yet to be debated in Parliament. Throughout the 

surveyed period (1989-2000) the civil and diplomatic services were administered 

mainly by sub-legislation promulgated by the Council of Ministers and by 

ministeriai regulations. Thus the prolonged absence of any normative act dealing 

with the civil service actualiy faciiitated corruption in govemment. a situation 

which had become endemic by 2000, and prompted the above-mentioned cabinet 

changes. Foreign policy and nationai security institutions were less visible in the 



corruption debate in society and the media, aithough there was at least one high- 

profiie case. the sacking of deputy defense minister ~ a d o n o v ~ ~ .  in addition. the 

absence of a Diplornatic Code also aiiowed for dismissals of foreign service staff by 

party and personai preferences. just as during the communist period. Thus the 

reports of PACE monitoring representatives to Bulgaria. David Atkinson and 

Henning Gjelierod. maintained that since March 1997 325 diplornatic staff were 

dismissed, while after 1997 appointees had to slgn one-year labour contracts and 

staff returning from service abroad - 6-month contracts (BBC-WM 1998a). 

As discussed in Chapter IV, another issue of importance vis-à-vis foreign 

policy coherence and continuity was the factional nature of parties and their 

ideologicai positioning and identity. This issue had an additional structurai 

implication for the UDF: whether to remain a coalition or evolve into a single party. 

Mer  the departure of social-democratic and iiberal groups in 1991 the UDF was 

clearly in need of strearnlining tts profiie as a center-right formation. As analysts 

comment (Daskaiov: 16). the disastrous loss at the previous elections demonstrated 

the necessity for tighter organizationai structure and discipline. while the exodus of 

the Democratic Party from the coalition in 1994 was yet another impetus for the 

reorganization of the UDF as a coalition into a distinct 'blue' Party. The move was 

also facilitated by the mechanism for selection of UDF presidential candidates for 

the 1996 elections. viz. US-type primaries, which helped consolidate the coalition 

and its partners around the rnajorlty candidate. 

The formal conversion of the UDF into a separate party was carried out in 

February 1997 under the pressure of the immrnent general elections. The prïmaqr 

vehicle for the transformation of the üûF was the pragmatic group around the 

party's chairman Ivan Kostov, which managed to minimize intemal opposition, 

57 On xspldm of xnismrtnagenmt an0 m'sappmpfatfon of frnds Stidgctcd for the Radüsha 
refugee camp in Macedonia durlng tht Kosovo crisfs and for the construction of the headquatters 
of the Southeast European rnuiünatîonai peacekeeping force in Plovdiv (BBC-WM:2000). 
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design a more coherent Christian-Democratic type of ideological identity, and 

establish strong international links with the European People's Party. Despite the 

consolidation. Kostov stiU had to make concessions to power figures with ambitions 

and networks of their own. as well as to the more charismatic leaders within the 

UDF - a fact which did not ellminate internal power struggles and the clientelistic 

groups in the UDF govermnent. and which had the potential to weaken its cabinet 

rnajority and public support for its policies, regional policy included. 

Conversely, the 1996 events had centrifugai effects on moderate and NATO- 

friendly groupings within the BSP. In the wake of the economic and government 

crisis of lW6/ 1997, social-democratic defectors united with former splinter groups 

into a Euroleft coalition, formally consolidating it as the party of the Bulgarfan 

Euroleft in 1998. The BSP defectors included some high-ranldng members 

responsible for the party's foreign relations, so the Euroleft was able to forge 

international links quickly and effectiveîy. It maintained intensive contacts with the 

European social democratic parties58. left-wing parties fkorn the Black Sea and the 

Balkan regions, and with international social-democratic foundations. The 

European exposure of the party, which did not reflect its actual weight in domestic 

politics, competed effectively with that of the BSP and contributed to the 

intensification of the NATO-integration dialogue. both on the internal and external 

levels. 

The new formation advocated the rapid integration of Bulgaria into NATO 

and the EU and had the ambition to displace the BSP from its dominant position on 

the lefi of the political spectrum. While it has not succeeded in the latter, the 

pressure they exercised has been an important factor in BSP modernization. As the 

government crisis was simultaneously a crisis of BSP leadership, policies and 

identity, in December 1996 the chairmanship was assumed by moderate reformer 

58 The media clairned that Emleft leader Alexander Tomov regardeci himself as the -Bulgarian 
Tony Blalr'. 
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Georgf Parvanov, who endeavoured to prevent further splits by reconcihg party 

leadership with the faction OC the late Andrey Lukanov (Association for Social 

Democracy) whiie trying to neutraiize Videnov's supporters grouped around the 

Open Forum faction. Parvanov has charted a more social-democratic course for the 

BSP than some conservative factions such as the Marxist Platform would like to 

see, However. BSP's reboundhg at the local elections later in 1999 gave stronger 

leverage to his position. Still. the BSP continued to command the support of 

predominantiy older, rurai and consemitive voters. which accounted for the rather 

concillatory nature of efforts at social-democratization and the continued non- 

acceptance of the NATO option. The strategic choice of Bulgaria is EU membership 

[but1 the BSP is for a consistent policy of non-involvement in rniiitaxy unions". 

stated Parvanov's Politicai Report before the 43d congress (May 1998). This 

position conditioned the party's negative response to the NATO operation in the 

Kosovo crisis of 1999. 

In terms of the consensus foreign policy priori@ the new cabinet tried to 

improve Bulgaria's institutIona1 capacity for pursuing EU integratlon by 

es tabkhhg a more coherent govemmental mechanism. A new CM body - Council 

on European Integratlon - was set up as a poiicy coordination centre. The PM and 

the FM have been exercising a coordinathg role since 1997. while MFA has been 

entnisted with directing the institutional efforts of the mlnistries. 

The cabinet also adopted a comprehensive strategy for htegration in March 

1998. an action programme for its implementation. and a targeted programme for 

the adoption of the acquis comrnLUl~l~~We [V. Dimitrov 2000:105]. As Dimitrov 

points out, however, "in most cases work has slmply consisted in accepting the 

rcqufrcmcnts of thc rclmant scctfons of ocquis, (whüei thfs course of action wmld 



no longer be viable when negotiations reach probIematic areas such as agriculture 

and the environment" [ibid.). In addition, there is not yet a clear public 

understanding of the negotiations process and the underlylng requirements, as well 

as a reaiistic view of the costs and benefits to the country so that public support for 

this priorfty foreign policy goal be informed and remain consistent. In this respect 

the government information policy has noticeably lacked vigorousness. while 

maintainhg the patronizing attitude of a 'ruler' who knows and manages best. 

Unsupporteci by a serious strategy for education. information and public 

discussion. the qdod assumption for social consensus on the EU goal may foster 

greater Euro-scepticism. and even Euro-pessimism. among potentially 

disadvantaged social groups. 

With regard to integration objectives. it was the NATO domestic debate that 

acquired the greatest momentum and underwent the rnost dramatic development 

during the period. The new President was quick to confirm his. his party's. and 

implicitly a forthcoming national, cornmitment to the NATO option by choosing 

Brussels as the destination of his first foreign visit within days of taking office in 

January 1997 Ru te r s  19971. Although its prime task was the preparation of early 

general elections, the caretaker government of Sofianski O F ) ,  acting in concert 

with the President and UDF leader Kostov, took a radical for a non-elected cabinet 

step by unequiv* declaring Bulgaria's wish to be invited to negotiate for NATO 

membership on the basis of the vague 1993 NA Declaration [17 February 1997). 

This was complemented by the adoption of a National Programme for preparation 

and accession to the AUiance (7 March 1997). Such unilateral government decisions 

without a parliamentary sanction and lacking a clear national and poiiücal 

consensus rested on the popularity of the new President and his foreign policy 

agenda, and had as a domestic rationale the opportunity to utWze the moment of 

BSP demoraiization, poiitical weakness and lack of pubiic trust in order to Further 



the NATO goal, and to place the future ~ ~ 5 9  before a fait mompU which would be 

difiîcult to retract. Moreover. the decision had a powerful extemal stimulus as well 

- in December 1996 NATO had announced it would extend membership invitations 

to certain candidate States at its Madrid Summit in July 1997. and the UDF acted 

at the earliest opportunity to place Bulgaria in the membership racee0. Thus the 

unsanctioned caretaker goveniment decision was aimed at a quick and effective 

foreign policy repositioning of the country since "so far Bulgaria showed the least 

inclination to seek NATO membership of al1 former comrnunist countries In East 

and Central Europe" [Waters:20). 

The newly-elected parhament, dorninated by the UnDF coalition and the pro- 

NATO lobby, included the consensus on NATO membership among its immediate 

concems. The issue confronted the usual political divisions in the country. 

However, BSP's anti-NATO leverage was weakened by the plunge Ln the level of 

public trust behind the party and the successful election debut of the Euroleft. 

which strengthened the pro-NATO group in NA with its fourteen MPs. Even before 

electing a cabinet. on the second day of its convening (8 May 19971 NA voted a 

Declaration on National Accord designed to endorse the priority measures for 

overcoming the domestic econornic crisis. which, among others. announced MP 

support for " the full membership of Bulgaria in the European Union and d 

concrete steps in that direction, [and] the membership of Bulgaria in the Atlantic 

Treaty Organization". (BBC 1997). Although hailed as a consensus declaration, it 

was due to the latter provision that the document was not approved unanimously - 

BSP deputies still insisted on a national referendum on NATO. Thus despite the 

59 Of course. it was hoped with a good deal of reason that the general elections would be won by 
the pm-NATO political coalition. 

Although I t  was clear that Poland. Hungary and the Czech Repubiic wouid be the most 
probable winners in Madrtd, the Bulgarfan NATO lobby was more concemed wltb the cornpetition 
nf second-xw:e hop&& such as hmania ~ % f c h  supposedly had the backing cf S p a .  Fnxce 
and Italy especlaiiy after the win of the center-right candidate Constantinescu at the 1996 
presidmtlal elections. 
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lack of a genuine national agreement on the political and societal level. the clear 

majority vote on the document gave government institutions a sufkient formal 

basis for pursuing NATO accession. 

In view of the forthcoming NATO enlargement summit. the record of 

Bulgarian cwperation and military compatibiiity with the Alliance was far from 

impressive. The defense budget had exhiblted a certain shrinkage trend as a 

percentage of GDP (see Table 9). The currency board established in 1997. together 

wlth ongoing agreements with IMF and the World Bank. also imposed restrictions 

on the funds necessary for a reorganization of the mihtary. In addition. Simon 

(1998:4) notes the failure to make effective use of US. aid: "While many Bulgarian 

ofiîcers have been trained through the U.S. IMET programs, miiitary-to-rnilitaq 

teams, and the George C. Marshall Center. they - in marked contrast to other 

transition States, have not been promoted to "visible" and responsible positions to 

push reform forward". A third aspect of unpreparedness was the Bulgarlan absence 

from peacekeeping operations in the Balkans due to the non-involvement principle 

in regional policy. Although there was a stated (December 1995) readiness to 

contribute to the IFOR intervention in Bosnia, 'the finakation of participation was 

completed only in December 1996, a few days before the expiry of IFOR's term 

(Bonchev 1998:42). In fact, uBulga.ria did not contribute any units until July 1997 

when it sent a 35-man engineering platwn to SFOR Ifoiiowed by] a 28-man 

transport platwn in June 1998" (ibid.). 

Despite the frantic promotional campaign of the newly elected Bulgarian 

government, the previous lack of integration endeavour did not aiiow the country to 

put forward a convincing candidacy at the NATO summit. Given the 'lateness of 

application, the poiiücal and economic crises and the concern about milltary 

reform, Bulgaria had only two advocates in Madrid - Greece and Turkey". (Leonard 

2000:533). I t  was obvious that to be successful. the govemment needed to take at 



least three key steps: implement a miiitary reform. step up its regional policy, and 

take a more active part in regional peacekeeping operations - or in case the 

disengagement policy in the Balkans was sustained, just hope for 'membership to 

occur as a by-product" of NATO taking charge of peace enforcement in the i3alkans 

should the confllcts spread even wider [Bell 1998b: 312). The manner in which the 

country's candidacy was put fonvard çuggested that NATO-integration policy would 

tend to uWize the former mechanism. 

Domesticaliy. the govemment tried to 'seil' the NATO option to the pubiic by 

Unking it to expectations for economic recovery and integraüng it into the 'back to 

Europe' discourse. Deputy PM Bozhkov commented that "NATO is much more than 

a defense alliance for us ... from an economic point of view [membership in] it is 

important as a guarantee for big international investors to commit serious funds to 

regional projects" (Pond 1999:48). Thus the pro-NATO campaign exhibited a 

conflation of the agendas for national economic development and for regional 

security that was to become characteristic of the new government's approach to 

regionai policy. In addition. Pantev (1997: 121 relates the strong govenunent push 

for the NATO option to the general failure of Russia to 'develop an equaiiy attractive 

and influentid institutional design in providing regionai security guarantees". as 

well as to the expectations for an agreement between NATO and Russia which was 

indeed reached in May 1997. Finaily, NATO's involvement in the management of the 

Bosnian crisis showcased membership in it as a vehicle through which Bulgarian 

regional concems (including those related to the Yugo-embargo) might receive 

greater attention and be better addressed than if the country remained outside its 

decision-maicing circle. 



1.3. Natfonal SecurQ and M11itary DocMnes 

The NATO priority was subsequently codified in the officia1 National Security 

Doctrine (NSD) of the Repubiic of Bulgaria. adopted by the 38m NA on 22 Aprii 

1998. The document defines the security objectives of the country in the "period of 

accession to an effective collective system for Euro-Atlantic and European 

sec urity... based on NATO, EU. WEU and OSCE" (Nationai Assembly: 1998). In this 

and subsequent phrases references to NATO always precede references Co other 

organizations - for instance. Art. 34 states that the national security priority is 

Bulgaria's 'membership in NATO and the EU which reflects the long-terrn interests 

of the country" (ibid.). 

NSD rests on an expanded conception of national security on the basls of 

the understanding of security threats, which evolved in the process of CNSC 

institutionalkation and under the influence of regional developments since 1989. 

Thus Art.3-26 catalogue both milltary and non-rnilitary security risks. with an 

emphasis on the latter: The real danger to the fragile democracies in Centrai and 

Eastern Europe ... are not enemy amies. but iilegai crime organizations, speciaiized 

in organized violence. trafficking ..." (ibid.). The iist of modem security rlsks include 

ethnic, religious and sociai conflfcts (Art.8). social insecurity (Art. 10). encapsulation 

of ethic groups (Art. 111, the lack of an effective system for collective security and 

stabiîity in Europe (Art. 9). the daerent degree of regionai nations' integration into 

the continental miiitary and economic organizations (Art. 10). The document relates 

most of those factors to the situation in the Baikans (Art.11-14). thus firmiy 

profecting regional stabiiity as a national security problem 

NSD upholds as principles of national security the respect for the 

constitutionai order in the country, the absence of territorial demands. the 

defensive military doctrine, the opposition to milihry and poiitical alliances in the 

Balkans. and the encouragement of regional cooperation (Art.27-31). In tenns of 
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national response to security threats. NSD discards both the self-sufficiency and 

neutraiity options in favour of participation in collective security systems, and in a 

marked departure from the previous period envisages an active regional role for the 

country as a "factor of stabiiity and security in Southeastern Europe" (Art. 19). In 

addition. the document ranks the factors of national security in the following order: 

1) national development and resource availability: 2) effective domestic and foreign 

policies: 3) participation in collective systems for security and economic 

development (Art. 24), thus stressing the importance of domestic factors and a 

proactive foreign policy for guaranteeing national securiiy. 

NSD defines the concept of national interest as a conglomeration of citizen. 

societal and state interests (Art.23). The former relate to human security 

(dernocratic freedoms. personal security. high living standards. social safety nets), 

while the latter refer to democratlzation (civil society, control on government. the 

rlghts of minorlty groups), development (economic and financial stability) and 

national preservation (cultural and demographic survival) on the one hand. and to 

traditional state security (territorial integrity, national sovereignty, respect for 

international law. pursuit of international cooperation) on the other hand. This 

conceptual expansion corresponds to the range of perceived national security risks, 

and by itself requises a vigorous and highly effective foreign policy. This is 

confirmed in Art. 35 which endorses 'a proactive regional policy in favour of peace 

in the Balkans [as] the most important element of the strategy for safeguarding the 

national interests". In addition. an effective peace-building process in Southeastern 

Europe is underlhed as a condition for the successful integration of the country 

into "Euro-Atlantic and European structures" (ibid.) 

NSD was complemented a year later by the promulgation of a new Military 

Doctrine 0) on 13 April 1999 1999~). Its conceptual part is identical to that 

of NSD. stressing the lack of a direct milltary threat to the country as weii as the 



high incidence of the so-caiied low intensity conflicts and non-rnilitary threats 

emanaüng from the regional context. Taking into account military capacities in the 

region, as  well a s  the country's economic weakness and limited power-projection 

capabüities. Bulgarian defence policy would not aim at estabiishing miiitary 

balances with neighbors, but rather at asymmetric solutions such as full 

membership in NATO, creation of multflateral rnilitary forces with the participation 

of most Balkan countries. confidence-building measures. and furthering bilateral 

military cuoperation with local partners. 

In addition. MD states that the country can participate in NATO and WEU 

operations short of war by sending contingents, providing logistic help, etc. (Art.29). 

This aüowed for the relaxing of the non-involvement principle (upheld during the 

previous period with regard to regional confllcts) in support of the proactive regional 

policy envisaged in the National Security Doctrine. However. the timing of the MD 

adoption - during the NATO's miiitary campaign against Milosevic - raised media 

speculations that this and similar provisions in the document were designed to 

prop up the Bulgarlan government's support for the Alliance's policy. 

In practice. MD and NSD served as a political foundation for the military 

reform pursued by the govemment in view of its campaign for accession to NATO. 

Previously, the reduction of the miiitary had progressed slowly and encountered the 

reluctance of the excessively large military bureaucracy. By the beginning of 1998 

the Bu1gari.m army was almost intact at 93.000 men under arms compared to 

some 100,000 in 1992 (Waters:18). In June 1997 the Defence Ministry announced 

the start of the long-awaited army reform. which. however. was largely stalled by 

the efforts of the  milita^^ admhistration to preserve itself. and was the obvious 

reason behind the replacement of the Defence Minister. In 1999 the govemment 

complemented the reform plans with the called Programme 200461 projecting 

61 Notably, advised by U.S. Brig.-Gen. Henry Kifenaar IMiIw 1999) 
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reductions d o m  to a 45.000-strong army in peacetime. The new plan aiso strove 

to professionalize the army by introducing mixed rnanning (conscript and career 

soidiers] but. as  Waters comments. the results until recently were disappointhg 

(ibid.). 

Indeed. the miiitary reform proceeded slowly and encountered hurdles 

emanating from both MoD bureaucracy and the top omcer ranks. a large number of 

whom were facing redundancy62 under the plan. The coinciding of the radical 

downslzlng of the armed forces wlth adverse regional developments closer to 

Bulgarian borders (Albania, Kosovo) was also a focal point of anxieties about the 

reform. Despite the fact that due to the limited budget63 the large Bulgarian army 

was being undertrained, lagged in modemization. and had its share of low morde. 

corruption and poor discipline. However, the army was still held in traditionaily 

high regard by public opinion [see Figure 12). Thus both the bureaucracy and 

p u b k  attitudes were partly counteracting the government's professed efforts at  a 

rapid milltary reform. Adding to that was the perception that the stepped-up 

campaign for NATO accession may at  some point necessitate the promotion of 

officers from the ethnic minorities (mostly ethnic Turks), which would be highly 

controversiai, especialiy if the conflict-generating potential of the region was 

sustalned. In this respect, the objective for NATO accession aiso demanded a more 

active and 'peace-generating" regional poiicy of the country. 

2. Ecomm& Factors as ihtenninants qf Regional P o l b  

The failure of the BSP cabinet in its economic poiicy underscored the 

importance of economic factors for the viabiiity of the new UnDF government. This 

62 For instance. the 22.000-strong ctvü and müitary administration at MoD should have been 
trlmmed to 7ûûû under Programme 2004. while the MD ceiitng ts 5000. The Ceneral Staff is 
fadng cuts Gom 500 to 170 (MUw ibtd.) 

63 According to the press. the Prcsfdent has admitteci that sorne 9û% of the armed forces budget 
are spent on salaries. da* subsistence and housing (Ibtd.). 



understanding was substantiated by opinion polls indicating that human insecurity 

was being related not to geopoiitical (a threat of war) but to economic and social 

(unemployment. crime, crumbihg welfare system) vartables (UNDP&CLS:22). 

Destabilization scenarios for Bulgarla (cf. ibid.) had in most part the failed 

economic reform in the country as a vantage point. For example. in a comparative 

s w e y  of 25 post-corrrmunist countrles carried aut by Freedom House in 1997, 

Bulgaria was seen as exhibiting the largest discrepancy between high democratic 

achievements and a botched economic transition (ibid.). This situation was aiso 

recognized in NSD which stated that the 'economic factor is decisive for the 

guaranteeing of national security (Art.38). Thus the ünk between national security 

concems and economic reform discourse in Bulgaria was based upon a strong 

connection between domestic and foreign policy goals. This was reflected in the 

foreign policy agenda of the govemment. For example, according to its Bulgaria 

2001 programme, the new foreign policy consensus in 1997 had three dimensions: 

The foreign policy and the national security policy are cloaely 
connected *th the domeatic poiicy. with the mode1 of the 
reform; 

0 Europe is the key word as a civilization identity and poiitical 
future for us and our children: 

The successful foreign policy is possible only on the basis of oiii 
own efloitr and wili for change. 
(Bulgarian Govemment 1997:part V. emphasis in the original) 

In the section on regional poiicy, the document aiso states that the "government 

envisages the future modem regional infrastructure and economic integration in 

Southeastern Europe as especially important factors for the security and the good- 

neighbor relations. which will fînaily lead to reducing the importance of state 

boundaries" (ibid.). 

The above summary of the govement's foreign policy framework reveals the 

importance of economic factors and poiicies for the achievement of the strategic 



integration objectives set out in its programme. On the other hand. the conflict- 

ridden regional context was acting as an extemai impedirnent to the domestic 

reform process. Since 'the Bulgarian economy is vexy open64 ... the easiest way 

towards economic recovery in the short run is to raise aggregate demand by 

increasing net exports" (lJNDPt9Ci.S: 19). However, as suggested earlier, the Yugo- 

embargo had had a detrimental impact on Bulgarlan trade by cutting off the major 

road link of the country to Europe, crirnjnalizing part of the trade flows and 

increasing local and central administrative corruption. The softening of the 

embargo foliowing the Dayton peace accord reduced the relative influence of the 

second factor. but did not provide strong encouragement to private investors in the 

troubled region. 

In this respect the two regional crises during the period - the collapse of the 

Albanian state authority in 1997 and the Kosovo crisis of 1998 which ultimately 

resulted into war in 1999 - were among the worst-case regional scenarios the 

Bulgarian government could anticipate in its efforts to attract foreign investments. 

Bulgarla was left in the grey zone of a region of protracted conflicts. and its failing 

economic transition was threatening the viability of the strategic foreign policy 

goals. Thus, in teiiing the Berlin press that "a [new] comprehensive economic 

embargo against Serbia, like that in the Bosnian war. would take us back 10 years 

and would signify the end of our hopes of joining the EU and NATO" (AFP 1997) 

Bulgarian FM Nadezhda Mihaiiova impiied that European policies in the Balkans 

were negatively impacting the domestic economic reform prospects. For PM Kostov 

the issue had tangible political impiications as weii - in an interview for the Sega 

magazine Kostov 1998) he safd a new Yugo-embargo was the only serious threat to 

the success of the economic reform. and impliciüy, to the Cabinet's term in office. 

64 Foreign trade turnover amounted for over 75% of GDP over 1992- 1996 WNDP&CLS: 191 
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The regional situation in 1997-1999 was strengthening the conflict- 

generaüng Balkan image. which. aiso, worked to Bulgaria's disadvantage. Thus the 

domestic economic impact of major regional developments in the period demanded 

a brisk and committed foreign policy response from the government to the effect 

that "the positive Bulgarian example would be dissociated from the overall negative 

situation in the region so that Western politicians and businessmen coutd see 

investments in the country as investments in regional security" (Mikov 1999:105). 

in this way, regional policy was reinterpreted as an instrument for pursuing the 

goals of domestic econornic reform. 

Another economic factor of regionai (and international] dimensions. related 

to Bulgarian concerns over the developing Albanian and Kosovo crises, was Ihe 

transborder infrastructure and energy projects in Southeastem Europe. As Waters 

(14) indlcates, Bulgaria's geographic location makes it a crossroads for transport. 

communications, infrastructure and energy links between East and West. North 

and South while the country's complete reiiance on Russian energy resources 

raises its stakes in energy transfer markets even higher. The NSD also stresses that 

strategic intercontinental transport, communication and energy corridors. vital for 

national security. pass through Bulgarian territory, suggesting that their utilization 

wiii turn Bulgaria into a communication and energy hub in the region and thus 

raise its profiie with regard to European ~ e c u r f t . ~ ~ .  

With regard to oii transit from Centrai Asia to Europe, the study of Georgi 

Canev (19991 outUnes the foiiowing situation. Bulgaria has been part of two out of 

several alternative routes examined over the past years. The first Is the Bourgas 

IBulgarlaI-Alexandroupolis (Greece) pipeline whose basic rationale is to circumvent 

the Bosphonis and eliminate Turkey's monopoly over tbis strategic trac .  The 

65 in case the AMBO pipeline pmject UnMng Centrai Asia with Europe and passinft thmugh 
Bulgaria b reahd. European states. Bulgaria inciuded. WU become less dependent on Russian 
oil and thus less prone to Russian phtical inîluuice. 
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route is supported by EU, but opposed by Turkey. and. to an extent, Romania. The 

second is the AMBO pipeilne which plans to link the Adriatic port of Vlora in 

Albania to Bourgas. This project is part of European infrastructure corridor No. 8, 

and while the realization may bring much needed economic activity to Albania. 

Bulgaria and Macedonia, it is strongly opposed by Greece and Romania, and to an 

extent by Turkey. but favoured by the U.S. So. the oil transit plans put certain 

Balkan countries in cornpetition with one another rather than in a position of 

cooperation, 

In spite of the fact that Bulgaria can potentialiy benefit from both oiî routes. 

the region's instability raised the risk premiums on possible internationd 

investments in the transfer projects and led Western investors to insist on greater 

control over the projects. This also impiied the need for less Balkan government 

control and for privaüzation of the state monopolies which dominated the energy 

sector in the region. Such dlminished local control would undermine powerful 

lobbies in Bulgaria which had traditionally benefited from the monopoly position of 

the national energy companies. Also, the need for tntemational political and 

financial support for the projects would require Bulgarian compliance with EU 

energy policies, so that the energy sector could become an important field for 

testing the adaptability of Bulgarfan domestic poiicy to the strategic foreign policy 

goal of EU membership. 

With respect to transport corridors, Bulgaria was generally interested in a 

wider network of land routes across the Balkans as a means of estabiishing 

reponal interconnections. However, the most urgent project from a national point of 

view was the construction of a second bridge across the Danube as a means of 

aileviating the consequences of impeded trade routes through Serbia. This issue 

had become the point of ciramatic contestation with Romania over the choice of a 

building site: Bulgaria insisted that its national security (i.e. economic) interest 



dictated the bridge be built at the westernmost site so that it could be part of 

European transport corridor No.4, while Romania was not especiaily interested in 

the project. 

Thus the issue of transborder projects highiighted the importance of regional 

cooperation for nationai and regional economic development. Apart from other 

relevant considerations mentioned in the study, Ganev underlines that 

there is no major decision conceming the energy infrastructure of the 
country which is not cruciaUy dependent on its abiiity to cooperate 
and to resolve differences with its neighbours. By increasing the 
expected politicai retums to such a behaviour, it creates an incentive 
for the govemment to resohre disputes and disagreements with its 
neighbours in a peaceful and predictable manner. But it aiso creates 
an intemal politicai danger due to the fact that compromises with 
neighbouring countries may give food for xenophobic propaganda.. . 

(ibid.) 

Thus, on one hand, there was a strong potentra1 for the projects to be a push factor 

in institutionaiizing economic cooperation in the Balkans. which could Lead not 

only to expanding and improving regional infrastructure but also to desperately 

needed job creation for local communities. Due to their transborder nature, the 

stronger economic cooperation which such projects could generate was viewed as 

an investment in regionai security and a way to mume the static €mm the usual 

pattern of interstate and interethnic distrust in the Balkans. On the other hand, 

regionai cornpetition over the projects had the potentiai to upset, if not sabotage, 

the implementation of this vision, while the continuhg reglonal disturbances in 

1997-1999 did not encourage the exercise of a strong intematfond economic 

conditionaiity. However, the regionai integration projects were consistently regarded 

by anaiysts (e.g. Trifonov 1998) and poiicymakers as a means to foster a 

cooperative regionai environment, which would contribute to the dampening of 

future connicts in the area. 



In a regional context. the NATO option and security concems in general had 

assumed ovemhelmlng importance for the Kostov cabinet, mainly because of the 

high incidence of violent conûicts occurring extremely close to Bulgarian territory, 

namely the disintegration of state authority in Albanla in 1997 and especially the 

armed conflict in Kosovo in 1998-1999. A consideration of these h o  instances of 

conflict in the region can help highiight recent changes in Bulgarian regional policy, 

and especially the evolution from SoWs iniiitary and diplornatic disengagement in 

Balkan affairs to a more active stance and mulüiateral approach in Southeastern 

Europe. 

3.1. Regfond Crises: Perce& Risks for Buigaria 

Interestingly enough. the coUapse of state authority in Aibanla in early 1997 

coinclded with the mass anti-govemment campaigns in Sufla and Belgrade, and 

dso with farmers' protests in Greece. Uniike the latter, the widespread riotlng in 

southern Albania threatened the very core of domestic authority with potential 

grave impîications for regional security. For Bulgaria, itself undergoing a period of 

govemment change at the t h e .  the institutional paralysis and chaos in Albania 

was highly troubllng for a number of reasons: 

1) As the National Security Doctrine stated, the criminabation of the regfon 

was a serious concern to Bulgarian securlty strategists. Since events in Albania 

were related to financial pyramid schemes used, among others. to launder money 

fkom drug and arms trafficking to fund the ruiing eiite, the coiiapse of state 

institutions was seen as the ultlmate manifestation of the Weak state' syndrome in 

the Balkans. If uncheckeâ. It could lead to the imposition of a warlord-type of 

authorlty accompanied by an upsurge in criminal activity across state borders into 

neighbouring Macedonia and Kosovo. 



2) The clan structures in Aibanian Society and the ethno-poiitical divisions 

between the northem and the southem parts of the country were seen as 

faciiitating distrust in official authority and fostering a heavy reiiance on h s h i p  

links that could easily be transformed into criminal mafia under economic and 

political distress. 

3) The mass looting of weapons from the army barracks and their smuggling 

into Macedonia and Yugoslavia was particularly worrisome, especially in view of the 

troubled situation in Kosovo where the KLA was already involved in gueriila actions 

against Serb authorities. As subsequent reports indicated [Zhelyazkova 1999), only 

10-12 Oh of the weapons plundered from the barracks in 1997 were given back, 

while nie Washington Times (Smucker 1998) wrote that 'the armaments, including 

sophisticated antiaircraft weapons, pilfered from the Albanian authorities during 

the last year' chaotic revolt of the masses. will be sent to Kosovo ... loaded on people 

and mules." 

4) The inabiiity of state authorities in Albanla to function properly facilitated 

the migration of Aibanians into Macedonia - a country trying to manage a 

precarlous balance between its already large and concentrated Albanian minority 

and the Slav majority (UNDP&CLS: 22). 

5) Bulgaria was also concerned with Aibanian destabillzatlon in view of the 

regional infrastructure and energy transit routes, projected to pass through the 

territory of both sbtes. 

Some of those concerns were repiicated during the Kosovo crisis of 1998- 

1999, since they related to the ethnic Aibanian factor in the region. However. the 

Kosovo situation brought into focus the whole range of perceived risks for Bulgaria 

emanaüng from the dfsintegration of former Yugoslavia and the policies of the 

Belgrade regime, augmented this time by the sheer prordmity of the crisis area to 

the Bulgarian borders. We can s m  those risks as foiiows: 



1) A W o r  concem was the risk of tightening economic sanctions against 

Serbia (which indeed materialized when NATO imposed an oil embargo in A p d  

1999, bolstered by a U.S. trade block on Serbia the foiiowing month). The prospect 

for a NATO war action against Mflosevk brought an even greater urgency to this 

concem. indeed, as later estimates of Reifeisen Zentralbank - Vienna indicated, the 

Bulgarlan losses from the Kosovo war in 1999 amounted to some $600 miilion 

(Pantev 1999b:7) while CSD (1999: 1) foresaw additional losses due to the increased 

share of European target markets in Bulgarlan exports [frorn 40% in 1994-95 ta 

some 60% in 1998-99). Independent economlsts predicted that Bulgaria's 

privaüzation campaign and its ability to attract foreign investment - key 

components of its economic restructuring programme - were being afïected by the 

confllct, and the Bulgarian Agency for Economic Analysis and Forecasts considered 

lowering the 1999 economic growth forecast from 2.5% to 1.7Oh if the war lasted for 

more than two months (Embassy of Bulgarla to the U.S. 2000). &en if hopes for 

EU aid in the event of a prolongeci crisls/war were harboured, they were thwarted 

by EU representatives. Earlier in 1999 Nicol Wegter. spokesman for the EU Foreign 

AfF" Commissioner said that 'none of the countries in the Balkans should expect 

any EU compensation if their trade routes are cut again by a renewed embargo on 

Yugoslavia, whfle in an interview for Reuters in February 1999, Kostov said that 

NATO airstrlkes against Serb forces Ln Kosovo would be a 'nightmare" for Bulgaria 

(Synovitz 1999) - not only through direct trade losses. but also due to disintegrating 

and damaged communications and road fnfrastructure in Serbia, infiicting fwîher 

economic woes on Bulgaria. Against that background, cdtics of the government 

(StoyanovaBrStanev 19991 suggested that the Kosovo situation was not the prime 

factor for the continuous drag on the reform and the presemtion of the state 

comrnunications and energy monopoiies. but was used by the cabinet to excuse its 

inetiicacy and obscure clientelfstic power struggies over their privatization. 



In fact, the oil embargo on Serbia ms enforced by the Bulgarian cabinet in 

Aprü 1999 even before it was adopted by the EU. This move, apparently 

contradicüng Kostov's strong anti-embargo rhetoric. was related to the NATO 

objective of the cabinet - the Bulgarian media speculated (Kapital 1999) that this 

step was discussed at his meeting with Javier Solana in Brussels. while the 

govemment's media release justified the decision with "NATO's statement that it 

will regard as a miiitary target any transport vehicle delivering oil or other 

dangerous cargo to Serbia" (ibid.). Thus the govemment's policy regarding the new 

embargo was indicative of the top priority accorded to the NATO membership 

option. 

2) The scenario for extemal (NATO) military intervention as a means of 

defusing the Kosovo crisls had the potential to whip up the historie anxieties about 

Great Powers meddling in the Balkans. Such anxieties could be mobiiized among 

sectors of the population by the government's opposition in order to revtve their 

domestic poiitical fortunes. 

3) The risk of further aggravation of ethno-national and minority problems in 

regional poiitics, related this Ume to the status of the Albanian minorities in Serbia 

and Macedonia (and Greece to a lesser degree). The ethnic policies of the Milosevic 

regime in Kosovo were seen as the main vehicle for the ethnic cleansing mode1 and 

the creation of ethnicaliy homogenous territories in the Baikans, carried out at the 

cost of ethno-national confrontation with a possible domino effect for the whole 

reglon. In this respect, the 1999 National Security Report (Bulgarian Govement: 

June 2000) indicated that the govemment regarded the scenario for an independent 

Kosovo in the form of a mono-ethnic mini-state or an international protectorate as a 

destabiiizing regional factor. 

4) The radicaiizing of the Kosovo Albanians evident in the existence and 

actions of the KLA carried the perceived risk of a spfflover effect into the large 



Albanian mlnority in Macedonia. The unernployment rate among Kosovo Albanians 

was closing on 70%. and this pressure, coupled with the highest birth rate in 

Europe (23.1 births per 1,000) and a low average age of the population (about 70% 

under 30 years of age) had created a deep recruiting pool for the KLA. The situation 

in Macedonia regarding the demographic characteristics of the Aibanian minority 

was slmilar. In addition, analysts (cf. Zheliazkova 1999) have emphasized the 

negative effect of the encapsulation of the Albanian and the Slav ethnic 

communities in Macedonia, remarking that interethnic communication was being 

reaiized oniy politically on the level of elites66, not on the level of ethnic 

communities. As a whole. a possible radicahtion of Albanian demands in 

Macedonia for a regional autonomy or constitutional amendments granting them a 

status of a constitutive nation was seen in Sofia as a great risk for the very vlability 

of Macedonia as a sovereign state and as an implicit threat for the stability of the 

Bulgarian ethnic model. The low capacity of the Macedonian state for preventing 

such a scenario was seen as an additional security concem on a regional level. 

5) The risk that large Albanian refugee flows from Kosovo into Macedonia 

could serve as a catalyst for sparking an ethnic confiict in Macedonia by bringing a 

radicaiized KLA-supporter population into an immediate contact with their co- 

ethnies in Macedonia. The concern was later substantiated by the actual figures: 

some 240,000 Kosovar exlies - close to 15% of the Macedonian population - were 

registered in Macedonia by June 1999 (Ordanoski 19991, while the Macedonian 

government esümated the country's capacity at oniy 20,000 refugees. Bulgarian PM 

Kostov showcased the refugee problem as one of the gravest during the confiict. and 

consistentiy emphasized the inabiiity of Bulgaria to accept a large number of 

Kosovars, Indeed. Kostov's domestic agenda. dominated by the needs of the 

66 rtirough the participation of the ethnlc Albanlan party DPA in the ruling coalition of VMRO- 
DPMNE. Dcmocrattc Alternative. and DPA. Thls coaiition was partlcularly vulnerable to ethnic 
tensions because of the formula of ethnic representaüon it was based upon. 



economic reform, viewed the refugee problem not as a humanitarian disaster. but 

mostly as an unwelcorne claini on the scarce national resources, and as a catalyst 

to domestic minority demands. This is evident in most of his interviews and 

statements at the Ume of the crisis: for instance. in his speech before the NA on 

June 22. 1999, he identified as the number-one objective of the Bulgarian poiicy 

towards Kosovo the quick repatriation of the refugees and voiced concem that no 

return plan had yet been drawn. Thus. according to political scientist Ognian 

Minchev (1999: 27). the govemment's attitude to the refugee situation revealed its 

preoccupations with the domestic situation and highlighted the lack of an integral 

regional view and approach prior to the Kosovo crisis. 

3.2. Confluence of Regional and Intematfond Factors 

Regardless of Lts fiuctuaffons and inadequacies, the involvement of 

international actors [UN, OSCE, EU. Contact Group. NATO, etc.) in the Yugoslav 

crises since 1991 was confronting Bulgarian reglonal policy with the need to 

consider the increasing level of confluence of regional and international factors and 

its implication for the priority foreign policy objectives. 

The NATO miiitary operation against the Belgrade regime over Kosovo 

represented a marked departure from previous intemational involvement in the 

former Yugoslavia for at least three reasons. First, the operation was not authortzed 

by the Security Council of the UN and did not possess the internationaiiy 

acceptable level of legftimacy, yet was offîcially justified by moral Ihumanitarian) 

concerns. Second. it represented the fist  ever military action of NATO against a 

sovereign European state over what would have been considered an internal matter 

during Cold War times. Third, it demonstrated that by the end of the 1990s the 

Balkans had evolved fkom a marginal to a profound intemal European problem. 



As numerous analyses have pointed out, the NATO war action against 

Belgrade was related to îhe process of elucidatlng the Aliîance's identity and 

rationale for continueci existence. Thus it was a telling concurrence that Operation 

AUied Force (OAF) coincided with NATO's Washington Summit in April 1999, where 

the Alliance unveiled its new Strategic Concept. In addition, "[5]ust days before the 

bombs feu on Kosovo and Serbia, NATO added three members ...- Poland. the 

Czech Republic, and Hungary" [Dowd 2000). aLi in relatively close proximity to the 

conflict spot and one (Hungaryl even having kin minority on Yugoslav territory 

(Voivodina). 

Also. by anchoring its Operation Allled Force into the normative frarne of 

human security NATO and backup organizations [e.g. EU] were in essence füiing 

the regime vold in the Balkans. substituthg their institutionai grasp of the 

situation for the lack of a consensus on regiond noms and dso a tack of regional 

organlzations havlng the capacity to enforce such noms. This development 

presented regionai actors with a dilemma of whether NATO action corresponded 

adequately to their risk perceptions. or whether it was 'still a response to threats 

which were constmcted lrom outside factors as vital for the region" (Krastev 

2000: 7). 

In this case study, what Is most important is that the war in Kosovo 

confronted SoAa with a stark choice. Thus the Buigarian governent was faced 

with the problem of whether or not to lend unconditionai support to the NATO 

bombardments of a neighbouring country in pursuit of Bulgaria's own NATO/EU 

integration objectives. In contrast, the Bulgarim elite's other choice was whether or 

not to sustain the previous cautious and non-involvement stance of BulgarIa which 

was often justifled by the country's divided eiite and pubhc opinion. and also by an 

adamant pro-Russian lobby. A corollary issue was the risk of a severe and 

potentially dangernus deterioration of Sofia's relations with the government in 



Belgrade. a development which the Bulgarfan government feared because it rnight 

not be capable of mustering domestic social consensus on a pro-NATO and 

proactive regional policy. Thus, the increaslng confluence of regional and 

international factors was serlously complicatlng the context of regional policy 

choices ïaced by the Bulgarian authorities. 

A s  mentloned above. the integration pulicies of the Bulgarian govemment 

fused its domestic and regional priorities of national economic development and 

security in the Baikans. In addition, the confiatl~n of regional and international 

factors, witnessed in Operation Alba and Operation Aiiied Force, hlghlighted the 

practical implfcations of the NAM option for Bulgarfan regional policy. In this way. 

the domestic debate on NATO and its Balkan involvement had a direct influence on 

views on Bulgaria's regional policy alternatives. Since the pro-NATO elite coaiition 

was in a much stronger position to puil the policy levers. the government's 

energetic integration agenda completely infused and revitalized the country's 

B a k i n  policy. The resulting departures from the mode1 of the previous period will 

be outlined below. 

The increasing asserüveness of Bulgarian regiond poiicy was among the 

most noticeable changes in the period after 1996. This development was fflustrated 

by the more dynamic diplomatic relations on bilaterai and multilaterai leveis 

[discussed below], as well as in ef50rts at  a more vigorous representation of 

Bulgarian regionai concerns through diplomatic. political, economic. NGO. etc, 

channels. In addition to the factors already discussed, such assertiveness was 

grounded in growlng concems that Western poiicies in the Balkans (e.g. embargoes, 

protectorates, etc.) were relegatlng Bulgaria to the bacbumer  of European 
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integration. In such a context a passive and disengaged regional policy would only 

serve to endorse the traditional Western image of the region as a zone of 

irreconcilable codiicts and endemicaliy weak States, which cannot muster 

resources in search for non-zero-sum solutions and are thus impervious to the 

politicai culture of liberal democracies. Thus PM Kostov is quoted by Pond 

(1999:43) as sayhg that "the creation of a zone of stability in the Balkans 

corresponds to the vitai interests of Bulgaria" and that there can be a direct danger 

for Bulgarla not only from the possible spread of violence from Kosovo but also from 

the potential "isolation from Europe ... since the Europeans would have to look 

through the fire of a war in Kosovo in order to see us." 

The new regional policy character was designed to reposition Bulgaria from 

an object to a subject of European poiicies in the Balkans. Indicative of that was the 

intenstfication of the so-called civîlizational discourse at the diplomatic, political 

and media levels. Foreign policy commentaries and reports on govemment activity 

in local media were now showcasing the country as a 'generator of stability" rather 

than only an 'Island of stabiiity" in the Balkans. The 'generator' catchphrase 

introduced by FM Mihaiiova (Miikov 1999: 104) became a diplomatic-speak staple 

for media consumption and was activeiy promoted among the country's 

international partners67. It is clear that the change in discourse was related to the 

stepped-up govemment campdgn for Bulgarian mernbership in the Alliance. 

However, it also came as a response to the progressive deterioration of the regional 

situation and indicated Sofla's clearer realization of the need for mulüiateral Balkan 

67 It is impossible to mention aii Instances of its usage: a simple keyword search (Bulgaria- 
generator-stabfflty) in the Lexis-Nexis news database retumed over 100 hfts. One random 
example is the deciaralion of NATO's Çecretary-Cenual Solana at a news conference on 3 April 
1998 in Sofia that 'Bulgaria is alrcady a generator olstabiiily In the region, and this, together 
with the interna1 stabüization in the country, makes it a goad candidate" (BBC Worldwide 
Monitoring 199ûd1. 



cooperation as a peaceful mechanism for regionai coordination of national concerns 

and interests. 

The proactive stance of Bulgarian regional policy was also evident in the 

reaction to regional crises (Albania, Kosovo) discussed below. Bulgarian analysts 

(e.g. Krastev. Minchev. Trifonov. Pantev) were increasingly dissecting the 

international commünity's conflicting and ad-hoc policies in the Balkans and also 

the reluctance of extemal powers to engage in a comprehensive regional 

development plan. At this point part of the Bulgarian public was also traditionally 

inched (not without reason) to süli distrust the -great powers* in their 

interventionist and conflict-setuement goals. Since both Balkan dynarnks and 

international responses had been marghalizing Bulgarian concems, an active 

regional policy by Sofla was an attempt at including its preferred issues on the 

regional agenda. and aiso at Muencing the direction of regional confiict-settlement 

efforts. 

It was becoming more and more evident that the lack of regional 

institutionalkation was an impediment to Bulgaria's goals. The absence of an 

authoritative Balkan confîict-settlement framework, among others, was making 

peaceful regional actors rather cautious and suspicious of general regional 

integration impulses. On the other hand. the integration objectives of most Balkan 

states demanded a cooperative regional environment and political culture. For these 

purposes Bulgarian regional poky evolved towards engagement in trilaterai and 

multilateral contacts with other Balkan states, as welï as towards promothg 

regularized intergovenunental poiicy coordination. This resulted in a drive to 

regionai multiiateraiism as a poiicy goal, which wiU be detailed below. 

In generai, the proactive stance of Bulgarian regionai policy after 1996 was 

addressed to two main locations. idenafied by Milkov (ibid.) as 1) the Euroatlantic 

community. Le. EU and NATO member states, with the objective of lobbying for full 



membership: and 2) regional actors, with the objective of possibly eliminating 

nationalist/ethnic confîicts and remodeling the region in a 'European' fashion. The 

ulümate purpose of this duai orientation was pragrnatic - to detach 'the positive 

Bulgarian case from the negative regional developments so that the country 

acquires an European, not a Balkan. image" (ibid.). To this effect, Bulgarian 

policymakers projected the country's role as 'highlighter' of the regional specifics to 

the Euro-Atlantic community so that it can devise an integrated vision for the 

Balkans, one in which the country would not have to be a silent and cornpliant 

backer. but an active source of policy input and strategy adjustment. 

4.2. A Focuseci lntensijlcation of Bilateral Relations 

Although the Balkan policy of Bulgaria relied on improving bilateral 

cooperation, several outstanding problems continued to harnper the development of 

Sofia's relations with both Serbia and Macedonia. On the one hand, dimculties 

arose in inter-state communication when govemments saw each other as 

representing ditlering value systems or regionai alignments. In the case of 

Macedonia, this was complemented by vestiges of past conceptions about ethno- 

natlonal identity (narnely, who is and who fs not a Macedonian, or who is a 

Bulgarlan). As already noted, such obstacles were confronted by the practical need 

for deepening regional cooperation. 

The period after 1996 witnessed a much-needed breakthrough in relations 

between Bulgaria and Macedonia. After the recognition of FYROM in 1992, the 

language dispute made it impossible for Bulgaria to rapidly expand its goals of 

stimulating economic, social, political and cultural contacts with Skopje for several 

years. Bilateral agreements could not be Analized and signed, cooperation projects 

were stalled, and the pro-Serbian/anti-Bulgarlan attitudes of the authoritles in 

Skopje could not be counteracted effectively. Gradualiy, academfc and non- 



governmentd institutions made important hroadss8, but the breakthrough only 

came with the UnDF rnajority cabinet in 1997 and especiaiiy after the electfon 

victory of VMRO-DPMNU in Skopje in 1998. As Pond (45) exphs. '[ais soon as 

Macedonfan leaders became more tolerant and brought ethnic Albanians into their 

own coalition ... Sofia could accept Macedonian de facto as a proper language ... 

while Skopje could recfprocaily denounce any daim to a Macedonian minority in 

Bulgaria". 

The Immediate intensificaffon of contacts is obvious from the catalogue of 

top-level meetings (see Appendix). Particularly important was the flrst visit of the 

newly-elected Macedonian PM Ljupco Ceorgievski to Sofia in February 1999 which 

resuked in a landmark bilateral agreement. It provided for the delivery of Bulgarlan 

rnilitary equipment to Macedonia as a means for strengthening its defence 

capabüity. and in May 1999 Bulgaria indeed made the Arst grant lransfer of 31 T- 

55 tanks, 18 122-mm Howitzers and ammunitions (Archives of DSE-MFA]. In 

addition, the joint dechration of both PMs settled the language dispute; 

subsequently. they jointly celebrated St. St. Cyril and Methodius Day (24 in 

Rome - an unprecedented gesture to the cornmon historical and cultural traits of 

both natfons. The visit also resulted in the signlng of numerous overdue economic, 

free-trade and open-border agreements, needed to facilitate the coordination of 

efforts on transborder infrastructure projects. In this way the previously noted 

ethnie problem between Bulgaria and Macedonia undexwent a favourable poiitical 

resolution. According to Krastev [1999b), 'this settlement aliowed BuIgaria to aspire 

towards a stronger balancing and integrative position in the region - something the 

country had been unable to do in part because of the iingering ethnic dispute". 

68 For instance, the 1997 cooperation agreement between the University of Veiiko Tarnwo and a 
Macedonian University which raised a furore by bdng stgned in 'Macedonian and Bulgarfanarfan. 

69 Celebrated as the day of the SIavic script. 
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4.3. Engagement in Regionai Crisis Management' Albanla and Kosouo 

A novel aspect of Bulgarian regional policy in the period was the 

abandonment of the non-involvement principle vis-à-vis connicts in the Balkans 

and a drive towards more active engagement in regional crisis management efforts. 

This pronounced evolution in the Bulgarian position came as a result of the 

domestic and regional-cum-international factors discussed above, and was 

intended to boost the economic and security integration agenda of the new 

government. In practical terms. the new policy stance was manifested in responses 

to the crlses in Aibania and Kosovo, which will be reviewed below. 

On March 4, 1997, the Bulgarian FM called for an international effort to 

resolve the crisis in Albania, waniing that the entire Balkan region could suffer if 

action was not taken (Reuters 1997). The statement also interpreted the halting of 

the confiict as a national-cum-regional interest of every Balkan state and insisted 

on an dl-Balkan action in support of EU-OSCE efforts. The situation in Albania 

was a key agenda item at the meetings top Bulgarian offfcials had in this period 

wlth any signtficant European representative. and was central to talks with other 

i3aikan statesmen, especiaiïy from the two NATO member-countries. On April 3, 

1997 the caretaker cabinet made an unprecedented decision to contribute troops to 

an international peacekeeping effort in the Balkans: it announced the intention 'in 

principle" to participate in the Italian-led multinational security and humanitarian 

force under UN auspices. known as Operation Alba. justifying this by its 'concern 

for stability in the Balkan region and its desire for integration in EU and NATO" 

(ibid.) 

However, Bulgaria did not actually send peacekeepers to Nbania. Nthough 

it proved dlfficult to fînd any definitive sources on the issue, it stands to reason that 

the Bdganlan absence was institutionaily contingent. At the time of the scheduled 

deployment of the force, the 37th NA was dissohred in anticipation of the early 
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general elections (April 19). while under the Constitution the sending of Bulgarlan 

troops abroad is subject to final approval by Parliament. Moreover. the new NA had 

to debate crucial economic and fiscal legislation, while the need for reinforcements 

to Operation Aiba tumed out to be less than urgent. Thus the caretaker cabinet's 

cornmitment in principle played a similar trailblazing role as its NATO declaration - 

it signailed a relaxation of the previously strict policy of non-participation in peace- 

keeping and peace-enforcing missions in the Balkans. and provided the grounds for 

the de facto abandonment of the disengagement principle when on June 2, 1997, 

the newly-elected cabinet and parhament approved the sending of an engineering 

platoon to the SFOR in Bosnia (RFE/RL 1997). 

Despite that initiative regarding Bosnia. the Albanian crisis of 1997 

highlighted the lack of effective coordination mechanisms in the budding Balkan 

cooperation process for addressing Balkan problems. Although hailed as a 'coalition 

of the willing', the Itaiian-led force in Albanfa still foilowed the traditional mode1 of 

Western involvement in humanitarian and peacekeeping operations in the troubled 

region. The B a h  states süii looked for an outside authority to impose peace. The 

historically-based anxiety of Balkan actors that their peace efforts regarding a 

regionai crisis may be misconstrued as self-serving and incoherent, süii prevented 

the regfon's states from taking more resolute self-guided cooperative action in crisis 

situations. Indeed, t u s  had become a particular obstacle ulth regard to Baikan 

applications for membership in NATO and the EU. Thus. entering into 'Europe' 

requîred institutional readiness on the part of the Balkan states for confidence- and 

security-buiiding in the region. as well as the development of organizational 

infrastructure for joint action in regional emergency situations. 

The Bulgarian responses to the crisis in Kosovo in 1997-1999 indicated that 

the country's poiicy-makers were ware of the above-mentioned obstacles and were 

trying to modify Bulgarian regional policy accordingly. 'Ikro developments deserve 



special attention in that respect: Bulgaria's initiative on the Kosovo crisis in the 

spring of 1998. and also the Bulgarian support for NATO (incl. OAF/QJG) in 1998- 

1999. 

On 25 February 1998 the Buigarian Foreign Ministry (MFA) announced a 

Bulgarian initiative for addressing the Kosovo problem. This initiative was 

advertised as "measures to solve the troubled situation" with a "regional instrument 

for preventive diplomacy" (BBC-WM 1998e). The Bulgarian policy proposal included 

two elements: a) a decision to implement a new type of Balkan policy vis-à-vis 

regional conflicts. i.e. concerted unified regional action: and b) a commitment by 

the Balkan countries to adopt a joint declaration urging dialogue between the 

confiicting sides, non-use of force, respect for the human rights and freedoms ol al1 

Kosovo citizens. implementation of the 1996 education agreement for Kosovo. 

deployrnent of international rnonitors as a means of preventive diplomacy, and a 

broad autonomy of the province w i t h  the FRY. The document was intended as a 

platform for a united stand of the Balkan countries in order to terminate a conflict 

that had a strong spfflover potential. Alter intense lobbying the Bulgarian initiative 

was joined by Greece, Turkey, Romania and Macedonia on March 9 (Bulgarian 

Govemment 1998). Winning the backing of both Greece and Turkey was seen as a 

definite success: Greece had already attempted mediation in Belgrade, whiie Turkey 

was actively engaged in contacts with Aibania. On March 27 a declaration by the 

signatories plus Albania, Hungary and Slovenia called for a dialogue and reguIar 

consultations among the Balkan countries and the Contact Group for FRY (CG). so 

that 'any measures against the FRY should take into account the political and 

economic stabiiity of Southeastem Europe and should not harm the interests of the 

states of the region (BBC-WM ibid.). In a rather arbitrary move having dubious 

value the Bulgarian FM urged CG to request fiom both sides in the Kosovo codfct 

to present written stands on the parameters of a future broad autonomy for Kosovo 



as a basis for negotiations. The move was constdered as part of Bulgaria's 

responsibility to seek ail possibiiities for prevenüng the confiict h m  spffling over" 

(ibid.). In July 1998, a year after the Albanian disturbances, the government flnally 

did send peacekeepers to the remaining OSCE mission in Albania as 'an expression 

of Bulgaria's support for the initiatives of the international community for a 

peaceful settlement of the crisis in [sic!] Kosovo" (BBC-WM 1998b). 

Several aspects of the Bulgaria's 1998 Kosovo initiative need to be stressed. 

First, it could not be, and was not intended (despite the earliest formulations) as a 

measure to solve the conîlict in Kosovo. Indeed. toddling regional efforts backed by 

no credible threat of force could not convince Milosevic to negotiate peace. By 

projecüng its own initiative as regional support for international efforts. Bulgaria 

simply was urging the EU and NATO to act immediately and resolutely in order to 

prevent a Bosnian scenario. Later statements by Bulgarian olRcials clearly 

indicated that the initiative was directed at preventing the spread of the conflict 

outside Kosovo by getting all neighbouring Balkan states to work together on the 

matter (indeed the states - Albania. Turkey, Greece - could legitimately be regarded 

as having a bfas to one or the other of the sides in the confiict). In addition to 

containing the conflict. the Bulgarian initiative was also tied to Sofia's NATO 

accession policy. Bulgaria simply wished to demonstrate its abiiity at being a 

'peace-generating Wuence in the Balkans". This would support Bulgarian claims 

that regional security requires Bulgarian membership in the Alliance. Third, the 

initiative was intended as an instrument for attaching regional weight to the 

Bulgarian interest in Balkan peace, and for urging CG into action on behaIf of 

Bulgarian interests. As such, the Bulgarian proposal intended to give Sofia, and the 

other Balkan states, a direct role at ail forums and in ail international decislons 

regarding conflict management in the region. Analysts (Waters: 13) saw Bulgarian 

efforts as establishing a 'regional political framework for participation in the 



solution of the confllct while a h  enhancing transparency with regard to the 

interests of the major regional players". Indeed, the initiative ernerged as a 

comerstone of the ongoing efforts for establishing a reglonal entity on the basis of 

common security concems and indicated that "this type of crisis [couldl be settled 

only in the perspective of a common strategic vision for the region" [CLS 1999:41. 

it is worth noting some contradictory features of the Bulgarian initiative. In 

effect, rather than being addressed to the confiicthg sides. its main focus was on 

the international actors in the confiîct. for the various reasons mentioned above. 

One explanation advanced by Trapkov (1999:97] is the weak institutional capacity 

of MF'A and Bulgarian policy makers in general for Yeceptivity to crisis warning 

signals in the region". Bulgarian regional poky was really trying to assert the ldea 

of prevenuve diplomacy, whfch had previously failed rnany times in the W a n s .  

Dmerences arnong the Balkan regimes had undermlned preventive diplomacy, a 

fact very apparent in the traditionaiiy lukewarrn relations between Belgrade and 

Sofia. On the other hand, the international character of the BuIgarian initiative was 

also somewhat contradictory in purpose: the wlsh to assert the suitability of 

Bulgarian membership in NATO presupposed support for measures such as 

military intervention, whlch could prove locally unpopular in Bulgaria. and defeat 

the country's economic recovery goals in the short run. The government's choice of 

the strategy for integrauon into Europe as the primary tool for tackhg transitional 

concems, however, determined the prevalence of such goals. 

On the domestic scene. the unprecedented diplornatic foray of the BuIgarian 

government was criticized by the opposition BSP as a 'revision of NA'S April 1993 

position of non-interference in military conflIcts Ln former Yugoslavia" (BBC-WM 

1998~). In the best tradition of inter-party divisions regarding NATO, the BSP MPs 

again demanded a referendum, then a parliamentary debate on the govemment's 

new regionai poiicy which was alleged to 'set the country against Yugoslavia" (ibfd.), 



and finally put forth a declaration70 against active Bulgarian and Balkan 

engagement on Kosovo. The proactive cabinet retaiiated with statements of DM and 

NIS Director that the Kosovo confltct posed no direct threat to Bulgaria. This 

position was stated only days before MFA expressed concem over escalating tension 

there. Although in July 1998 PM Kostov still asserted the country's unwillingness 

to be involved in a possible NATO mi i i tq  operation in Kosovo. the non-involvement 

principle was further relaxed as CM agreed tn October to NATO requests for use of 

Bulgarian airspace in return for the extension of NATO's security umbrelia over the 

country. Subsequently, Bulgaria agreed. in principle, to participate with an 

intelligence aircraft in NATO's air monitoring, and also to send peacekeepers to the 

OSCE mission to Kosovo after the announcement of tentative peace in the fa11 of 

1998. Sofia's only k m  insistence was that Bulgaria would not engage itself in a 

military action over Kosovo, expressed in the NA Declaration of 23 October 1998. 

The inter-party dispute of 1998 evolved into a heated controversy during the 

spring of 1999 in relation to NAWs Operation Allied Force (OAF). The debate was 

vigorously waged dong institutionai, political, expert, media and public opinion 

channels. Due to the extreme nature of its subject-matter (the NATO attack on a 

sovereign neighbour-state). the discussion made Bulgarla's NATO policy essential 

issue on the country's political landscape. 

The institutional debate prmadiy involved the President, NA, MFA and CM. 

and largely coincided with the paty debate due to the composition of the majority 

and opposition pariiamentary groups. 

The executive institutions nin by the ruijng coalition took a dehitive pro- 

NATO stand. Immediately after announcement of NATO bombing, President 

Stoyanov openly stated in NA that Bulgaria 'should follow a poücy of Euro-Atlantic 

solidarity and side with the international community in defense of humanitarian 

70 SignlBcantiy. supportcd by Yugoslavia's ambassadm to Sofia. 
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principles" while "the Bulgarlan army wiii not participate in mllitary action". The 

President Justified his stand with the argument that 'Bulgaxian security is 

anchored in a union with the Miance" (National Assembly 1999a). The directness of 

the President's announcement was interpreted as: a) a gesture to the forthcoming 

Washington summit of NATO; b) addressed to international audience and delivering 

a position which the West wanted to hear. During the 25 March 1999 debate in NA 

(ibid.) the PM refuted the scenario for an inmediate rnilitary threat to Bulgaria on 

the grounds of security guarantees granted by the U S .  President in a secret 

communication. as well as by S-G Solana in a letter of 24 March (which were not 

read out to the MPs). He outüned, as the only tangible danger, the drarnatic decline 

of investor interest in the region. He also stated no requests for logistic support (air 

corridors) had been requested so far. In this way. the PM was addressing not an 

international but the domestic audience and as Krastev (Krastev & Raichev 1999) 

remarked, the two statesmen "divlded between themselves the languages", 

objectives and target publics71. 

The legislative debate on the govemment policy held on 25 March 1999 

played out as a forum for the inter-part. controversy over NATO and its actions. 

The parlamentary majority's support for OAF (although reluctant due to the 

aggravated security situation) was predictably jusüfied on the basis of NATO 

arguments that Kosovo was a humanitarian disaster, and that Bulgaria had an 

interest in ending the aiieged pattern of ethnic cleansing in the Balkans. The 

majorlty was placed in the difncult position of risking involvement in a war against 

a neighbouring state that could result in retalfatory action against Bulgaria. But 

support for NATO also anticipated rewards, viz. reaiization of the EU and NATO 

71 Hmvwer. o t b v  fnterprchtfons are alsa possible. Le. that thcrc wcrc gcnufne ùffïercnce fn thc 
views of Stoyanov and Kostov (unquaiifid support vs. calcuiated pragmatisml reflecting th& 
tmplicltiy contendlng leadership styles. 
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integration goals of the Bulgarlan government. Bulgarian support for N A T O ~ ~  again 

conflrmed the priority accorded to integration goals as part of the elites' dominant 

poiiticai vision. On the other hand, the majority was clearly hesitant about a higher 

degree of materiai involvement in the confiict, such as acceptance of a large number 

of refugees and logistical support for a possible ground operation of NATO, and 

categorically dismissed hypotheticai direct participation of the Bulgarian military. 

Thus the Declaration of 25 Mach 1999 [see Appendixl endorsed with the votes of 

four of the five parliarnentary groups in Parhament stated that Bulgaria would not 

participate directly or indirectiy in war actions in the Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia. which was interpreted by the opposition as a tacit acquiescence of the 

possibiiity for logistical support (Le. involvement outside the territory of FRY). 

The anti-war stand of the BSP opposition. as expressed in the parliarnentary 

debates, was quite expected. With regard to its social-democratic identity 

inspirations, it is curious to note that instead of siding with the Western social- 

democratic leaders who justified the war action on humanitarian grounds, the 

Bulgarian sociaiists advanced a simiïariy moral argument against NATO's decision, 

Le. that as a de facto war against the Serbian people it was bringing destruction to 

the country and creating new problems for the Balkans. In addition. the BSP 

criticized the majority for meekly endorsing the policy of a new "Big Brother", for 

disregarding the nature of OAF as a violation of intemationai principles 

(sovereignty) and practice (authorizatfon of NATO actions by UN'S SC). The BSP also 

adamantly rejected the Unking of the debate on NATO membership for Bulgaria 

directiy to the question of the war against Belgrade. The BSP opposed the majority's 

draft declaration of 25 March on three of its four items. due in part to the party's 

explicit endorsement of a national consensus on the NATO membership, and in its 

72 Mdcnt in the languagc of the DeclaraBon tabled by the UnDF and voted in fawur by 
Pariiament on 25 March 1999, and &O of statements by the President. PM. FM and other 
govemment officiais. 
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own draft declaration the BSP demanded cornmitment to total nomparticipation 

(incl. logistic support) in the war actfon. On the other hand, the BSP also ünked the 

issue of NATO membership to the war by attempüng to use the conflict as a 

definitive argument in favour of a neutrahty option and against Joinlng the Mance. 

Stiii, the NA debate hinted at a crack in the Soclalists' ranks on NATO - one of the 

two BSP abstaining votes on the declaration belonged to party leader G .  Parvanov. 

while a BSP insider speculated that in addition to the resolute pro-NATO stand of 

the President and his UDF faction, intemal cornpetition in the Socialist 

pcevented a consensus on the DeclaraUon. in this way, the position of the 

parliamentary BSP was also interpreted as playlng up to the anti-war bias of public 

opinion for eiectoral purposes74. 

The legislative/party debate was rnlrrored in the experts' debate on the 

Kosovo war. Thus some poiitical analysts were seen by the public as advocates of 

one or anuther of the view expressed by the poUUcal parties. The two basic 

opponents who came to be associated wlth the UDF and BSP stands were Ivan 

Krastev and Andrei Raichev. The two experts held a publfc debate at Ihe Plovdiv 

University in May 1999. At this meeting Krastev supported the Bulgarian 

government's polfcy as  reffecting the strategic national interest (preventing the 

international isolation of the country, responding to the pragmatic imperatives of 

Bulgarlan forefgn pohcy) and advanced a reaiîstic conception of foreign policy: W e  

cannot expect the govemment to behave like a moral subject at a Ume when on the 

level of the LndMdual we put up with much more cynical behaviour" (ibfd.). Raichev 

was an adamant promoter of the moral viewpoint of the BSP ('war is wrong") in 

contrast to the one a h a t e d  by the West rhumadtarian disaster is wrong"): "The 

73 Sociologist Andrer Raichcv commenteci (Krastev & Raichm. Md.) that Pawanw had practically 
managed to naR an acceptable agmment with the leaders of the other parüamentary groups but 
9SP factfon l u d u  Uav sabotagcd it. 

74 The nurt local elections were schcduled for Octobec 1999. 
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people have become demoraiized by statements that the war was a de ai... Bulgaria 

should have adopted a moral position: aithough it could not prevent the flyover it 

just had to state 'Don't bomb. this is immoral" (ibid.). However. both agreed that 

the Bulgarian position in the war was an issue framed by the domestic poiiticai 

debate and could not be separated from it. 

The debate of Bulgarian poiicy experts in the media also tried to focus on the 

linkage between the conceptuai and anaiytical implications of the Kosovo crisis on 

the one hand, and the intemai and extemai understanding of Balkan security and 

its muence on Bulgarian regional policy on the other hand. A central issue in the 

round-table discussion organized by the Kapitai weekly (Lüov et.al. 1999) was the 

systemic meaning of NATO's action, and especially its regionai implications. Krastev 

maintahed that NATO's war manifested UN'S demise and EU'S attempts to devise a 

common security and defense Identity. He saw the possibiiity of a premature peace 

wfthout clear parameters regarding the fate of Mllosevic, as well as uncertainty 

about the return of refugees and the political future of Kosovo, as worse alternative 

than a NATO ground operation. In this respect. neutraiity would isolate Bulgaria 

Crom the possible consultations on the postwar poiiticai settlement. Others such as 

Evgeni Dainov argued that an abandonment of the multiethnic projects by the West 

in favour of creating monoethnic states In the Balkans could not only result in a 

new round of territorial engineering. but aiso in the practical collapse of the state 

and imposition of warlord authority and raging criminaiity. Thus he interpreted the 

Bulgarian regional interest as preventing a de-statization of the region. He linked 

the reaht ion of that goal to an imperatively active foreign poky lobbying for 

regional reconstruction and the advancement of a united regional vision by the 

Balkan states. Ognian Minchev (1999) argued that NATO's offensive did not have a 

clear political vision on the war objectives and the post-war regional setup. In the 

case of a protracted air campaign, an ethnicaily-based destabillzation of Macedonia 



due to the refugee problem could have a domino effect on the rest of the region, 

leading to its 'sanitary' isolation from Europe. For him, Bulgaria could not form a 

winning strategy done, but oniy in concert with other regional actors. Alexandur 

Liiov (ibid.) advanced two scenarios for a Bulgarian involvement in peace efforts: 

supporting the resumption of peace t a s ,  and urging the idea of an international 

forum for the Balkans and a related Marshail-type plan for the region. Finally, 

Andrei Bundjulov (ibid.) dismlssed the theories about a Euro-Atlantic conspiracy 

regarding the Balkans. envisioning the crisis rather as a product of conflicting aci- 

hoc scenarios of international actors in the face of deepening European integration. 

In this way, Europe needed to solve the Kosovo problem so that it could escape 

'"kosovization", viz. marginalbation of the periphery creating waves of poverty. dmg 

trafilcking, and terrorism. 

Thus. despite conceptual differences most analysts converged on the need 

for a regional approach both on the part of Balkan and international actors. The 

Kapitd Weekly round table debate (ibid.]. in particular. unanimously noted the 

necessity for devising a strategy that would communicate an autonomous regional 

vision to the non-Balkan international community. 

National media coverage of the conflict reflected the country's intense 

political divisions, but aiso exhibited the ifluence of public attitudes and special 

interest. Newspapers like the pro-government Demokraîsia and the national 

electronic media effectively under state control accepted the war as an action of last 

resort against Milosevic's intransigence, a l e  center- and left-leaning publications 

were basicaily anti-war in their commentarles. The largest circulation dailles - 24 

Hours and Thrd - maintained a cautious attitude, in part due to the ongoing buyout 

negotiations between th& publishers and the Ceman media group WAZ. A 

recently launched daiiy, MonStor, proved to be a harsh critic of the goverment 

poiicy among the so-called independent media outlets, par* due to its fierce 



competition with 24 Hours and 'Ihid for national readership (BHHRG 1999). Thus, 

in the national media there was a relative balance between positive and negative 

coverage of NATO's actions. 

Public attitudes towards OAF revealed a large dose of skepticism and even 

hostility to the type of confllct settiement strategy pursued by NATO over Kosovo. 

This is by no means surprising, taking into account the levels of positive and 

negative attitudes towards NATO in preceding years. NZIOM's opinion survey of 2 1- 

23 April 1999 indicated that the public was not convinced NATO bombing would 

solve the crisis or related issues ('Table Il). Attitudes to both sides in the confiict 

showed that people did not approve of their policies (Fig. 13. Fig. 14). Polk over the 

1997-2000 period revealed that public approval of Bulgarian membership in NATO 

plunged to its lowest level. whiie disapproval hit its highest rates in the months of 

NATO strikes (Figure 15). Views on national security guarantees showed an 

increased balance between preferences for neutrality and for NATO membership 

(Table 12). 45% of those polled declared that their attitude to NATO changed for the 

worse as a result of the air strikes [NZIOM April 1999). 

According to some analysts. negative opinion on NATO strikes was 

conditioned by characteristics of public attitudes such as traditional suspicion 'of 

any involvement of the Great Powers in the region; ... the grave disappointment 

.with life after communism; NATO's apparent lack of vision for a new Balkan order" 

(Krastev 1999b). Others (Alpha Research May 1999) added the fear of Bulgarian 

involvement in a Baikan war, the vestiges of 'bloc' thinking which separated a pro- 

European fkom a pro-NATO orientation. and the lack of trust in NATO, which 

heightened the risk perception in crisis situations. 

in addition, surveys clearly revealed the deficiencies of the government's 

information policy in courting public opInion support before and during the first 

month of strikes. NZIOM's survey (Mamh 1999) registered a staggering public 



unawareness of the main dimensions of the crisis Vable 13), which conditioned the 

reluctance of 52% of respondents to allocate blame for its aggravation to any actor 

(ibid.). Attitudes to the position of the Bulgarian govemment were similarly 

equivocal (Table 14). Even UDF supporters exhibited relatively low levels (only 44% 

answered "rather yes") of f m t y  wfth the position of their party's cabinet (ibid.). 

Only as the strikes progressed did the polls register a certain mobilization of public 

opinion dong pro- and anti-NATO Unes, evident in the increase in 'Yes' and "No" 

answers. 

As Table 14 indicates. the govemment had failed to translate its regional 

policy of assertiveness in 1998 and eariy 1999 into a vigorous and effective 

communication on the Kosovo situation wtth the domestic pubiic. In addition. tt 

was reluctant to admit that it would have to allow NATO overflights in case of such 

requests. The unclear message about the cabinet's intentions regarding any 

involvement in the crisis (e.g. logistic supportl aiso obscured from the public view 

the fact that the goals of integrating Bulgaria into NATO integration goal underlay 

the attempts to ensure the security of the nation (Alpha Research ibid.). In effect. 

the mechanism of govemment decision-making in regional poiicy was not obvious 

or accessible to socfety, while uncwrdinated or belated officiai statements bred 

traditional pubiic susplcion about secretive deals with foreign actors occurring 

behind the nation's back. This lack of transparency and the already noted 

institutionai inertia created the impression that Bulgarian statesmen were acting 

on the basis of external direction. 

Public opinion surveys indicated some citizen awareness that the crisis and 

the question of Bulgaria's membership in NATO were linked, and that those 

problems were aiso assoclated wlth the broader question of Sofia's involvement in 

regional conflict-sefflement. Pubiic assessments foiiowed simila. patterns during 

the crisis months of October 1998 and March 1999 (Tables 15 and 16). The 



contrast between the relatively high [ca. 6W) approvai of the cabinet's regional 

policy and the preference for non-invol~ernent~~ in the crisis (59%) was attributed 

to the fact that assessments were based not on detailed awareness and rational 

interpretation of the govemment's policy. but on concem for personai security 

As public opinion polls indicated. the crisis in Kosovo induced a mobiiization 

of anti-NATO and pro-disengagernent attitudes. supplemented at  this time by an 

anti- Western component reflecting social fnistration with the failure of international 

actors to promote a common vision and peaceful order in the region [cf. Krastev's 

comments In LIJov et.al. 1999). This disill~sionment7~ was translated into sporadic 

protests and demonstraüons77, but most importantly. manlfested the 

emancipation of public opinion as a domestic factor for Bulgarian regional and 

Foreign polfcy in general. 

Against this background, we can highiight the main regional policy 

outcomes of the BulgarIan instftutional and political debates on Kosovo a s  follows: 

1) Suppott for NATO pol&fes regarding îtte Kosouo conflict. The Buigarian 

agreement of 1998 to support W G  in Kosovo was progressively sustafned in 1999. 

The governent insisted that the language of the NA Declaration of 25 March 

(%thout direct or indirect involvement") did not prwent the country from 

permitting NATO overflights. nor from granting transit passage to peacekeeping 

troops. In January 1999 Bulgaria's engagement in logistic support for a miiitary 

operation was confirmed during deputy DM Shalamanov's vfsit to Washington. As 

75 Accardfng to data of Alpha Rescarch (March 1999al. 59% ofrespondents preferred Bulgarian 
neutrallîy (Bdgarian temitory not to be used for aggrcsslve action against Yugosla~) .  Mile oniy 
34% accepteci NATO guarantees as a mcthod olensurlng Bulgan'an nationai se&@ during the 
crlsis. 
76 Fatercd by the landing of 6 misguideci NATO missiles on Bulgarian territory since 24 March, 
a HARM missile men stddng a house In suburban Sofia - luckily. without any casualtfes 
(Embassg- of Bulgrirfa to the t'.S. 20001. 
77 Organiztd by the DemocraUc Womui's Lcague (a BSP affiliate organizationl and anti-NATO 
intellectual drclcs. 
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early as Febmary the President reiterated Bdgaria's wish to follow a policy of 

Euroatlantic solidarity. whüe the FM stated that if peace failed to be negotiated at 

Rambouillet, the c o u n e  would 'support the decision of the international 

community on how to impose peace in Kosovo" (OMDA 1999). In February 1999 the 

cabinet worked out a fiamework agreement with NATO on logistic support for OJG 

against security guarantees, which, the deputy DM stated. practically eliminated 

the neutrality option, while FM announced that 'the Bulgarian support for NATO's 

efforts in Kosovo was the testhg ground for Our future membership" (ibid.). 

2) Greufer materiai involwment in the NATO müitay and CNG operaiions re 

Kosovo. Speculations about a secret govemment approvai of NATO overîîights 

surfaced immediately after the adoption of the March 1999 Declaratio~ of NA. 

Officlals denled such an agreement was reached back in October 1998; however, a 

confirmation by a NATO spokesman dfscredited cabinet statements7'. Still. 

Bulgarian officiais insisted there was no mflitaq danger even after the Rrst stray 

missile landed near a border-area town on 27 March. Finally, on 19 April NATO 

indeed made an ofilciai overflight request which was approved by the cabinet as a 

logical step in Bulgaria's support for NATO. Although NA was the only institution 

authorized to aiiow such territorial intrusion, the cabinet attempted to bypass it 

using a Constitutional Court decision. The leverage of the govemment, however, 

was weakened by the fact that NATO did not extend a membership invitation to 

Bulgaria at its Washington summit, which prompted the Euroleft to withdraw its 

support for the cabinet. Finaily, after a fierce debate lapsing into fistfights, MPs 

approved the decision, deepening the country's association with the NATO 

'' Jade  Shea said on 27 March: '1 guess that Bulgaria has offered us access to its sky, together 
wIth many other corntries ... So we r d i y  are vcry grateful and the Secrctary-General .. sent a 
letter to the Bulgarlan govemment. in which he said that NATO would not remah indifferent 
about any threat towards Bul- as a result of the operation that 1s taking place*. nie cabinet 
spokeswoman said Shea referred to thc expression of the government's *readiness possibly to 
grant NATO access to our alrspace- In October 1998 @Be-WM 1999). 



operation. After the end of the strikes the country ailowed territorial access for OJG 

troops (including an unprecedented entq  of a Turkish battalion headed for KFOR), 

while denying the same priviiege to Russian forces. Parliament aiso approved 

Bulgarian participation in KFOR sending police units to enforce public order and 

crime control in Kosovo in late 1999. Thus it is justified to surmise that NATO 

would even have been allowed to send ground troops through Bulgarian territory 

under the cabinet's policy of a 'creeping' support. 

3) Mflitmy and hwnanItarian support for Macedonla In April Bulgaria 

granted humanitarian aid to Macedonla, and let Turkish overfiights provide 

transportation for the assistance. In addition, the country sent a field hospital and 

financed the Radusha refugee camp in Macedonia. We can aiso include here the 

Bulgarian military assistance mentioned earlier [p. 101). 

4) Reluctance to accept refugees on Bulgaifan temtoy. PM Kostov was most 

concemed with the influx of refugees on the Bulgarian territov for at least three 

reasons: the strain on scarce government resources. the potentfal danger of Serb 

attacks on refugee camps, and the spillover of e th ic  strife in case refugee 

repatriation failed. In April he determined Bulgaria's host capaclty to be 5.000 

people. with 2.300 already in the country. Thus the stringent refugee policy was 

practically a mechanism to postpone or prevent the total involvement of the country 

in the conflict, as weli as leverage to bargain for compensations [incl. EU flnancing 

for a second bridge over the Danube) and an intensification of Bulgaria's integration 

into the EU and NATO. 

5) Intensive iobbyhg for integration and an international econornic 

development p h f o r  the region Bulgarian statesmen insisted on a coherent plan 

for the development of the region practicaiiy at every meeting with foreign officiais. 

However. regional development was sall considered by the Buigarian side as a 

coroiiary to the European integration agenda. so that it insisted on a differentiated 



EU approach to regional candidates. A detaiied review of ail steps in this respect is 

not possible here, but even a perfunctory analysis reveals a steady correlation 

between NATO requests and the govemment's lobbying for membership and 

regfonal plans79. This strategy also made use of the domestic opposition to 

involvement (BSP: public opinion) as an excuse for the piece-by-piece approach to 

involvement in the NATO operation. 

The surveyed period witnessed a clear trend towards increasing 

multilateraiisrn in Bulgarian regionai policy under the pressure of adverse regional 

developments and the needs of the domestic economic reform. Despite 

apprehensions that a deepening sub-regionalism may impede integration with the 

West. the faiiure to negotiate speedy accession to EU and NATO urged most 

regional actors, Bulgaria included, to 'perceive cooperation as a means of f ' g  in 

the politicai and security vacuum in SEE, avoiding further marginalization and 

provlding channels for closer interaction with Western organlzations ... as weil as [a 

materiai resource] to meet the criteria of European integration" (Cottey et .al.: 220). 

By establishing regular contacts and encouraging cooperative relations between 

Bulgaria and regional States. the biiateral agreements framework employed by the 

govemment as a main regionai security instrument in the previous period did 

create the foundation for a more comprehensive approach. This approach was also 

fostered by the expanding Unks among Balkan candidates for NATO membership 

under the PfP initiative. Since 1996, the new trend has been enfolding in two main 

directions: 

79 One such example is FM'S announcement just 8 days after NA'S overflight approval in May that 
Bulgaria may begin accession negotiations with the EU in December 1999. 



1) 'Mlateml top- and lower-level policy-coordinathg meetings among Bulgaria. 

Romania and Greece, and Bulgaria, Romania and Turkey on an annual basis, 

occasionaliy supplemented by Bulgarian-Macedonian-Albanian forums. They 

involve presidential and prime-ministerial summits, meetings of the foreign and 

defense ministers, of MFA political directors, sectoral ministers, working groups 

and experts. The issues discussed have included coordination of policies on EU and 

NATO accession. trade, regionai infrastructure, customs, legal and police 

cooperation, attracting external financing and investment to the region. 

Tangible results in this cooperative effort have been achieved mainly on soft- 

security issues - combating international terrorism, crime and trafficking - and 

some progress has been made in demiîitarizing border regions. Miikov (ibid.:105) 

aiso identlftes a regionai systemic effect, viz. preventing the creation of sub-regional 

alliances by a balanced involvement of regional actors in non-adversarial triangular 

coordination. Most of d l ,  however, the composition of the triangular setup indicates 

it is devlsed to support Butgarian. and respectively Romanian. aspirations to job 

EU (through Greece) and NATO (through Greece and Turkey). 

2) DeueIopment of the bottom-up process of Balkan cooperufion through the 

multilatemi interstate mechanisrn for discussion and coordination of regionai issues 

and policies among Balkan states, now known as the South East European 

Cooperation Process (SEECP), whîch was launched in Sofia in 1996. One impetus 

for this was the already mentioned aspiration of regional actors to be included in 

the decision-maklng pmcess on regional crises since cross-regional efforts would 

cary more weight in the eyes of the 'big powers' than national initiatives. In this 

respect. it is worth mentioning the regularized (annual] schedule of meetings of 

regional foreign and defence ministers. In the müitary sphere the objectives have 

been to facilltate the NATO integrauon process of regional candidates through 

meetings of CGS of Aibania, Bulgaria. Greece. Itaiy, Macedonia, Romania. Slovenia. 



Turkey and the U.S. In the poiitical sphere the process produced. among others, a 

regional endorsement of the Bulgarlan initiative on Kosovo and simiiar documents 

in 1998-1999. 

In November 1997 the process resulted in an unprecedented informal 

summit of regionai heads of state and government as a forum for discussing views 

on regionai security and development. The meeting recornmended efforts to be 

concentrated rather on functional projects (trade Uberaiization, free movement of 

goods, sewices and capital. free trade agreements, transborder cooperation) than 

on setting institutional frameworks. The issue of institutionaikation was thus 

raised. and further discussed at the meetings of the poiitical directors of MFAs. 

Aithough countries preferred the regiond projects approach to the creation of 

regional institutions, there has been movement in the institutional direction such 

as the Multinational Peace Force of Southeast Europe (MPFSEE) discussed below. 

SEECP has also been important for its inclusiveness as it provided a forum 

for regional participation of FRY even before October 2000 (when Milosevic's regime 

feu) despite concerns about the regime in Belgrade. Multilateral contacts initially 

skirted issues of bilateral controversy, but the negative stand of most regional 

actors towards Milosevic's poiicies and conccrn with the situation in Kosovo could 

be interpreted as a regional alhgnment against FRY. Thus, for instance. the above- 

mentioned Crete surnmit managed to bring up the Kosovo issue despite FRYs 

insistence on it being an interna1 pmblem. The next summit (Antaiia, October 1998) 

succeeded not only in placing Kosovo on the agenda. but also produced a 

consensus document demanding interruption of Bghting in Kosovo. return of 

refugees, permission for humanitarian missions to work and a complete 

implementation of SC ResoluUon 1199. True, this would have hardly been 

accomplished if Milosevic and Holbrooke had not just negotiated a cessation of 



hostiiities, but still the fact that an issue of regional security import was debated at 

a regional forum was encouraging. 

Therefore, multilateral regional cooperation, if sustained. can be perceived 

as creating regional condftionality for its members and thereby acting as an 

incentive for reform (Cottey etal: 2231. As Minchev (quoted in Pond:47) observes, 

'the coliaborative approach is innovative for the Balkans, because a substantial 

part of the political mentality in the region has been based on zero-sum thinking". 

Therefore. multilateralism can be seen as an instrument for the homogenization of 

the Balkans in the long run and also the el~cidation of a sub-regional vision of 

identity and development. Suck cooperative and regional behavlour had been 

notably lacklng before the Kosovo crisis. 

4.5. Proto-lnstitutionalization of Reg tonal Cooperation 

As mentioned above, an element of SEECP institutionalization can be seen 

in the creation of the Multinational Peace Force of Southeast Europe (MPFSEE). 

The idea of a Balkan peacekeeping brigade was inspired by the U.S.. suggested at 

the Sofia defense rninisterial meeting in October 1997 and endorsed in March 1998 

by Albania, Macedonia, Bulgaria, Rornania and Turkey, subsequently by Greece 

and Italy. Despite wrangling between Greece and Turkey on the authorship of the 

initiative and the force's location, the agreement was fînaiized at the Skopje meeting 

of Balkan defense ministers in September 1998. Throughout that year Bulgaria 

lobbied for hosting the brigade, and the inabuity of the meeting to reach a decision 

was interpreted by the Bulgarian media as a serious failure on the part of the 

Bulgarian DM. Since then the President stepped up hls promotional efforts and a 

decision was reached in early 1999 to rotate MPFSEE HQ location. starting with the 

Bulgarian city of Plovdiv. Subsequenüy, MPFSEE HQ was offlcially inaugurated on 

September 12. 1999. and the ftrst joint exercise SeebQ'99 was held in October 

1999. 
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According to Eyal (2000:107). the idea for MPFSEE was bom out of Baikan 

fnistration with the West's inabiiity to deai with the Yugo-crises. The drive of 

regionai states for NATO membership and related integration efforts produced 

another strong impetus, as "ail the Balkan countries wished to appear responsible" 

whiie 'NATO asked [them] to start contribuüng to their own regionai security" 

[ibid.). 

Under Art. 2 of the MPFSEE agreement, the force is created to strengthen 

regionai cooperation dong FfP ünes. and as an element of the Baikan countries' 

strate@ for integration with the Euro-Atlantic security structures. From a rnilitary- 

technicd point of view issues of interoperability are solved in practicd terms - the 

standards, concepts, rules and regulations accepted in NATO are used in the 

brigade. This is yet another confirmation that the initiative Ls Iinked to the NATO- 

rnembership orientation of severai Balkan states. 

Eyal (108) also identifies the following key features of the MPFSEE 

agreement: 1) there wlll be no standing force, whiie units totaling 3000 troops and 

their equlpment from contributing states will be assigned for future operations (but 

wîll remain stationed at home); 2) MPFSEE headquarters will altemate every four 

years among the partlcipating countries. starting with Bulgaria; 3) MPFSEE 

command wüi be assigned to each of the countries for a two-year term. starüng 

with Turkey; 4) the presidency and headquarters of the poWcal and mi1it;irv 

committee estabiîshed under the agreement WU be rotated arnong participathg 

counMes for two-year terms, starting with Greece; 5) the agreement cornes into 

force once four states have raüfied it. We can aiso add that the brigade is to have 

standing committee staff and assemble for periodic exercises. The Bulgarian side is 

to aiiocate a mechanlzed battaiion to the force, as weil as appoint one signai 

company and one staff company for the force's HQ in Plovdiv [Bulgarian 

Government 1999a1. 



At the time of MPFSEE agreement, the requirement for participation in the 

force - that the country be a member of NATO or tts PfP Programme - isolated one 

Balkan country, FRY. Even the most optimistic assessments would not deny that 

Yugoslavia under Milosevic viewed such Balkan institutional integration as a 

threat, since the final document of the inaugurative Skopje meeting supported the 

implementation of Resolution 1199 of UNS SC and the decision of the NATO 

Council to begin a process of 'generating strength". For Belgrade such language 

arnounted to support for possible strikes against FRY rnilitary targetssO (Belgrade's 

perception of MPFSEE naturaüy changed after Milosevic's fa11 from power). 

Nevertheless, because of the historic legacies in the region. the confîictual present 

and the differences between Balkan States, MPFSEE is unlikely to be sent on 

operation in the Balkans for a common purpose in the short term. Since it wil  

function under the auspices of NATO and W. UN, OSCE or WEU. its involvement 

will be associated with a mandate to join a wider peacekeeping operation. 

Despite its initial problems, the very creation of the MPFSEE brigade is a 

precedent in the mflitary history of the region and c m  be expected to boost 

confidence and trust in regional cooperation on security, which has been evolving 

rather slowly in cornparison with non-security issues. Eyal argues (109) that the 

actual military weight of MPFSEE is negiigent, but assigns it a much larger non- 

miiitary signtficance. since *the habit of cooperation it heralds remains supremely 

important". The Bulgarian side sees MPFSEE as a vital step toward preventing the 

region's future siide into the quagmire of low-intensity confiicts and as an 

instrument for establishg a peaceful and cooperative regional culture. According 

to the Ministry of Defence lBu1garia.n Govemment ibid.:6), MPFSEE 'is a unique 

attempt at  collective regional interaction in the defence and security spheres in the 

In addition. MPFSEE membership (i.e. the absence of the former Yugoslav repubiics except 
Macedonia) hdicated that the force was also conceived as an element of the containment strategy 
vis-à-vis the conflicts in former Yugoshvia. 
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interest of ail participants which does not encroach on the interests of non- 

participants;. . . creates an important precedent generating security from regional 

sources in SEE". Thus despite its low military weight. a successful functioning of 

MPFSEE wüi complement milItary cooperation under PfP, and most importantly, 

enable regionai actors to foster closer links in the security spherea'. 

6. Msions for the Balkans and Regton-Building Initiatives 

The Kosovo crisis was the strongest regional catalyst for stimulating the 

assertiveness of Bulgaria's evoMng foreign policy in the Balkans. The Kosovo issue 

aiso clearly demonstrated the profound need for an integrated regional vision. both 

on the part of extemai (EU, NATO) and regional actors. Thus. in the aftermath of 

NATO's rnilitary operation in Kosovo. several visions Jor the integrdion O/ the region 

were advanced. 

One of the most important alternative visions was advanced by former 

BulgarIan President Zhelyu Zhelev. who proposed the creation of a Balkan 

Parllament. Although reminiscent of the recment idea for a Balkan federation, this 

project was directly oriented towards further institutionaiîzation of regional 

diaiogue and cooperation. This idea borrowed from the existing mode1 of the 

European Parliament and suggested that its Balkan version include the objective of 

developing a common regional vision, and also guarantees for the expansion of 

regionai cooperation. A simiiar idea had already been expressed by L. Georgiev 

(1993) within the framework of an institutionai approach to regional security. 

According to Krastev (1999~) the Baikan Parliament project is based upon the 

notion that it is important to not only include govemments in the process of 

regionai diaiogue, but aiso entire societies. The Zhelev idea aiso impïicitly proposes 

that regionai integration become a substitute for accession of indMduai Baikan 

a: As of June 200 1 MPFSEE had not become involveci in the developing Macedonian security 
crisis. although there was considerabte dlsrussion about lts potentfal as a regionai sccurlty force. 
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states direct@ into the EU. As such, Zhelev's idea would hardly be acceptable to 

most Balkan states. 

Another vision was put forward by the weU-known and controversial 

financier George Soros. In Bulgaria. a similar proposai had already been advanced 

by Plamen Pantev (1999a). Soros proposed establishment of a Balkan economic and 

customs union based upon a region-wide free trade zone and the subsequent 

accession of SEE to the customs union of the EU. Like Zhelev, the Soros/Pantev 

notion borrows from the EU model - in this case, the intra-bloc common market - 

and also envisions the creation of a EU-type Balkan cooperative entity before the 

actual integration of the region's states with the rest of Europe. The value of the 

notion advanced by Soros/Pantev is the beneficial impact of economic integration. 

and the concept of regional stabflization through economic prosperity. However. 

critics (üNDP 1998: 162: Krastev 1999c) have identified several contenttous aspects 

of the Soros/Pantev model: diversion of trade flows from a larger European market 

to a much smaller and undeveloped regional market: Balkan countries producing 

cornpetitive primary products rather than complementary products: differences 

between and among Balkan states (for example. Greece is an EU member and may 

not be interested in a regionai union); and also that the project presupposes 

signiflcant EU support which is not likely to be forthcoming. 

A third vision was advanced by anaiysts such as Ivan Krastev (ibid.), whose 

premfse was shared by Ognfan Minchev (IRIS 1999a). The concern of these two 

political analysts is that regional problems are largely conditioned by the weakness 

and corruption of Balkan states. which are unable to guarantee human security 

and provide economic weU-being to thetr citizens. Thus the issue for Krastev and 

Minchev is not only region-builduig, but also state-building in the Ballcans in the 

sense of strengthenhg and de-criminallzing govemment institutions and also 

strengthening civü societles. To that end, Krastev proposed the accelerated politicai 



integration of the Balkan states into the EU. In the case of Bulgaria this would 

involve the beginning of accession negotiations, the iifting of EU travel restrictions 

for Bulgarian citizens. and permitting the country to start electing non-voting 

European MPs. Thus. Krastev argues, regional states that have begun accession 

negotiations wiil be able to learn integration through the process of political 

participation prior to their de facto accession, and acquire a "European voice before 

getting a European vote" (ibid.). Krastev's vision difïers from the views of the other 

analysts by focusbig on the Ewopean integration of the region instead of devising a 

parallel process at the Balkan level. Mureover, Krastev's view recognizes and takes 

into consideration the extemal integration priorities of most Balkan states. Bulgaria 

included. On the other hand, Krastev's plan places much higher political demands 

on the EU (in addition to the economic ones), and implies that a successful mode1 

wiil largely depend on the will and vision of the non-Balkan factor. 

The Kosovo crisis saw the intensification of efforts by the Balkan states to 

lobby their accession to European multiiateral institutions. In exchange for such 

accession countries such as Bulgaria offered their support to NATO's rnilitary 

operation against Yugoslavia. This offer was viewed very sympathetically by the 

members of the alliance. and also by the members of the EU. Indeed. the G-8 

summit in June 1999 gave the go-ahead for a Stabiiity Pact for SEE. indicating for 

the first time the wlllfngness of Europe to consider the development of the Balkans 

as an internul issue. At the post-Kosovo conference in Sarajevo (29-30 July 1999) 

the Pact was endorsed by forty heads of states and gwernments, formaking the 

international community's cornmitment to the economic development and 

democratization of the Southeastem Europe. 

A detailed examination of the Stabiiity Pact and its ongoing development is 

outside the h e w o r k  of this thesis. However. we should briefly mention that 

initial& this Pact was concemed with the stabilization of Kosovo and the 



amelioration of the humanitarian disaster in that province. Therefore the Stability 

Pact was seen in SEE as being prharîly directed at support for a new international 

protectorate, rather than a definitive plan for integrating the Baikans into Europe. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that the Bulgarian position conveyed by President 

Stoyanov at the Sarajevo conference underiined the need for a wider focus by the 

international community with regard to the Balkans. However, SP coordinator Bodo 

Hombach emphasized the need for regional integration before the expansion of the 

EU into the Balkans. This was countered by Bulgaxian insistence that the EU 

utilize an individualized approach for their recruitment of new candidate countries 

from the Balkans. For Bulgaria both processes - EU-level integration and regional 

integration - should run parallel to another. It remained an open question, however, 

exactly how the EU'S integration strategy would be developed in the future. 

It is important to note that Bulgarian support for the NATO operation in 

Kosovo was reciprocated with a formai invitation by the EU to begin accession 

negotiations in January 2000. In this way, the changes in Bulgaria's regional policy 

discussed above proved beneficiai for furthering the priority Foreign policy goals of 

the country. Indeed, a cornmon view among the Bulgarian domestic political elite. 

the media and most of the public in the wake of the Kosovo crisis has been that 

Bulgarian foreign policy - and regional policy in particular - has been the most 

successful field of Bulgarian government activity in recent years. 

In surnmary, the growing assertiveness of Bulgarfan regional policy in the 

late 1990s. and its close relationship to the country's European integration goals 

have resulted in Sofia's much enhanced engagement in Baîkan connfct 

management. Bulgaria also sponsored the drive towards expanding regional 

cooperation by placing greater emphasis on multilateral relations with regional 

states, a direct contrast to the predominantiy bilateral pattern of regional behaviour 

demonstrated both historically and in the period directly preceding the Kosovo 



crisis. Although a pan-European vision and developmental strategy for the entire 

Balkan region ïs only in its first stages of crystaliizaffon, the post-Kosovo 

developments indicate that the problems of Bulgaria, as weii as of the other states 

in Southeastem Europe. are increasingly viewed not simply as an extemal issue for 

the remaining countries in Europe. but as a general concem throughout the Euro- 

Atlantic community. 

VI. Conclurion 

The preceding analysis has attempted to indicate the influence of three 

major factors underlying Bulgarian regional policy in the post-communist period. 

Those factors are the domestic context of Bulgarian affairs. the impact of the 

regional environment on Sofia's poiicies, and finally. the broader pattern of 

International actors and activities on the situation in Southeastem Europe. In 

addition, the study has endeavoured to highlight the saiience of various factors at 

dinerent stages during the period considered. as well as the saiience and linkage 

among different issues and factors. Briefly, foilowlng the collapse of the cotnmunist 

regime in 1989 domestic and regional factors became much more signiffcant in 

conditioning the nature of Bulgaria's regional policies. 

In tracing the dynamics of Buigarian regional policy. the analysis has 

ldentified Iwo distinct sub-periods. The first perlod begins following the collapse of 

the communist regime and ends in roughly 1996. During these years Bulgarian 

regional policy underwent a radical reorientation in comparlson with the preceding 

communist period. Despite that radical reorientation, however, Bulgarian regional 

policy in the first period of democratic development primarily involved bilaterai 

relations witii neighbouring states in Southeastem Europe. Sofia's poiicies. while 

more moderate and less nationaitstic than in the Zhivkw communist period of the 

late 19SOs, lacked a specitlc regfond orlentatrofi or a clear-cut vision mi1 



strategy regarding relations with neighbouring countries and the wider European 

setting. During the next sub-period Bulgarian regional poiicy became far more 

prominent. Thus a major change noted is the evolution from non-engagement in 

Balkan crises to a far more active policy of addressing regional problerns. Such a 

policy was implemented on various levels: regional bilateral, regionai mulüiateral. 

European (bilateral and multllateral). Activity on the regional multilateral level 

quicldy became a hallmark of the post-1996, and was illustrated by Bulgarian 

sponsorship of regional interstate cooperation projects. support for and the 

advancement of regional initiatives, and more extensive participation in regional 

integration efforts. 

There seems little doubt that by the end of the 1990s Bulgaria's view of Lts 

position in the Balkans, its role as an actor in Southeastern Europe and its future 

as a European country had undergone considerable evolution. Bulgaria. it seems 

fair to say, had adjusted to the new realities of global international and regional 

politics. Most members of the Bulgarian elite - although differing on the details of 

the tactics and strategy of how best to relate to their regicrid and international 

environment - recognized that their country would enjoy far more prosperity and 

success if it promoted ideas that enhanced interstate cooperation in the Balkan 

neighbourhood. The violent confllcts connected with the wars of the Yugoslav 

succession had undoubtedly stimulated the reorientation in Sofia's policy and 

created an opportunity for Bulgaria to play a moderate and peaceful role in regional 

and European development. Although unanimity on how to relate to the question of 

NATO's involvement in the area is still lacking. there is little support in Bulgaria 

today for ana-NAM and anti-European policies. Thus we can conclude that the 

learning process of the domestic factors during the last decade has produced a 

stable agreement among elites about the two priority goals of Bulgarian foreign 

policy - integration into PISATO and htegration into the EU. This consensus 



underlies the almost across-the-board support for the recent obfectives. direction 

and character of Bulgarian regional policy. In conclusion, it seems hardly an 

overstatement to Say that at the outset of the 2 1st century the sphere of Balkan 

poiicy has finaliy corne to enjoy a high level of social and politicai consensusBa 

arnong Bulgarian elites and society. 

ec At i& 44h Congress in May 2000 the BSP oîlhiaUy changed its position on NATO. embradng 
Bulgaria's munbuship in the Alilance. 
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Table 1: Cbtonolo~~~ of Bdgdan Cantnl Ooninme~~t 1990-1988 
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Table 2: Political Profile of BSP (1990-1998) 

Table 3: 

1990 1994 
pro-European anti-American 
decentralized recentralized statism 

1 statism I 
1 left populist 1 left nationalistic 1 

social market 

1 social democracy 1 democratic socialisml 

populist 
Socialist market 

pro-old 

Source: Centre for Liberal Strategies, Sofia. 

pro-middle-aged 

Politicai Profile of UDF (1890-1996) 

law and order law and order - 

Western Western 
ro-market ro-market 

liberal 
centrist 

1 metacommunist 1 anti-communist I 
urban urban 

civil society statism 
Source: Centre for Liberai Strategies, Soh.  



Table 4: Attitude toaudr the Eumpcau Union 
(in percentage of the total) 

Negative 

Table 5: Priority m n h g  
Question: With which of these should Bulgaria develop relations with 
priofiw 

Neutrai 

1 September 1 32.5% 1 24.4% 1 6.9% 1 1.5% 1 - - 1 0.8% 1 

1 

(Source: Central and Eastern Eurobarometer No.7 (March 19971 

14 

1 1995 
Source: NZIOM (1995) 

1 

1993 
September 

16 

2 

4 1.8Oh 

12 

6 

3 1.8% 

17 

6 

7.5Oh 

23 

8 

1.5Oh 

15 

4 

0.2Oh 

3 

19 

3.2% 

17 



Table 6: Ethnic Gronpl in Bd@a 

1 Total 8,487,317 1 100.00 
I I 

Bulgarian* 
Turidsh 
G W ~ Y  
Russian 
Armenian 

Table 7: R ~ ~ O P I  Groupa in Bulgprip 

7,271,185 
800,052 
313,396 

Viakh 
Karakachan 
Greek 
Tatar 
Jewish 
OtheP* 

1 Eastern Orthodox 1 85.39 

85.67 
9.43 
3.67 

17,139 
13,677 

0.20 
O. 16 

Pomaks (est. 270.000) are included in the Bulgarian and Turkish 
groups resp. 
** of which approzdmately 10,000 Macedonians 

Source: NSI (1994) 

5,159 
5,144 
4,930 
4,515 
3.46 1 

48,649 

0.06 
0.06 
0.06 
0.05 
0.04 
0.57 

Sunni Musiim 
Shiite Musiim 
Roman Cathoiic 

Source: NSI (1994) 

12.10 
0.98 
0.63 

Protestant 
Other 

0.26 
0.22 



Table 8: Public Opinion on BdgUt.n Foreign an& Regionai P&cy 
Question: What is your attitude towards the followfng aspects of 
Bulgarian foreign pollcy in the last 5 years? (data as of November 1995) 

in percentage of total 
1 / Approve 1 Disappr 1 No 

1 .Bulgarian neutrality in the conilict in former 
~ugoslavia 
2. The recognition of Macedonia. Croatia and 

77.0 

- 
Slovenia 
3. G d  relations with Russia and the former 
Soviet republics 
4. Closer relations with the Slav countries 

I I I I 
Source: NZIOM ( 1995) 

71.0 

5. Bulgaria's efforts for joining the European 
structures 
6. Buigaria's participation in NATO's Partnership 
for Peace initiative 
7. More active development of relations with al1 
Balkan countries 
8. Observance of the embargo against former 
Yugoslavia 
9. Bulgaria's wish for membership in NATO 

Table 9: Defenae Erpendituna of the RepubUc of Bulgarla 1990-2000 

ove 
6.3 

77.6 

82.5 

opinion 
16.7 

5.9 

76.4 

60.5 

85.0 

51.2 

46.9 

23.1 

4.1 

3.0 

Year 

1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1998 
1999 
2000. 

18.3 

14.5 

2.1 

11.2 

2.3 

19.3 

20.9 

21.5 

28.3 

12.7 

29.5 

32.2 

*Estimates 
Source: Balkanica.org and National Staüstics 

Defense 
expenditures 
in mil. Leva 

1615.0 
4433.6 
5748.0 
81 13.4 
12919.8 
24000.0 
33485.8 
487506 
593641 
637366 

O !  of GDP 

3.56 
3.27 
2.83 
2.71 
2.32 
2.89 
3.01 
2.65 
3.32 

Equivalent in 
USD (mil.) 

254.1 
243.2 
292.9 
230.6 
378.3 
432.6 
295.5 
36 1.4 
390.1 

O h  of the state 
budget 

6.16 
6.86 
6.99 
5.40 
5.17 
6.15 
7.06 
11.6 
13.1 
12.4 



Chart 10: Orgrnlutionrl riid Firiictionai Stnietuxe of the Bulguian Anned 
Forcer a c c o ~  ta R o ~ e  2004 

1 h e d  Forces 1 

General Staff 
Amy - 46% 
Airforce - 23% 
Navy - 10% 

Rapid Reaction Forces - 29% 
Defence Forces - 5 1 % 
Territorial Defence - 20% 

Source: Bulgarian Ministry of Defence 

Table 11: Attitude on the outcome of NATO's bombing campaign 
Question: in yow opinion. WU NATO strikes against Yugoslavia contribute for: 

Kosovo 
2. Stabiiizing peace in the Balkans 

1 4. Democrathing the regime in 
1 1 I 

1 26% 1 52% ) 21°h 

3. Preventing a humanitarian 
tragedy 

1 Yugoslavia 
Source: NZIOM, Aprü 1999 

29?? 

29?! 

59Oh 1 2O! 

56% 1 6Oh 



Table 12: Public Opinion on Nationaï 8ecwity Guamnttem 
Question: What wouid be the best guarantee for Bulgaria's national security? 

I 
1 1 - hiU membership in NATO 1 42% 

Option Share 

2. Buigaria to declare neutrality 4 1°h 

3. Bulgaria to conclude bflateral agreements with neighbours 35% 

4. Full membership in WEU 

6. Bulgaria to conclude a defense union wlth U.S. 7% 

33% 

5. Bulgarla to conclude a defense W o n  with Russia 

I 

7. There are no such guarantees 1 296 

10% 

I I 1 
Source: NZIOM, April 1999 

Table 13: Public Opinion Awutpem of Politions Reguding the Kolovo 
Confîîct (Much 1999) 
Question: Are you weil aware of the stands and arguments on the Kosovo crisis 
of the followlng: 

1 The Yugoslav state 
I 1 

The Kosovo Albanians 

Source: NZIOM: March 1999 

137 

64% 

66%~ 

67% 

I 

Bulgaria 

32Oh 

NATO 

Russia 

U.S. 

68Oh 

36% 

34% 

33Oh 

39% 6 1% 



Table 14: Attitude to the Bulgarlm gwernment etmd on the Koswo crlsis 
(ûctober 1988. Much and Apdi 1998) 
Question: Do you approve of the Bulgarian govenunent stand on the Kosovo 
crisis? 

Table 15: Attitude to the objectives of the Buigarlan poiicy on the X o r m  
criair (aauch 1989) 
Question: How would you characterize the Bulgarian govemment's stand on the 
Kosovo crisis? 

Rather yes 
Rather no 
nie government does not have a 
clear stand 
1 am not aware of the govenunent's 
stand 
Cannot judge 

Source: Alpha Research, March 19% - - 

Source: NZIOM, April 1999 

32% 
25% - 
19% 

24% 

As aimed at NATO membership 
As aimed at solving regional problems 
As bdanced 
As situational and contradictory 
As biased 
As long-term and stable 

Table 16: Attitude to the regionai poUcy of the courent Buïgarlan cabinet 
(in %) 

3??~6 
2% 
22% 
1 596 
14% 
13Oh 

- M y  positive [ 14% 
Rather positive 1 4Q0h 1 48% 

26% 
19% 
8Oh 

20% 

26% 

1 Rather negative 1 31°! 1 28Oh 

40% 
35% 
15Oh 

4% 

6Oh 

1 Fuiiy negative 1 3% 1 10% 1 
Source: Alpha Research. Mar& 1999 



Figure l (a-dl: Priority R m k h g  1 
Question: What is your attitude to closer links of Bulgaria with: 

Figure la: the EC/EU 

Figure lb: Russia 

Jan. Maieh Sopt. 
1991 1992 1995 

Fimue lc: US. 

Jan. Mamh Sipt. 
1991 1992 1995 



Flmre Id: Turkey: 

Jan. Mamh Slpt. 
1991 1992 1995 

Source: NZIOM (1995) 

Figure 2: Foreign-PoUcy Priodty Rehtiona 
Question: Which of the foiiowlng should be priority for Bulgaria's foreign poiicy? 
(data Ca. 1995) 

Source: BBSS Gallup ( 1997) 

Figure 3: Priority Rmkhg  II (&ta u of Septembcr 1996) 
Question: What is your attitude to closer relations of Bulgaria wlth: 

Source: NZIOM 



Firfure 4: Attitude of ethnic Buiguiuir to the Turkirb Minority 
(ca. 1996) 
Question: What is your attitude towards people from the Turkish 
minority? 

Source: NZIOM (1996) 

F i m e  5: Attitude8 towudr MRF (1996) 

Question: Does M W  play a positive or a negative role in the country's 
polîücal Me? 

Source: BBSS Gallup Yearly Report, 1995 



Fimm 6: Attitude8 on politicmi confrontation (ca.1998) 
Question: Do you think there are serious confrontations? 

ILI beîween rkh and poor 

Nkîween empbyres and 
empbpd 

0 between young and old 

0 between gowrnment rnd 
gowrned 

Ibeîween mlnoritks and 
otherr 

Blbetween nillonalktr and 
I otherr 

Source: BBSS Gallup Yearly Reports 1995 

Figure 7: Natiomibt Attitudes by Puty m a t i o n  (ca.1996) 

BSP UDF Osneml Publlc 

Source: Bulgarian CNEP Survey, Bulgarian Presidential Elections 
Survey, Novemkr 1996. 



Figure 8: Attitude t o d  jo- NATO by puty dillhtion (data as of 
November 1996) 

UDF 

Source: NZiOM (1996) 

Figure 9: Public attitude towudi joining NATO (data as of November 1996) 

Source: NZIOM ( 19961 

Fieure 10: Public Attitude to Bulguii'i Acceriion to EU (data as of 1996) 

3% 

Source: NaOM (19961 



Fipure 1 1: Public Amreneu about Bdguii'a Europe Agreement 
(data as of November 1995) 
Question: Do you know about Bulgaria's 1993 Agreement for association 
with the EU? 

Source: NZIOM ( 19%) 

Fimire 12: Compuiron of Coddence Lcvtb in the Main State 
Inatîtutionr i t  the end of lm8 and 1998 

Source: üNDP 1998. 



Fi~ure - 13: Attitude to iüiîoaevic'a policy in Xomvo (April 1999) 
Question: Do you approve of the violent action of the Yugoslav army against the 
Kosovar Albanians? 

Source: NZIOM, Aprü 1999 

Fimire 14: Attitude to NATO'm policy in Kosovo (Apiil1999) 
Question: Do you approve of NATO's action for halting the ethnic cleansing? 

Source: NZIOM, April 1999 
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Righlightr in Bilateml Rehtiom with B.llsrn States (19Qû-1999) 

14 February 1993 - Treaty for iiiendship and cooperation between the Repubiic 
of Buigaria and the Repubiic of Albania. In effect since 13 October 1993. 

7 Aprii 1993 - Agreement for cooperation between the Defense Ministries of he 
Republic of Bulgaria and the Republic of Aibania. In effect since 4 August 1995. 

27 Apd 1994 - Agreement for economic and trade cooperation between the 
Republic of Aibania and the Repubiic of Bulgarla. In effect since 15 August 
1994. 

12 March 1999 - Protocol for cooperation between the Mirilstries of Foreign 
Affairs of the Republic of Albania and the Republic of Bulgaria. 

vlsits: 
May 1990 - FM B. Dimitrov's vislt to Aibania 
1992 - FM Ganev's visit to Albania 
1993 - President Jelev's visit to Aibania 

- PM Meksi's visit to Bulgaria 
April 1994 - President Berishaes visit to Bulgaria 
1995 - President Jelev's visit to AIbania 
1998 - President Meidanl's vlsit to Buigaria 
April 1998 - FM Milo's visit to Bulgaria 
March 1999 - FM Mihaiiova's visit to ALbania 
October 1999 - PM Maiko's visit to Bulgaria 

7 October 199 1 - Treaty for frlendship, good-neighbouriiness, cooperation and 
security between the Republic of Buîgaria and the Republic of Greece. In effect 
since 2 1 May 1992. 

28 November 1991 - Agreement for cooperation between the Ministries of 
Defense of the Repubiic of Bulgaria and the Repubiic of Greece, and between 
the Bulgarian and Greek armed forces. 

1 1 January 1992 - Addenda to the Vienna 11990) Document on confidence and 
secuxity building rneasures between the Republic of Bulgaria and the Republic 
of Greece. In effect since 1 March 1992. 

12 February 1993 - Protocol for cooperation between the Ministries of Foreign 
Aîïaits of the Republic of Greece and the Republic of Bulgaria. In effect since 12 
F e b m q  1993. 



12 March 1993 - Intergovernmental Treaty between the Republic of Bulgaria 
and the Republic of Greece for encouragement and mutual protection of 
investments. In effect since 29 April 1995. 

19 March 1998 - Agreement between the Ministries of Defense of the Republic 
of Bulgaria and the Republic of Greece on the participation of a Bulgarian 
transport unit in the Greek contingent in Bosnia and Herzegovina within SFOR 

10 December 1998 - Programme for rnilitary cooperation between the Bulgarian 
Ministry of Defense and the Greek Armed Forces for 1999. 

VLsits: 
January 1990 - FM B.Dimitrov's visit to Greece 
May 1990 - PM Lukanov's visit to Greece 
Febmary 199 1 - PM Popov's visit to Greece 
October 1991 - PM Popov's visit to Greece 
November 1991 - PM Mitsotakis' visit to Bulgaria 

- FM Ganev's visit to Greece 
Febmary 1993- FM Papakonstantinou's visit to Bulgaria 
March 1993 - PM Mitsotakis' visit to Bulgaria 
November 1993 - FM Papoulias' visit to Bulgaria 
May 1994 - FM Daskalov's visit to Greece 
March 1995 - FM Papoulias' visit to Bulgaria 
June 1995 - PM Videnov's visit to Greece 

- FM Pirinskïs visit to Greece 
August 1995 - FM Pirinski's visit to Greece 
July 1995 - NA Chairman Sendov's visit to Greece 
November 1995 - President Stefanopoulos' visit to Bulgaria 
December 1995 - FM Papoulias' visit to Bulgaria 
Aprll 1996 - FM Pirinski's visit to Greece 
September FM Pangalos' visit to Bulgaria 
April 1997 - FM Stalev's visit to Greece 
July 1997 - President Stoyanov's visit to Greece 
April 1998 - PM Simitis' visit to Bulgaria 
May 1998 - FM Mihailova's visit to Greece 
August 1998 - PM Kostov's visit to Greece 
January 1999 - FM Pangalos' visit to Bulgaria 
March 1999 - FM G.Papandreou's visit to Buigaria 
April 1999 - PM Simitis' visit to Bulgaria 
May 1999 - President Stefanopoulos' visit to Bulgaria 
July 1999 - PM Kostov's visit to Greece 

6 May 1992 - Treaty for fiiendship. good-neighbourliness, and cooperation 
between the Republic of Bulgaria and the Repubiîc of Turkey. In effect since 29 
June 1995. 



3 February 1993 - Cwperation Agreement between the Ministries of the Interior 
of the Republic of Bulgaria and the Republic of Turkey on combating the dxug 
trafficking, terrorism and organized crime. In effect since 20 May 1993. 

11 March 1993 - intergovernmental Agreement on military-technicai 
cooperation between the Republic of Bdgaria and the Republic of Turkey. In 
effect since 10 July 1997. 

6 Juiy 1994 - intergovemmental Agreement on trade, economic and industrial 
cooperation between the Republic of Bulgaria and the Republic of Turkey. In 
effect since 9 December 1994. 

6 Juiy 1994 - Treaty between the Repubiic of Buigaria and the Repubiic of 
Turkey on mutuai encouragement and protection of investments. In effect since 
18 September 1997. 

29 July 1997 - Agreement on n U t q  cooperation between the Bulgarian 
MWstry of Defense and the Amy GeneraI Staff of the Repubiic of Turkey. 

4 December 1997 - Agreement between the Republic of Bulgaria and the 
Republic of Turkey on border delineation at the mouth of the Rezovska river 
and on deiineatfon of tenitorid waters in the Black Sea. In effect since 4 
November 1998. 

1 1 July 1998 - Free T'rade Agreement between the Republic of Bulgaria and the 
Republic of Turkey. In effect since I January 1999. 

5 November 1998 - intergovemmental Agreement on energy and infrastructure 
cooperation between the the Republic of Buigaria and the Republic of Turkey. 

22 March 1999 - Agreement on nonuse of anti-troop landmines and their 
defusion dong the common-border and in adjacent regions. 

visits: 
199 1 - FM Vulkov's visit to Turkey 
November 199 1 - FM Ganev's m i t  to Turkey 
1992- PM F. Dimitrov's vlsit to Turkey 
F e b r u q  1993 - President Ozal's visit to Buigaria 
December 1993 - FM Cetin's visit to Buigaria 
May 1994 - FM Daskalov's visit to Turkey 
July 1994 - President Jelev's visit to Turkey 
June 1995 - President Demirel's visit to Bulgaria 
July 1997 - President Stoyanov to k k e y  
December 1997 - PM Yilmaz to Buigaria 
April 1998 - FM Cern to Bulgaria 
November 1998 - PM b t o v  to Turkey 
March 1999 - President Demirel to Buigaria 
October 1999 - FM Mihailova to nirkey 



1992 - Agreement between the Ministries of the interior of the Republic of 
Bulgarla and the FYROM on cwperation in combating drug trafiîcldng, 
terrorism and organized crime. 

1995 - Framework Agreement on long-term energy cooperation. 

22 February 1999 - Consular Convention between the Republic of Bulgaria and 
the FYROM. 

- inergovernmental Agreement on mutual encouragement 
and protection of investments between the Republic of Bulgaria and the 
FYROM. 

- Intergovernmental Agreement on trade cwperation the 
Republlc of Bulgaria and the FYROM. 

- Cooperation Protocol between the Ministries of Foreign 
Affafrs of the Republic of Bulgaria and the FYROM. 

12 March 1999 - Cooperation Agreement between the Ministries of Defense of 
the Republic of Bulgarla and the FYROM. 

16 April 1999 - intergovemmental Agreement between the Repubiic of Bulgaria 
and the FYROM on the delivery of free rnilitary equipment and amrnunitions. 

13 October 1999 - Free Trade Agreement between the Republic of Bulgaria and 
the FYROM. 

visits: 
Februaqr 1992 - FM Ganev's vïsit to FYROM 
June 1993 - PM Berovps visit to FYROM 
1993 - Resident Je1ev;'s visit to EYROM 
November 1993 - FM Tsarvenkovski's visit to Bulgaria 
April 1994 - President Gllgorov's visit to Bulgaria 
February 1997 - Interlm PM Sofianski's visit to FYROM 
2 1 February 1999 - FYROM PM Georgievski's visit to Bulgaria 
11 March 1999 - FM Mihaiîova's visit to FYROM 
11 Apïil 1999 - PM KOS~OV'S visit tO FYROM 
21 September 1999 - PM Georgievski's visit to Bulgaria 

6 June 1990 - Amendment to the htergovemmental Agreement on the 
movement of the population of the common border region. 

1 1 December 1995 - intergovemmental Agreement on trade and economic 
cooperation berneen the Republlc of Bulgarfa and the FR of Yugodatia 



13 Febmary 1996 - Intergovermental Agreement on mutual encouragement and 
protection of investments between the Republic of Bulgaria and FR of 
Yugoslavia. 

25 Aprll 1997 - Protocol of the Bulgarian-Yugoslav Committee on demarcauon 
of the c o m o n  state border. 

vfslts: 
May 1990 - PM Lukanov's visit to FRY 
F e b r u q  1992 - FM Ganev's visit ta FRY 
August 1993 - FM Jovanovic's visit to Bulgaria 
December 1993 - PM Kontic's visit to Bulgaria 
April 1994 - FM Jovanovic's visit to Bulgaria 
June 1995 - FM Pirlnski's visit to FRYugoslavia 
Febmary 1996 - PM Videnov's visit to FR Yugoslavia 
March 1996 - NA Chahman Sendov's visit to FR Yugoslavia 
September 1996 - Chairman of bwer House of FA Radoman Bozovic's visit to 

Bulgaria 
March 1998 - FM Mihailova's visit to FR Yugoslavia 
February 1999 - FM Mlhailova's visit to FR Yugoslavia 

26 November 1990 - Intergovernrnental Agreement on economic and trade 
cooperation between the Republic of Bulgaria and the Repubiic of Romania. N 
effect since 1 January 199 1. 

12 September 199 1 - Declaration on good-neighbowliness, friendship and 
cooperation between the Republic of Bulgaria and the Republic of Romania. 

27 Jamary 1992 - Treaty for Erfendship, cooperation and good-nelghbourhess 
between the Republic of Bulgaria and the Republic of Romania. In effect since 8 
October 1992. 

24 Febmaqr 1992 - Protocol on cooperation between the Ministries of Foreign 
Affairs of the Repubiic of Bulgaria and the Republic of Romania. 
20 June 1994 - Framework Agreement on miiitaxy cooperation between the 
Republic of Bulgaria and the Republic of Romania. 

19 December 1995 - Addenda Document on miiitaqr, security and confidence- 
building measures between the Republic of Bulgaria and the Republic of 
Romania. In effect since 5 April 1996. 

vfstts: 
Juiy 1990 - PM Lukanov's visit to Romania 
February 1992 - FM Ganev's visit to Romania 
hlarcli 1993 - President Jelev's visit to Romania 
1994 - FM Melescanu's visit to Bulgaria 



November 1994 - President Dlescu's visit to Bulgaria 
A p d  1995 - PM Videnov's visit to Romanfa 

FM Prirùiski's visit to Romanla 
June 1995 - FM Meleskanu's visit to Bulgarfa 
March 1996- NA Chairman Sendov's visit to Rornania 
April 1997 - President Ebnstantinesku's visit ta Bulgaria 
March 1998 - FM Plesu's visit to Bulgaria 
September 1998 - PM Vasile's visit to Bulgaria 
November 1998 - President Stoyanov's visit to Romania 
Februay 1999 - PM Kostov's visit to Romania 



Dcchtion of the Nationai krcmbly of tâe ReptibUc of Buiguii mguding 
the aggravation of the cd& in Kosovo and the intervention of the 

Internrtid community 

The 38u> National Assembly of the Republic of Bulgarla, 
taking into account the declarations of the National Assembly of 29 April 1993 
and of 23 October 1998: 
supporting the position on the Kosovo crisis announced by the European 
Council on 24 May 1999 in Berlin: 
voicing deep concem over the failwe of diplornatic eliorts to flnd a peaceful 
solution to the crisis in Kosovo; 
regretting the enormous humanitarian and human tragedy that has enfolded 
throughout al1 stages of the crisis; 
approving of the actions of the Bulgarian state institutions to protect the 
Bulgarian interests through an active participation in the efforts to find a 
peaceful solution of the crisis; 
confbming that due to those acUons the political and rnilitaxy risks to Bulgaria 
have been averted; 
expressing satisfaction with the guarantees granted by NATO's Secrehy 
General in his letter of 24 March 1999 that the security of al1 NATO member- 
states is irrevocably linked to the security of a l  partner states and that 
Bulgaria's security is of direct and prime concem to the Alliance; 

Declares: 

1. The Republic of Bulgaria wiii not participate directly or indirectly in war 
actions in the Federal Repubiic of Yugoslavia. 

2. The Republic of Bulgaria. sharing the principles of democracy, the rule of 
law, and the protection of human rlghts, humanitarian values and ideals, 
expresses its solidarity wlth the Euro-Atlantic community in its efforts to 
prevent further deterioration and expansion of the crisis in Kosovo and 
appeals for a new poky of sustained development of Southeastern 
Europe. 

3. The Republic of Bulgaria urges the govenunent of the Federal Repubiic of 
Yugoslavla to slgn the peace agreement, which would prevent the loss of 
human Me and further devastation. 

4. The Republic of Bulgaria confirms its strateglc civlllzational choice for a 
full membership in NATO. 

25 March 1999 



List of Abbreviations: 

BAU - Bulgarian Agrarian Union 
BNRP - Bulgarian National Radical Party 
BÇP - Bulgarlan S o c W t  Party 
CG - Contact Group for the former Yugoslavia 
CGS - Chiefs of General Staffh 
CLS - Centre for Liberal Strategies 
CM - Council of MinIsters 
CNSC - Consultative National Securlty Council 
DM - MMster of Defence 
EU - European Union 
FM - Foreign Minister 
FPL - Fatherland Party of Labour 
FYROM - Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 
IMRO - interna. Macedonian Revolutionary Organization (in Bulgaria) 
iMRO-DPMNU - Intemal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization - Democratic 

Party for Macedonian National Unity [in FYROM) 
JNA - Yugoslav Federal Anny 
KLA - Kosovo Uberation Anny 
MFA - Mfnistry of Foreign Affairs 
MoD - Ministry of Defense 
MPFSEE - Multinational Peace Force in South-Eastern Europe 
MRF - Movement for Rights and Freedoms 
NA - National Assembly 
NATO - North Atlantic Tteaty Organization 
NCDNI - National Cornmittee for Defense of National lnterests 
NIS - National intelligence Senrice 
OAF - Operation AUed Force 
ChJG - Operation Joint Guardtan 
PACE - Pariiamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe 
PP - Partnership for Peace 
PM - Prime Minister 
SC - Security Council (of the United Nations Organization) 
SEE - SoutheasteniEurope 
SEECP - South East European Cwperatlon Process 
SP - StabMlty Pact for Southeastern Europe 
UDF - Union of Democratic Forces 
UnDF - United Democratic Forces 
UN - United Nations Organization 
WrO - Warsaw Treaty Organization 
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